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Statos 21 will print 300 pages of charts, graphs,
and text while the boss has his coffee.
(But he'll have to drink fast!)
Th is new printer/plotter, latest in a line
of electrostatic devices pioneered by
Varian, can deliver hundreds of pages
of computer-generated text and graphics while you take a 5-minute coffee
break. That's four times the speed, at
half the price, of most impact printers.
And it does it in a 2-foot square without
a whisper.
Statos 21 page-a-second printing is
a full 8 lh x 11, 80 column by 88 lines
page. And its turn-around time in data

processing appl ications is phenomenal!
Just imagine: Core and tape dumps in
seconds. Top management summaries
generated in minutes, while bulk printing continues. Graphs printed simultaneously with alphanumeric characters,
much faster than with separate printers
and plotters. Card- image records and
teletype-compatible listings handled
with ease.
'
A problem solving computer pe ripheral-Statos 21 is plug-to-plug compat-
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ible with IBM/360, Varian 620/f and
other computers both large and mini.
The fact is, nearly every data processing and management information system can benefit from Statos 21 . So for
more on the story of Statos 21, contact
us at 611 Hansen Way, Palo Al to, Calif.
94303. Call (415) 326-4000.

@

varian

data machines '
graphics & data systems division

Double
Your360RJE
Throu put.
You say your line printer is running
at half its rated speed? And you've been told
the problem is your "2400 bps line." The
problem, sir-plain and simple-instead lies
with the ordinary dial-up modem you're using.

and powerful error control':: enable the Paradyne BISYNC-48 to achieve a 4800 bps effective throughput on dial-up lines. All for
no more than ordinary modems which merely
modulate and demodulate.

The cure? The Paradyne BISYNC-48
modem. A unique 4800 bps dial-up modem
that, through unprecedented high speed modem technology, provides an effective throughput on the dial-up net of two to four times
what you're now getting from your 201.

There's no longer any reason to let
your 360 RJE terminals work at less than
optimum capacity.

With the BISYNC-48 your line costs
will be drastically reduced ... you'll realize
substantial savings in the front-end controller
... you'll have improved data integrity and
reduced communications cost in your CPU
... and your high speed terminals can operate
at full capacity on the dial-up network.

':'continuous transmission ARQ using a simultaneous ACKI
NAK "reverse channel" which eliminates line turnaround .

Such innovative features as a 5112
bps bit rate, automatic adaptive equalization,

Paradyne Corporation' P.O. Box 5144 • 2040 Calumet Street· Clearwater, Florida 33518 • 813 / 442-5126
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When paperwork piles up,
Victor's data centers can get you
out of a peak-load data preparation bind without interrupting
your normal office routine.
Our data input preparation
services-key punching, key to
magnetic tape and OCR typing
services-can solve your paperwork problems quickly and
efficiently. And far more
economically than you could do
it yourself.
2

. (And if that isn't enough,
we'll be happy to tabulate,
batch, code and edit your
source d.ocuments.)
Look at it this way. If
you're not equipped to handle
peak-load data preparation,
stop struggling.
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And unload on Victor.
At any of 71 Victor! data
centers throughout the country.
For more information, look
us up in the white pages, or
write Victor Comptometer
Corporation, Business Services
Division, 3900 North Rockwell
St., Chicago, Illinois 60618.

-

~VICTDR

DATA·

CENTERS
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TDMorFDM?
An impartia.1viewpoint
from a company that makes both.
Frequency Division Multiplexers carry a smaller
price tag than Time Division Multiplexers. But that isn't
what counts .
Because what you're really buying is channels.
For instance, it might cost you about $5000 for the
first channel of a TDM, including the cost of a data set.
Thereafter, the cost per channel steadily drops. In contrast, you can figure on about $600 per channel for
FDMs no matter how many channels you need.
In other words, FDMs cost less where you need fewer
channels, and TDMs cost less where you need more.
The crossover price is at around 16 channels.
Let's get one worry out of your mind .
It's possible to have both FDMs and TDMs in the same
system. So you can start with a few channels and work
up to a larger system that includes one or more TDMs.
In general, you use TDMs if you have high concentrations of terminals in one remote location. You
use FDMs where you have widely distributed
communications, such as a small number of
terminals in each of many cities .

And now-the biased viewpoint ...
No other company selling both TDMs and
FDMs can offer you a nationwide service organization. (We're based in 56 major cities.)
Is this important? Well, just consider-the
breakdown of a TDM could kill 52 channels
of data transmission. In practical terms, it
could tie up the whole ticket operation of an
airline.
We have 250 service representatives allover the
country. They keep Ultronic's stock quotation system
running from border to border. And they'll get to you

fast if you should ever need them.
So, you can get excellent service from us.
You can get excellent equipment from us, too.
We can ship FDMs and data sets off-the-shelf. In 30
days or less, we can install an FDM system that will
handle up to 23 channels on voice-grade line and 25
channels on a conditioned line.
We can give you a 20-channel or a 52-channel TDM.
These have a single plug-in board that interfaces with
all data terminals, so you don't need any intermediary
equipment.
You can buy or rent TDMs or FDMs from us at a very
reasonable cost. (One of our customers replaced his
old FDM system with ours at a saving of $3000 per
month .)
We have everything you need in data communications systems, including data sets and video and hardcopy terminals.
Get to know our equipment and
services.
Then make your own impartial
decision.
For details, write or call: Lee
Shrout , Ultronic Systems Corp., Box

315, Moorestown, N.J. 08057.
Telephone : 609-235-7300.

Ultronic
Multiplexers

(hi=» InFORmATion SYSTEmS
4
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BEA
KNOWIT-ALL

With the One And
Only Definitive
SDABook
INFORMATION SPECTRUM , INC.
has prepared a publication describing
source data automation equipment
and design methodology to assist you.
We have done your systems designer's homework. He no longer has
to spend weeks requesting and analyzing manufacturers' data and spec
sheets.
These reports conta in detailed
cost/performance descriptions for all
commercially available equipment in
the following categories:
-Keyboard-to-Tape
-Portable Data Recorders
-Alphanumeric Display Terminals
-Optical Readers
-Magnetic Readers
-Remote Scanners
Also included are cost/volume
break-even pOints for SDA equipment.
INFORMATION SPECTRUM, a data
processing systems design company,
has developed these reports through
its experience in analysis and design
of SDA systems and as a part of its
continuing SDA Seminars.
The Source Data Automation Reports are handsomely bound in a
loose leaf binder and the initial cost
of $95.00 includes a one-year updating of equipment on a quarterly basis.
This enables the user to have the latest and most accurate information
available.
Look for INFORMATION SPECTRUM'S SDA column each month in
Modern Data.

Information Spectrum, I"c.

(617) 872-4824

Department MD
1020 Kings Highway North
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034

NEW YORK
Robert J. Bandini, 400 Madison Ave., Suite 401, N.Y., N.Y. 10017

(212)753·0375, (203) 226·3544

PHILADELPHIA
Don McCann, 116 Haddon Ave., Suite C, Haddonfield ; N.J. 08033

(609) 428·2522

MIDWEST
Gerald E. Wolfe, The Pattis Group, 4761 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood, III. 60646

I wish to purchase
Source Data
Automation Reports at $95.00 per copy. I
understand this price includes a one year
updating on a quarterly basis.

o Ch eck enclosed for $
o Please send further informati o n on the
SDA book.
o Please send materials on Information
Spectrum consulting services .

(312) 679-1100
Name

WEST COAST & SOUTHWEST
Neil Canavin, 711 East Walnut St., Lands Bldg. , Pasadena , Cal. 91101

Company

(213) 681-1133

~~~-------------------

Address

THIS ISSUE OVER 90,000 COPIES
MODERN DATA/June 1971

City

State

Zip
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new program paekages
developed by
Cullinane Corporation,

EDP-AUDITOR: The most powerful tool
yet developed for use by auditors to audit
computer-based systems.

IMS-CULPRIT: The highly successful CULPRIT
Output Processor system now has a special version
designed especially for IMS users.

PLUS - D/A: The "PLUS" software security
and control system, in use worldwide, is
now available in a new Direct Access form .

Too often the auditor has been the forgotten
man: charged with the responsibility to analyze and prove the integrity of computerbased systems, yet without the tools to do
it effectively.
This new generalized audit' system changes
all that. It can be used by any auditor, regardless of EDP experience. He can use it on
any type of file, perform unlimited computational work with unlimited test and
selection criteria.
Very efficient in its use of computer time,
EDP-AUDITOR can produce any type of
output for test purposes and can produce
many and varied reports in one pass of a file .
It will also generate random numbers.
With very fast turnaround time, EDPAUDITOR can run on any IBM or RCA
computer, DOS, OS or TDOS , DOS.
Auditors have never had a tool like this before. Don't pass it up without investigating!

IMS-CULPRIT solves the chief problem of getting
multiple production or one-time reports from your
IMS data base on a batch ed, one-run basis. With
IMS-CULPRIT's predefined " SEQ" parameters to
define the desired part of the data base for the
various reports, the segments for all the required
(sensitive) levels of the hierarchy are brought together in a buffer. When all corresponding segments
are present, the buffer contents are delivered to
CULPRIT as each succeeding lowest-level segment
is changed, with higher level segments automatically
changed when required . Different hierarchial
structures are automatically handled . As each such
record is obtained, IMS-CULPRIT tests and selects
all the data it needs for many reports and /or subfiles before it goes to the next one.
CULPRIT processes at speeds equivalent to wellwritten BAL programs. Outputs are specified by
parameters contained on two simple form o. Development time for your IMS application programs
is much reduced, and one time reports can be
generated on an overnight basis.
CULPRIT is widely recognized as a landmark
among packaged programs. The new IMS version
makes it even more versatile. Send for a detailed
technical brochure!

PLUS - D/A, the most comprehensive source
program library system on the market, is
also exceedingly simple to use. It requires
only half an hour for the average programmer to learn (and remem ber) because of its
clear and concise one-card control feature.
PLUS-D /A re-uses old program areas and
has character as well as blank com pression
with full restoration of the record, including
all original sequencing and other ID.
There are many other secondary features.
We've had a great variety of experience with
program library systems and have designed
features that add much convenience and
efficiency to the system. For example:
variable number of records per track, use of
less or more than one disk pack, reorganization capability, "on-disk" backup, several
operations performed with same access, ID
features, etc.
You know you need it. Find out details!

CALL:

CALL:

Thomas M. Lescalleet

James J. Baker

CALL:

Fo r merly a COrl t ro ller o f a lead ing

A n M.I. T. graduate (m ath major an d honor

consulting operation. Tom has wid e experien ce in bu siness and accounting systems.
When you talk directly to Tom about EDP·
A UDITOR y ou can talk in aCCQUnJ,irlg or
software terms.

society mem ber ) who has co m p le ted re quire-

ments for a PhD at Har vard. J im spen t 5
years in advan ced software systems design
at IBM. He '1/ welcom e y our m ost searching
ques tions abo ut IM S-CULPRIT_

-------------------MAIL:

for details on
EDP-AUDITOR

MAIL:

for details on
IMS-CULPRIT

Jean P. Lapointe

Jean was responsib le fo r th e developme nt of
the highly successful PLUS syste m which is
no w in use throughout the U.S., Canada.
South America, and Europe. Jean wUl be
glad to talk to y ou about th e ad vantages
heren t in th e new Direct A ccess version .

------------------MAIL:

for details on
PLUS - D/A

Name .. . . . . . . .. ...... . . ..... .

Name .. .. . . ......... . ...... . .. ... . . .

Name ... . .... . .............. .

Title .. . . .. . ... .. . . . . . ... .. .. .

Title ..... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . ... .

Title .... . .. . ........... . . . .. .

Company . .. . .. ... . . . ...... . . .

Company . . . . .... . . .. ....... . . . . . .. .

Company . . .. . ......... • .. . .. .

Address ... . ... . ..... . .. . . ... .

Address ...... . .... ... .. .... .... . .. .

Address .. .. . . ... . . . .. . . .. . .. .

City . . . . .. State . . .... Zip .... .

City . . .. . ... State . . .. . .. . Zip . ..... . .

City .... . . State . .. . .. Zip . . .. .

Cullinane Corporation
One Boston Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Telephone (61 7) 742-8656.
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When DIGITAL starts a family,
DIGITAL takes care of its fam ily.
PDP-B and PDP-11 computers have been
amply provided for with the largest and best
selection of peripherals in the industry.
These are only the newest.
If we had tried to put them all in one ad,
the fold-outs would have begun to look
like a program print-out.

DECwriter

LA 30

DECterminal

VT06

DECpack

RK 02, 03

DECprinter
LP 08, 11, 12,15

DECmagtape

TU10

DECdisk
RS64

DECtape

TU56

DECscope
VR14

An impact printer that is faster,
quieter, and more reliable than teleprinters. 30 cps printing speed.
64 character set, ASCII 1968. 96 or
128 character keyboard.

All POPs

Interactive terminal applications where hard copy output
is not needed: graphic display
from mass storage files , text
editing, on-line debugg ing .

A disk file with moving head under
electronic control. Reliable and
quiet operation . Capacity 10 million
bits, with 80 ms average access.
Compact and low cost. Interchangeable disk cartridge.

POP-11 , 8, 12

Convenient storage of programs and data files in installations where several people
use same computer.

A low-cost, high-speed line printer
with 80 or 132 columns and 64 or
96 character sets . Basic speed of
3561pm can be increased to 1100 Ipm
for a 20-column line. Up to six-part
forms for multiple copies.

POP-11 , 8,12, 15

High quality alphanumeric
printout for business and scientific reports.

A low-cost CRT and keyboard for
direct computer input/ output, telephone line transmit/receive. All
interfaces built in. Full ASCII keyboard, 1800 character image area.

This magnetic tape system is IBMcompatible at 45 ips speed ,densities:
200, 556 and 800 BPI , and 7 or 9 channels. Vacuum columns and a simple
mechan ism make it extra reliable.

All POPs

Low cost file and program
storage, preparation of data
for processing on other systems , backup for disk files .

A low-cost, fixed-head disk with
nominal capacity of 64K 16-bit
words, expandable to 256K
words. Average access time 16 ms.
Real-time look ahead capability and
cyclic redundancy error check.

POP-11

Monitor program residence.
Oata file storage.

A simple, compact, highly relia ble
magnetic tape system of proprietary
design. Pocket-sized reels contain
2 x 106 bits. Read , write , search , or
update in forward or reverse direction at high speeds .

All POPs

Rel iable, high speed alternative to paper tape . Used for
program & data file storage.

All POPs

Manuscript editing , source
data entry, interactive computation , file scanning and
updating .

A versatile, low-cost CRT display.
Combines high speed and high resolution for graph ic and alphanumeric
display. Features easy-to-read
63 square inch screen.

More than 10,000 mini-computers delivered.

Dig ital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Mass. 01754 (617) 897-5111
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NEWS ROUNDUP
PANASONIC ENTERS U.S.
COMPUTER MARKET

NEW 1900 SERIES FROM ICL

Panasonic, a Japanese electronics finn best known
here for its consumer products, has introduced a
complete line of minicomputers, peripherals, and
components to the U.S. Initial sales efforts will be
targeted to OEMs, but this may be only until the
firm develops a handle on the American market;
most of Panasonic's computer sales in Japan have
been to end-users.
The minicomputer products are the Mc-7S and
Mc-7F - the lattei' a 16-bitter with 4 to 16K of 600
nsec, plated-wire memory - and a billing computer
station called the "Transactor" which consists of
the slower (4 usec) Mc-7S with paper tape I / O,
an optical mark reader for cards, and an IBM
Selectric typewriter.
Also introduced were: a series of small disk
memories; a photo tape reader; a generalcpurpose
mark reader; _a CRT terminal ("MACC-Scope");
a programmable desk calculator ("Computator");
and a number of smaller components.

International Computers Ltd. has announced a
new series of processors that complements its
present 1900 systems first introduced in 1964. The
new "s" (for semiconductor) series includes the
1902S, 1903S, 1904S, and 1906S - the last the
most powerful computer now marketed by ICL.
Comparable in size to the IBM S/370-165, the
1906S uses plated wire for internal storage and is
said to offer approximately 50 percent more power
and more than twice as much throughput (11
megachars /sec) as the older 1906A, an I-C
model introduced in 1968. Also announced were a
disk-based version of the existing 1902A; remote
job facilities for the 1901A; a communications processor (the 7903); an extensive package of systems-level software; a small, 30 chars/sec chainprinter for remote terminal applications (the 7081
"Termiprinter"); and a disk storage system (the
EDS (60) ) for clustering seven or nine eleven-high
disk transports, each of 59.2 megachars capacity.

HELP TOP HELP

pressed, junior programmers. A few TOP graduates
have already found jobs, but an urgent need exists
to place other successful graduates. Additional
forms of help needed by TOP include loans of
equipment and teaching materials, technically
qualified instructors, and financial contributions.
Contact TOP, Inc., P.O. Box 848, Adelphi, Md.
20783 for additional information.

Computer firms and individuals in the Washington,
D .C. area wishing to do something besides complain about welfare roles should contact "Training
for Opportunities in Programming, Inc." (TOP), a
voluntary, non-profit organization that educates
and finds Jobs for capable, but financially de-

o C DATASCAN

Harold V. Semling, Jr., Was h ington Editor

PROTECTING PROGRAMS - The National Council of
Patent Law Associations is making a study of the patenting
of computer programs, which, as yet, usually don 't qualify
for patents. No quick action is seen as it is unlikely Congress will be able to approve any plan before 1973. The
lawyers hope to come up with something which is more
than a copyright, but less than a full patent. One possibility is that they will develop a form of protection comparable to the "processright" proposed by Larry L. Constantine in the June, 1969 issue of MODERN DATA.

EDP FORMS - The U.S. Department of Commerce's annual industrial outlook for over 200 industries predicts
greatly increased use of business forms due to computers.
The outlook for OCR forms is favorable, but there will be
heavy competition in the next decade from film recording
systems and visual display systems.

NEW BANKING CONCEPTS - William W . Sherrill, a
member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, has called for reorienting the concept of banking .
Banking of the future, he said must be "more broadly conceived," and aware that "its function no -longer is _predominately lending." He foresees a time when financial
information provided to the customer may be more important in the customers' eyes than the funds made available
to him.

The U. S. Naval Academy is said to have quadrupl ed its computer reo
sources by installing a Honeywell 635 and linking it to Dartmouth
Coll ege's time-sharing system.

10

IN BRIEF

Th e D-epl. of Transportation has awarded a $346,900 grant to Kent State
Univ. to complete the development of a computerized management aid
(TRANSMAN ) for bus transit systems.
18M, Gaithersburg_, Md ., has received a $4,768,861 addition to an existing contract by the Federal Aviation Agency to develop a National
Flight -Data Processing Program.
MODERN DATA/June 1971

We've made a great computer
a lot better.
Varian's new 620/L has a dramatic
price/performance ratio that gives
more computer in less space at
lower cost . The 620/L i s an
advanced design of the reliable ,
field-proven (over 1300 installed
worldwide), systems-oriented 620/ i
computer.
Priced at only $7700, the 620/L
has an SK, 16-bit, high-performance memory that can be expanded
to 32K inexpensive ly. Each 4K
memory increment is$2300. What's

more, if you don 't need SK, you'll
find the basic 4K, 16-bit 620/L very
attractive at $5400!
The 620/L is small , so small that
when fully expanded -a 32,76Sword system with all main frame
options and up to eight peripheral
controllers-fits into just 21 inches
of rack height.
The 620/L is 100% I/O-and software-compatible with the 620/i ,
and new peripherals and software
have been added. All peripherals,

software, and appl ication packages
(developed for earlier 620 models),
as well as the 620/L itself, are offthe-shelf.
You know us. You know t hat when
we say we have something better,
we can prove it. Talk to the big company in small computers.

~ varian

\!!Y data machines
The Big Company in Small Computers

U.S. Sales Offices: Downey (213-927-1371), San Diego (714-298-9292) , San Fran cisco (415-968-9996), Calif.lWash,ngton (301-773-6770) , D.C.lChicago (312-692-7184), III.lWaltham (617-899-6072),
Mass.lDetroit (313-645-9950), Mich .l Mlnneapolls (612-926-6571) , Minn .! Albuquerq ue (505-298-5570) . N, Mex ,lNew Rochelle (914-636-8118), Rochester (716-586-3273) , N.Y./ Fort Washington (215-643-2355) ,
Pa./Dallas (214-231-5145), Houston (713-781-0105), Tex . Other offices worldwide/ Varian Data Machines. a Varian su bSid iary. 2722 Michelson Drive, Irvine, California 92664. Telephone 714 / 833-2400.
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Big
could put main
together at prices as
and we're

Software: We promised the biggest
single package of mini computer software
ever, and we delivered FORTRAN IV,
ALGOL 60, Time Sharing BASIC,
Disk Operating System,
and lots more!

True.
It's always been this way.
Ever since we said that our
first 16-bit multi-accumulator mini
computer, the Nova, was the best
small computer in the world.
That we'd back everything up
with software, peripherals, and worldwide sales and service. That we'd
become a high volume manufacturer
in a hurry.
Well, we've delivered on all
counts.
With one very interesting
result: We still make outrageous
claims. But with our delivery record,
people simply refuse to be surprised
by anything we say.
For instance, we introduced
three new members of the Nova line,
featuring LSI, MSI and all-monolithic
memory, at the 1970 Fall Joint, and
the only people to get nervous were
the competition.
We told everybody that the
Nova 1200, the first mini computer
to take advantage of large- and
medium-scale integration to achieve
.
d d 1· b·l
maXImUm spee an re Ia I Ity, was
o
ItO
1
th e 1east expenSIve
mu I-accumu ator
16-b IOt comput er on th e mark et
?
DIOd we s h a k e anyb 0 d
y up.
No, we just wrote orderso
And then, to cap it off, we
delivered the Nova 800 a month ahead
of schedule, and the Nova 1200 two
months ahead of schedule (which is
really outrageous in this business)
At the same time, we introduced
the Supernova SC.
o

0

Here we are, the cocky young
kid on the block, introducing the first
all monolithic memory in a mini
computer and people didn't just accept
it. They expected it.
Now we're telling people that
it's not enough to love us for our low
main -frame prices. They should love
us for the way we can put main frames,
software and peripherals together in
configurations that meet real-world
computing requirements at the lowest
prices possible.
Reaction? Disk Operating
Systems, Real-Time Operating Systems, Time Sharing BASIC Systems,
all kinds of systems, are installed
and running. Right now.
Sure we make outrageous
claims.
But with more than 1000 computers, and all kinds of software,
peripherals, and systems installed all
over the world, it's getting harder.
Because people are simply
buying everything we say.
•
• •

DATA GENERAL

Southboro, Mass. (617) 485-9100 / Hamden, Conn.
(203) 624-7010 / Commack, L.I., New York
(516) 368-3304 / Rochester, New York ( 716) 235-5959 /
Saddlebrook, N. J. ( 201 ) 843-0676 / Bryn Mawr, Pa.
(215) 527-1630 / Washington, D.C. (202) 296-0380 /
Atlanta, Georgia ( 404) 458-0118 / Orlando, Fla.
(305) 425-5505 / Chicago, Ill. (312) 539-4838 / Cleveland,
Ohio (216) 486-5852 / Houston, Texas ( 713) 622-2820 /
Dallas, Texas (214) 233-4496 / Denver, Colorado
( 303) 758-5080 / Manhattan Beach, Cal. (213) 376-7917/
Palo Alto, Calif. (415) 321 -9397 / London, England
014997735 / Munich, W. Ger. 0811 29 55 13 / DATAGEN
OF CANADA LTD.: Hull, Quebec (819) 7702030 /
Montreal, Quebec ( 514) 341 4571 / Toronto, Ontario
(416) 4478000 / Vancouver, British Columbia
( 604) 7312711.

0
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Data baJe:
beFore you inveJt
inveJti9ate.

The most exciting concept in computer usage
today is the data base information system .

than 80 blue-chip customers are achieving their
information system goals using TOTAL.)

The most talked-about data base management
system is IMS-2.

Even if you've already started to implement,
TOTAL's design approach will allow you to accelerate your current progress and enhance the
effectiveness of your investments in time and
energy for future success.

But the most widely and successfully used DBMS
is Cincom Systems' TOTAL.
With all of its power, TOTAL is applicable on 64K
systems and up, and in any environment.
That says a lot for TOTAL. And it tells you something of great importance if you're thinking data
base.
Because the most critical decision for the ultimate success of information system implementation is your choice of data base management
systems.
It will serve you well to investigate TOTAL. (More

~~
_

(Incom

In fact, it will pay you to consider TOTAL no
matter what your status : if you're thinking data
base ; are in the decision-making stage ; implementing ; or just curious.
Write today for full information about TOTAL, the
most powerful system in existence. Currently
available for use with IBM DOS or OS, Honeywell and RCA. Cincom Systems, Inc.l2181 Victory
Parkway/Cincinnati, Ohio 45206.

JY'tem~ Inc:

We creQte efficiency.

Cincom offi ces also located in Palo Alto , California and Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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~~Why pay more than

$65 a month for
atime-sharing terminal?"
Z. V. Zakarian, president, Western Union Data Services Company.

For $65 a month you can lease a
Model 33 ASR exchange data terminal
with acoustic coupler from Western Union
Data Services Company for use with any
telephone anywhere in your company.
And chances are $65 is a lot less than you
are presently paying.
The exchange data terminal 33 works
with virtually all time sharing services. So
even if you're not currently using this
terminal, there's a good chance the 33 is
compatible. (To make sure, just ask your
time sharing service.)
If your requirements call for Model 33's
Data-Phone; or Data Access Arrangements,
we can supply them too at equally

attractive rates. We even have terminals
with wheels so you can move them to any
office location.
Regardless of which data terminal configuration you select you can depend on
Western Union Data Services Company
for nationwide servicing, applications
engineering, training and support.
Interested in the most economical and
efficient data terminal for your needs?
Contact me at Western Union Data
Services Company, 16 McKee Drive,
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. Phone:
201-529-4600. Outside N.J. call tollfree 800-631-7050.
ILLI ...
Telex: 12-5077.
western union

western union
data serv1C:es c:cmpan!:t

'Registered tradema rk of AT&T.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
NO U.K. SOFTWARE CRISIS Tony Hardcastle,
chairman of the Software Houses' Association, made
it clear that there is no crisis in the computer software industry in the UK in spite of suggestions to
that effect by people outside of the industry. According to the London Times, he explained at the Association 's first annual meeting that a number of software concerns, " the majority of them not even
eligible for membership in the association," had expanded beyond their managerial, marketing, and
possibly technological abilities and were now "feeling the draft." Firms offering highly specialized services should continue to thrive, he said.
FOREIGN TRADE UP - U.S. foreign trade in electronic computers, peripheral equipment, and parts
accounted for 67% or $1.1 billion of exports of
business machines in 1970, reports the U.S. Commerce Dept. Of the total, digital computers comprised $428 million, parts $281 million, and input/output peripheral devices $224 million. Major
customers included West Germany, United Kingdom,
France, Canada, and Japan . EDP equipment totaled
$43 million or 8% of imports in 1970, increasing
91 % from 1969.

RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED - Horst Jonas and Bruno
K. Witter, West German traders in electronic equipment with strategic uses in computers, have been
denied U.S. export privileges for failing to account
for their dealings in transactions involving almost
$200,000 worth of U.S. -origin equipment. The two
men were part owners and co-managers of Codi
Computer GmbH, Dusseldorf, which is now being
liquidated.

QUICKLY AROUND THE WORLD

Honeywell Information Systems, Ltd., has signed an
agreement valued up to $2.4 million to supply
Linotype Paul Ltd. , in London, with Honeywell 316
computers for use in phototypesetters _ Included in
the agreement is the firm 's U.S. company, Merg.
enthaler Li notype.
CRC Information Systems Ltd. has ordered a Xerox
Sigma 9 computer for its service bureau in London.
The value of the order exceeds $15 million.

ORDERS AND INSTALLATIONS
Orders for more than 25 large-scale Series 6000
computer systems valued in excess of $41 million
were reported by Honeywell Inc.
Graham Magnetics Inc. has announced receipt of a
government contract for magnetic computer tape
that could total nearly $3 million .
Geocom , a Houston-based company specializing in
offshore and land geophysical data processing, has
installed a Sperry Rand Univac 1106 computer valued at approximately $1.9 million.
Di/An Controls , Inc. of Boston, Mass., has received
an order from Raytheon Co. for ticket printers to
produce airline boarding passes . The order is valued
at approximately $100,000.
After more than a year of in-store testing, Target
Stores, the Minneapolis-based mass merchandising
chain, has placed a $200,000 order for two computerized cash register systems from The Singer Company's Friden Division.
Tracor, Inc. of Austin, Texas announced receipt of a
$1,058,594 contract from GTE Sylvania , Electronics
Systems Eastern Division, for the development of a
keyboard/printer device to be used in the Minuteman Weapon System.
16

Interdata announced the receipt of a contract for
four of its Model 5 computers from the Ford Motor
Company's Rawsonville Plant in Michigan. The three
systems included in the $230,000 contract include
Model 64KB mass memories , and a real -time operating system .
The University of Pittsburgh has ordered two large
PDP-10 computers for its computer center from Digital Equipment Corp. of Maynard, Mass. The two
machines, which will replace two IBM 360/50 systems and an IBM 7090 batch processing system,
make up the largest PDP-10 system installed in any
university.
What may well be the largest single order ($2 .5 mil lion) in the history of the industry for mini-computer
magnetic tape systems has been awarded to Tri-Data
Corp. by the Data Products Div. of Lockheed Electronics Co. Tri-Data will furnish standard production
models of its "CartriFile" tape systems for incorporation in Lockheed Electronics MAC 16 computers. The first two hundred units are scheduled
for delivery before the end of 1971.
Boeing Computer Services , Inc. has been awarded
an $80,075 contract to design , develop, and demon strate a natural resources information system
(NARIS) for the Bureau of Indian Affairs .
MODER N DATA / June 1971

GENERALe ELECTRIC

t:l:i::.. Information
'W Services

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY . . . . . 7735 OLD GEORGETOWN ROAD
BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 , Phone (301) 654-9360

World Leader
In Time-Sharing
Service

AN OPEN LETTER TO EDP MANAGERS:
Gentlemen:
It's here. Our flexible NEW MARK II. Time-sharing designed with you in mind.
Extend the power of your in-house systems with our features. MARK II has more
than time-sharing's ever had before.
Much more than a problem-solving tool, our NEW MARK II is designed to help you,
to augment and complement your in-house system.
Look at these new features:
Universal access to a true information processing network. 250 major
cities on a grid to three interconnected SUPERCENTERS*. Call any or
all of our services on one local telephone number. And there's a
satellite link to London and Europe.
New high reliability. Protected power supplies. Strong security
features, at specially designed SUPERCENTERS. And soon, dual systems
throughout on our NEW MARK II service.
Subscription management. You control who uses the service and how,
and even how much. Make our system your system.
Great capabilities. Full FORTRAN IV and more. More core. More
storage (multi-million characters). Remote job entry. Deferred
execution. INTERPROCESSING-;, and FORTRAN IV bring real compatibility with your in-house system.
But that's just the tip of the iceberg. GE's NEW MARK II can do lots more for
you. More to get the most from time-sharing and your own in-house capabilities.
If you manage an EDP operation, we'll come out and show you just how much more
you can do with our NEW MARK II. Let's talk about it. Call me collect at (301)
654-9360, Ext. 700.
Sincerely,

Paul W. Sage, General Manager
Information Services Marketing Department
>'<Service mark of General Electric Company

TECHFILES are MODERN DATA'S new looseleaf reference service offering a choice of 12 subjects - each is
updated quarterly:

o INTERACTIVE CRT
DISPLAYS
o PRINTERS &
0
0
0

0
0

TELEPRINTERS
MIN ICOMPUTERS
DISK/DRUM
MEMORIES

o
o
o

CASSETTECARTRIDGE
TRANSPORTS

0
0

OCR & MARK
READERS
DATA SETS &
MULTIPLEXERS
COM EQUIPMENT
KEY-TO-TAPE/DISK
MAGNETIC TAPE
TRANSPORTS
DIGITAL PLOTTERS
TIME SHARING
SERVICES

Each TECHFILE includes basic reviews, product comparison charts, market study, new developments, list of
company reference literature, and a directory of suppliers' sales offices.

At the rate of just $5 per month per TECHFILE subject,
you receive a full year's service representing the combined resources of MODERN DATA 'S market research
department and editorial staff. For full details, mail the
coupon below.
MODERN DATA SERVICES, INC.
Information Products Division
3 Lockland Ave ., Framingham, Mass. 01701
Please send complete details and order
forms on TECHFILES.
Name _____________________________
(please print)
Title _____________________________
Company __________________________
Street ___________________________
C ity _____________________________

Avoid costly product research , make sound buying decisions, keep tabs on the competition , understand the
market - with TECH FILES.
MODERN DATA/June 1971

State _________________ Zip _______
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CORPORATE AND FINANCIAL NEWS
Incoterm Corp. of Marlborough,
Mass. has signed an agreement
with the TRANSAC Div of CITALCA TEL involving a minimum
of $15 million in Common Market
sales of Incoterm products over the
next 48 months. The agreement
calls for the completion by late
1971 of a French manufacturing
facility for the licensed production
of Incoterm terminals, including
the company's Model SPD 10/20
Stored-Program Display System.
RCA Computer Systems is increasing rental, purchase, and maintenance prices on its second- and
third-generation systems. The price
increases, which range from three
percent
on
second-generation
Model 301, 501, 601, and 3301
computers, to five percent for
third-generation Spectra series systems, will be effective Aug. l. Although the company's recently introduced Model 2, 3, 6, and 7
computers will not be affected by
the price increase, Spectra series
peripherals ordered for use with
RCA series central processing units
will carry the Spectra price increase.

RECENT

ENTRIES

IN

18

var Corp. of New Orleans and
Andersen Laboratories, Inc. of
Bloomfield, Conn. to develop a
fourth-generation COM system
using dry-process film in microfiche format . . . The Mentor
Corp. a Tulsa-based computer
services firm, plans to develop
several large communicationsoriented
computer
centers
throughout th e nation which
will eventually b e linked together. Satellite centers, which
will have communications terminals at m edium and large
companies, will service as custom er input stations.

~. U)<II

.-

Company
Burroughs
Computer Dimensions
Computer Property
Computest

Control Data
Datascan
Elect. Data Sys.
Honeywell
Intn'l. Bus. Machines
Itel
Keane Assoc.
Memorex

Gould Inc. and Dictaphone Corp .
jointly announced th e termination
of discussions relative to their previously-announced agreement in
principle for Gould to acquire Dictaphone. The joint announcement
stated that studies of markets and
technologies did not reveal th e fit
which both companies had originally expected.

COM-

BOX SCORE OF EARNINGS

Computing & Software

Raytheon Company announced
tentative agreement on th e sale of
its memory and module product
lines to Data Technology Corp. of
Palo Alto. The product lin es, manufactured at the Rayth eon Data
Systems facility at Santa Ana, include analog instruments, analog
and digital logic modules, and
"Biax" memories . The value of the
proposed transaction was not disclosed.

THE

Conversion Methods Corp. of N.Y.C. w ill assist
EDP users converting their manual, first- or second-generation
systems to a third-generation environment . . . Computamation,
based in Philadelphia with representatives in major U.S. cities,
will provide diversified editorial ,
marketing, and allied services in
the EDP fi eld. Presiden t of the
n ew company is Martin Nussbaum, formerly editor of Data
P1'Ocessing Magazine. . . A joint
venture company named COM
IV, Inc. has been form ed by KalPUTER FIELD:

Nat. Cash Regi ster
Nati onal CSS
Progra mming Methods
Ray t heon
Scan-Data
Standard Register

Period
3 mos.
3 mos.
12 mos.
12 mos.
3 mos.
3 mos.
9 mos.
9 mos.
3 mos .
3 mos.
3 mos.
3 mos.
12 mos.
12 mos.
9 mos.
9 mos.
12 mo s.
12 mos .
3 mos .
3 mo s.
3 mos .
3 mo s.
12 mos.
12 mos.
12 mos.
12 mos.
3 mos.
3 mos.
12 mos.
12 mos.
12 mos.
12 mos.
3 mos.
3 mos.
12 mo s.
12 mo s.
52 wks.
52 wks.

3/31/71
3/31/70
12/31/70
12 /31/69
3/31/71
3/31/70
2/28/71
2/28/70
1/31/71
1/31/70
3/31/71
3/31/70
12/31/70
12 /3 1 /69
3/31/71
3/31/70
12 /3 1/70
12/31/69
3/31/71
3/31/70
3/31 /71
3/31/70
12/31/70
12/31/69
12/3 1/70
12 /3 1/69
3/31/71
3/31/70
2/28/71
2/28/70
12/31/70
12/3 1/69
4/4/71
3/29/70
12/31/70
12/31/69
1/3/71
1/4/70

Revenues
208,111,000
189,175,000
5,834,076
3,824,921
1,073,000
1,081,000
7,540,908
8,229,314
19,053 ,000
18,445, 000
141 ,007,000
125,539,000
10,981,828
10,308,207
55,018,312
31,787,755
1,92 1,194,000
1,837,634,000
1,870,133,046
1,720,810,543
30, 158,000
13,385,000
2,741,879
1,938, 102
78 ,996,817
74,066,759
343,600,000
308,050,000
7,789,603
2 ,587,089
6,686,546
4,287,266
316,069,000
307,146,000
2,193,264
1,373,764
103,165,464
103,622, 182

Net Earnings
(Loss)

1'"

Co(/)

~ ...J ...

w-'"
•
Q.

10,9 77 ,000
.60
9,708,000
.56
50,874
.04
(1,339 ,427) (1 .3 1)
118,000
.18
87,000
.13
394,248
.42
580,2 78
.62
1,625,000
.30
1,472 ,000
.27
12,644,000
.85
407 ,000
(.44)
(155,620)
437 ,952
1.26
7,415,371
.62
4,931,671
.42
61,650,000
3 .58
62,238,000
3. 76
250,807,781
2 .19
230,261,417
2.02
2,128,000
.30
121,000
.02
297,650
.40
258,308
.37
3,188,585
.83
6,902,161
1.85
5,532,000
.25
8,576,000
.39
(1,737,121) (1.67)
(638,261)
H
670 ,615
.80
401 ,575
.48
8,874,000
.62
8,806,000
.58
(1,795,811) (2.04)
(1,418,129) (1 .84)
3,912,400 . 1.82
4,401 ,968
2 .05
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MERGERS

AND

ACQUISITIONS:

Acme-Divac Industries Inc.,
Hawthorne, Cal., has acquired a
complete line of CRT display
terminals, including associated
polling controllers and magnetic
tape cassettes, from American
Data Systems, Canoga Park, Cal.
Details of the transaction were
not disclosed . . . Black Forest
Development Co., a Colorado
corporation, has purchased the
majority of stock in Systemation,
Inc., the Colorado Springs-based
systems education company . . .
Central Data Systems, Inc. of
Cleveland has agreed in principle to acquire the assets of
Pittsburgh Computer Co. for an
undisclosed number of CDS
shares . . . Computer Financial,
Inc. of Los Angeles has acquired
the Datatron Disc Div. of H.F.S.
Manufacturing Co., subsidiary
of Datatron, Inc., Santa Ana,
Cal. The new acquisition will
operate as CFI Memories, Inc .
. . . Dashew Buisness Machines
of Santa Monica has agreed in
principle to acquire American
Computer and Communications
Co., Torrance, Cal. ACC produces magnetic encoding and
reading devices used with credit
cards . . . D ata Products Corp.
has completed its acquisition of
100 percent of Core Memories,
Inc. Data Products previously
owned approximately 78 percent
of CMI's outstanding stock . . .
Harris-Intertype Corp., Cleveland, and D atacraft Corp., Fort
Lauderdale, F la., have agreed in
principal to a program which is
expected to lead to Harris acquiring 60% ownership of Datacraft, a producer of digital computers
and
core
memory
systems . Part of the program
calls for Recognition E quipment, Inc. of Dallas to exchange
640,000 shares of Datacraft for
142,000 shares of Recognition
Equipment issued to Datacraft
in 1969, and to cancel its outstanding Datacraft Warrants
. . . Image Information Inc. of
Danbury, Conn. has acquired
the complete line of LGP-2000
Lasergraphic Plotter systems
from Dresser Systems, Inc.

If you don't
think pictures are
the best way to
communicate,
go home and watch
your
radio.

No, we don't make
TV sets. We make
Interactive Graph ic
Termin als. One big
difference ? You
can talk back to ou r
terminal. Directly.
Right on the screen
itself using a
light-pen, keyboard
or a number of
accessories. And ,
most important, any
compu ter can talk to it too . (That's right, any
comp ute r.) To a comp uter, our te rminal is a high-speed
peripheral. To more and more computer ow ners, it's a fast,
econom ical way to visualize problems in process control ,
NC prog ramming, computer-a ided design and simulation .
The price? $19,800 w ith OEM discoun ts avai lable. We think
we have th e best price / performance ratio you can get.
Make us prove it to you .
Right now we have interfaces for these computers . CDC 1700 ;
DIGITAL SCIENTIFIC METNM 4 ; HP2114B , 2115A, 2116B ;
REDCOR RC 70, RC 77; VARIAN 620 /i. If you don 't see yo urs,
contact us ... chances are we' re working on it.

Phone (213) 346-3410
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CORPORATE PROFILE
Featured this month:

SCAN-OPTICS, INCORPORATED

(Over-the-Counter)

East Hartford, Connecticut

DIRECTORS: Anthony B. Coburn, Chairman, Treasurer; Richard J. Coburn, President; Ronald A.
Haved, Vice President of M<:\rketing; Milton Stoller, Vice President of Engineering; Warren C. Heidel; Etalo G. Gnutti; E. Bulkeley Griswold.
BACKGROUND:

Scan-Optics, Inc. was incorporated

in Delaware in September, 1968, to engage in the

design, development, manufacture, and sale of optical character recognition (OCR) equipment and
systems. In December of 1968, Scan-Optics acquired all of the assets and assumed all of the liabilities of Computer Technology Corp., a Connecticut corporation formed in May, 1968, in
exchange for 48,654 shares of Scan-Optics stock.
Prior to the acquisition, Computer Technology
had no significant sales.
FACILITIES: Corporate headquarters are in East
Hartford, where marketing, engineering, production, and administration are housed in a modern,
one-story building. The company now occupies
approximately 27,000 square feet and plans to expand to about 47,000 square feet by the end of
this year. Sales, systems, and service capabilities
are now being provided in major domestic computer markets such as New York, Washington,
Philadelphia, Boston, Hartford, and Chicago. During the second half of 1971, the company plans to
market its products in Cleveland and on th e West
Coast. In addition, Scan-Optics has initiated a foreign marketing program, and agreements are now
being concluded with a large Japanese finn and a
Dutch company to market Scan-Optics equipment
in the Far East and in Western Europe.
PRODUCTS/SERVICES: Scan-Optics provides computer users with a full spectrum of OCR capabilities . The company's major product is its 20/20
OCR system, a high-speed combination page and
document reader which features versatile, off-line
operation. The basic 20/20 system includes a control computer, magnetic tape drive with controller,
and an I/O console with on-line character insertion
capabilities. Its modular design allows for the addition of a variety of options including additional
fonts.
The company recently established a new function to market fonns to OCR users and to offer
fonns design and development services.

20

CURRENT POSITION: Scan -Optics installed its first
20/20 system in late 1969, and is now starting deliveries of systems to insurance companies, banks,
publishers, manufacturers, and the service industry. Based on the purchase value of equipment,
backlog currently exceeds $4 million.

OUTLOOK: OCR equipment is finding ever-widening acceptance among computer users and shipments are predicted to grow from a current level
of $150 million to between $400 and $500 million a
year by 1975. There are between 1,500 and 2,000
scanners currently installed in the United States.
The Scan-Optics 20/ 20 system is reported to be
cost-justified by companies having between ten
and twelve keypunch operators, and is competitive with key-to-tape and key-to-disk systems.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY : Scan-Optics made a successful public offering of 100,000 shares of common
stock at $17.50 per share on December 16, 1969.
At December 31, 1970, the company had outstanding a $1,104,000, 8i~% bank note due February 1, 1971. This note was subsequently changed
to a 7% demand loan guaranteed to the extent of
$627,000 by a major stockholder. It is also secured
by 200,000 shares of Scan-Optics common stock
owned by four of the company's officers. Scan-Optics is now negotiating to obtain substantial longterm financing and to enter into equipment leaSing
arrangements.
Financial statements treat Scan-Optics as a development organization, therefore, the following
summary presents receipts and disbursements for
the periods indicated, rather than total revenues,
net income, and primary E/S.

SCAN-OPTICS INCORPORATED

Fiscal Year Ending
Total Receipts'
Total Disbursements
Cash Balance
Shares Outstanding

7/ 31170

7/ 31 / 69

$ 1,850,649
$ 1,547,395
$ 338,575
475,154

$756,754
$72 1,433
$ 35,32 1
37 1,754

*Includes $1,758,956 and $741,068 for the fiscal years ending July 31, 1970
and 1969, respective ly, obtained from sale and issuance of common stock
and warra nts.
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I'BEEHIVE
,
~ ITERMINALS \
Beehive modularity a gain proves
obsolescence obsoletel
LOWER CASE
and

THREE LEVEL PRIORITV BLINK
now added to Beehive's growing list of
product improvement features
available through in-the-fie/d upgrading

The Lower Case option permits display and
transmission of the fuff 128 ASCII character set.
The standard Beehive Terminal already offers
dual intensity characters for differentiating
between displayed data and control characters.
Now, to further assist the terminal user, the
Priority Blink option permits displayed data to
be highlighted or to be used as selective
annunciators. Individual characters, words, lines,
or the complete screen may be selected to
blink, reverse the video (black on white), or to
blink the reverse video.

BEEHIVE TERMINAL MODELS I, II or
MODELI

m

ACCESSORIES

BASIC TIME SHARING

Stand-Alone Cassette
Teleprinter 20/60MA Current Loop Adapter

Provides all the minimum functional capabilities required of an alpha ·
numeric CRT disp lay unit with a teleprinter style keyboard. Has 800
character storage and display (20 lines x 40 ch/line), parity detection
and generat ion , co mposi te video. output , four way control of non ·
destructive blinking cursor. home and clear, switchab l e baud rate,
scroll overflow. RS 232 8 interface for full and ha lf duplex operation .
Can be changed to a Model II in the field!

OPTIONS
MODEL I , Ir ,

80 Cha r acter Line D is play
Parallel I/O AdapterLow and Hi gh Speed
Upper/ Lower Case Display
3 Level Priority Blink
Export Model

MODELll
MODEL II,

BATCH PROCESSING
H as al l the cap abilities of Model I plus the following: erase screen,
erase line , t ab, tab set, tab clear, and block transfe r. Can be changed
to a Model III in the field ! or upgraded from Model I.

m

m

Remote Printer Adapte r

MODEL CHANGES
Model changes as well as options are possible in the field!
360 USERS ATTENTION!

MODEL ill

The Beeh ive Model IlZ is plug-to·plug compatible
with the I BM type 2845/ 2265 co nf iguration .

SOPHISTICATED BATCH AND INQUIRY
Provides all the features and functions of the Model I and II, plus the
features required in sophisticated time sharing environments and
app li cations where full editing capabilities are necessary alo ng with
(sp lit screen) protected field formatting.

BEEHIVE MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, Inc. '

•
Nationwide M ai ntenan ce Available

*,

National Sales Representation

1473 South 6th West· Salt Lake City, Utah

84104

801 / 487-0741
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COMPUTER STOCK TRENDS
MONTH ENDED MAY 14, 1971
EXCH

PRICE

COMPANY
1971
RANGE
111

N
N
N
o

27 - 46
1 05-138
48- 83
19- 45
59
53 - 83
59
1 2 - 26
94 -1 24
30 - 45

29 5/8
1 20
39 1 /4
23 1 /2

o

HONt;YIIELL
INTEkDATA

N

ICH

N

LITTON INDUSTRIES

105 7/8
N/A
26 8 1/2
20

N

N

RCA
RAYTIIEON
RED COR
SCIENTIFIC CONTROL
SPEllRY RAllD

83 -11 5
6 - II
3 1 0 - 364
20- 34
38 - 47
26- 40
27- 46
59
12
25- 38

A
N
N
o
N
A
N

SYSTEHS ENGRG LABS
SYSTRON DO NNER
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A
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COMMUNICATIONS CLINIC

"BISYNC" IS NOT ATWO-POSITION WASHSTAND
.
Communications Clinic is a regular monthly column written by
the staff of Berglund Associates, Inc., consultants in telecommunications. Readers are invited to submit questions on any aspect
of communications or suggestions for future Clinics to:
Communications Clinic
c/o Berglund Associates, Inc.
1060 Kings Highway North
Cherry Hill, New Jers'Y 08034

One of the questions that comes to us periodically
has to do with the meanings and inter-relationships of the terms start-stop, asynchronous, synchronous, STR (Synchronous Transmit-Receive),
and BiSync or BSC (Binary Synchronous Communications ).
To begin with, synchronous and asynchronous
are high-order general adjectives usually applied
to data sets and terminals as a means of broad
classification. On the other hand, STR and BSC
are procedures or disciplines for line coordination
and control in systems involving synchronous terminals and data sets.
Let us begin with synchronous and asynchronous as general classifications. The concept of
asynchronous operation in a terminal is usually described as start-stop operation. Start-stop is one of
the nicer buzz words in our business because it so
preciely evokes the correct image. Start-stop
transmission involves sandwiching a character of
data between a "start bit" and a "stop bit." Note
that there is really no such thing as a "start-stop
code." Virtually any code, i.e., any combination of
ones and zeroes representing alphanumeric and
control symbols, can be sent as a start-stop transmission. Furthermore, the duration of the stop element is not universally standard. It may be 1.42
bit times, as with many Baudot code teletypewriters; it may be two bits, as with Model 33
Teletype units ; or it may be one bit, as with Teletype Model 37.
Originally, in electromechanical equipment, the
start bit arriving at a printer released a magnet
which, in turn, released a rotating mechanism to
set up print selection bars corresponding to the
ensuing code bits. The stop bit insured th at the
clutch magnet was back in place at the end of the
character. Those who have heard a printer run
"open," i.e., connected to a line which has constant space or logical zero on it, have heard the
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effect of the clutch magnet not being energized to
re-engage and thus stop the rotor.
To further illustrate the meanings of synchronous and asynchronous, note that although each
start-stop character is handled on a start-stop basis
asynchronously (that is, they can follow each
other immediately or at long intervals), the bits
within the character have to arrive - and are interpreted - synchronously. The point is that each
character carries the information with which the
receiver can establish character phase for the
character just received. As such, it is mandatory
for any unbuffered system, e.g., conversational
time-sharing.
The start-stop system has been very cost-effective for the many, many years of electromechanical terminal production. With the increasing trend towards lower-cost electronics, we
are not sure that it will remain cost-effective in
new generation terminals except in applications
that do not lend themselves to buffering. Its disadvantage is its inefficiency. In a typical Model 33
or 35 teletypewriter system, 3 of every 11 bits sent
are for start-stop synchronism - a 73% effiCiency.
Communication line charges being what they are,
an increase to 95+% efficiency could pay for a lot
of terminal development. A limiting factor in the
growth of inexpensive synchronous terminals
would be the imbedded cost of multiplexer/concentrators, and CPU ports designed for start-stop.
Synchronous transmission involves sending all
bits of all characters, and all characters, at a constant or "synchronous" rate. There are no start or
stop bits. Because of this, a receiving device cannot know where it is with respect to bit or character phase. Is it looking at a bit at the proper time?
'When it has assembled the number of bits pertaining to the code being used, has it got a character, or parts of two successive characters? To solve
these problems, both bit synchronizing and character phasing are required. Bit synchronizing is
achieved by having the transmitter drive the data
set with a bit rate clock. The clock si~nal is recovered from the carrier at the receive location and
passed on to the receiver. Note that in synchronous systems this clock signal may also be created
by the data set at the transmitter site, clocking the
bits from the bUSiness machine.
.
Character phaSing is accomplished by precedMODERN DATA/June 1971

ing each data message with one or two pre-defined "phasing" characters. The receiver senses
these and phases its receive logic for the subsequent characters. Because the clocks of transm itter and receiver drift with respect to each
other, phasing characters may be repeated periodically within transmissions to insure that the receiver remains in character phase. We're not sure
of the need for this in view of the fact that international cable and HF radio links have operated
for years simply with bit rate frequency correction
logic. Phasing patterns are only sent when fades,
drop-outs, or error patterns suggest actual loss of
character phase.
Summarizing - and speaking very relatively start-stop systems are less efficient, less expensive,
and will generally resynchronize more quickly in
the face of line bits. Synchronous systems can
handle higher bit rates, require more expensive
equipment, and pose the threat of block loss if
phasing characters are mutilated.
Other semantic problems arise with these terms.
The type 202 data set is an asynchronous data set.
It provides no bit clock and can accept none.
However, it can be used for synchronous transmissions if "short" blocks are used and the clocks
at each end are "stable." If the clocks at each end
are drifting with respect to each other - and if
the block is too long - the system may be out of
phase before the end of the block. The Mohawk

transmission terminals operate quite successfully
this way, frequently using type 202 data sets with
a non-start-stop coded system. On the other hand,
the 201 data set is a synchronous set, providing or
accepting bit clocks. Yet the IBM 2260-2848 display complex operating in a remote environment
can use the 201 at 2400 bps, but will transmit a
start-stop code. It is simply using the higher speed
capability of the 201 to transmit a start-stop coded
system synchronously. What this points up is that
we can have a synchronous transmission system
with an asynchronous data sytem, and we can
have an asynchronous transmission system with a
synchronous data system.
Finally, and notwithstanding the above general
breakdown, we have the types of line control or
system operation, such as BSC and STR. Both of
these are terms coined by IBM for operating
procedures involving synchronous transmission in
their teleprocessing operations. They involve
proper use of coordination procedures, phasing
characters, and other control characters such as
STX (Start of Text), EOT (End of Text), DLE
(Data Link Escape), etc. Between STR and BSC,
the latter is currently the most widely used and
promoted system. It is too involved for this column, and is covered thoroughly in the IBM Systems Reference Library Publication A27-3004,
"General Information-Binary Synchronous Communications."
...

Our
Plotter
canoutplot
your plodder.
It's not even a fair tight.
Omega-t' s FasPlot is the best of its kind on
the block . . . or in the who le computer
industry, for that matter.
Sound like childish claim s? Well, listen.

Our plotter is the fastest in its class, moving
along at 10 ips.
Our plotter is adaptable to any type of
interface, on or off-line, including CRT.
Solid state electronics make FasPlot dependable and accurate. And, it's easy to operate,
with no special software necessary.
We'll put our plotter up against our competition 's any day. Glen Ren fro is FasPlot's
manager .. . j ust ca ll or w ri te him at Omega-t
Systems, Inc.

·REGISTERED TRADEMARK
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TELETYPE

fH~
...under

300 words
per minute

We
deliver

...upto
2400 words
per minute

Teletype Corporation delivers
data terminals for just about
any operational speed you desire.
Low-speed terminals.
High-speed terminals.
Heavy-duty terminals.
Standard-duty terminals.
ASCII compatible terminals.
Wide platen terminals.
Manual terminals.
Automatic terminals.
Terminals for:
TWX and Telex systems.
Data-Phone® systems .
Time-sharing systems.
Private line systems.
Real-time systems.
The list goes on and on.
Just like Teletype® equipment
goes on and on.
Reliably.
For years.
You'll find no better source.
So, if you need help; would
like information
on Teletype equipment or services
that Teletype equipment is being used for;
or are expanding or developing a system
that requires reliable terminal equipment,
call us.
We would like to be of service.

call (312) 982-2500
TELETVPE

CORPORATION

Dept. 40-21 , 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076
Teletype is a trademark registered In the U.S. Pat. Office
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EUROPEAN REPORT

THE EDP DP IN EUROPE

RICHARD PETTERSEN. Eu ropean Edito r

F or wh atever reasons, a growing number of Americans seem to be considering relocating to Europe.
There are many distinct ad vantages to be gain ed
- a pleasant way of life, clean, safe, and convenient cities, cultural opportunities, novelty, and
perh aps adventure - but there are also some real
problems involved in such a move which must b e
faced.

Richard Pettersen is a n inte rn a tion a l con sul ta n t in EDP, p rese nt ly
headq ua rtere d in Pa ri s. A Texan and a magna cum laude g raduat e o f the Unive rs ity of So uthe rn Cal ifo rn ia (Phi Be ta Kappa ,
a mong other honors), he h as bee n ac ti ve ly in vo lved w ith co mpu te rs s in ce 1959 in such va rious di sci p lin es as tec hni ca l w rit ing /
e diting , log ic d e sign, circuit d e sign , system s p la nn ing a nd d e velop me nt, custome r e ngi neer in g, and progra m m ing . (He al so
devo ted severa l yea rs to teac hing re ta rde d ch ildre n to rea d ,
dr aw, a nd sw im .) Mr. Pe tte rse n has a working know ledg e of 20
to 30 languages, incl ud ing Sa nskr it, Tibe tan, Ice landi c, and
Cl assica l Ma nchu , and ha s bee n Europea n Edito r of MODERN
DATA since 196B.

FINDING A JOB

This is th e problem, even in th e EDP fi eld wh ere
Americans might expect to have an advantage.
EDP in Europe has become quite sophisticated ,
and any small technical supe riority an American
may have to offer can easily be offset by such
things as ignorance of th e language and customs of
the country or by his demanding a salary which
firms here consider outrageous. About $6000 a
year is a common programmer/ engin eer salary,
but it is supplemented by such thin gs as fu ll med ical and den tal coverage ( as lon g as you consult
only governm ent-listed doctors and dcntists ), 4 to
6 weeks of vacation , bonuses, and numerous other
benefits - most of which are non-taxable.
There are two reasonable approaches to obtaining a position in Europe. The first and b est is to
become employed by an American firm which will
transfer you to its European operation or assign
you to an associated European company on the
basis of your special skills. This is th e ideal solution, obviously. You not on ly keep your American
salary ( usually with an overseas bonus add ed)
and have your relocation expenses taken care of,
but you also avoid most of th e headach es associ-

Mr. Pettersen is a regular contributor to European Report.
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ated with obtaining your various Papers. Unfortunately, th e current recession has made this solution rath er difficult to implement.
The only other reasonable approach is to come
over on your own to the country of your choice
and investigate th e possibilities on the spot. For
this it is absolutely necessary to speak the language of th e country. You must also have real and
special abilities to offer - advanced capability
and lots of experience - and you should be prepared to accept a cut in take-h ome pay. Personal
acquaintances in th e company which interests you
are also a great help. As in th e States, word-ofmou th recommendations are invaluable.
As for trying to find a position by remote operation - writing to companies or employment bureaus in Europe - forget it.
GE.TTING SETTLED

It's hard to get into America; it's hard to stay in
Europe. A European traveling to the States - a
businessman on a w eek-end trip, say - spends
endless time and fills out endless forms to obtain a
visa. ( Among other things he must swear that he
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has never had a mental illness, is not a drug addict
or pusher, will not work, has never been arrested,
and has never been a member of a constantlychanging list of political parties . ) Once in the
States, however, he's fairly free to stay where and
do what he pleases.
An American has no difficulty whatever in getting into Europe, but if he decid es to stay for more
than a month or so in anyone country he must
obtain a Residence Permit. To obtain a Residence
Permit he must prove outside income or must have
a Work Pcrmit - and to obtain a Work Permit he
must have a Residence Permit plus a job. (An d to
obtain a job he must llsually have a Work Permit.)
In practice, a company which agrees to hire you
will also arrange for you to obtain all th e necessary
papers.
LI V ING

Living accommodations are fairl y tight in most
cities, an d are also expensive. Madrid is the most
econom ical of th e major cities (and very pleasant
as well), but EDP opportunities are very limited.
Paris is certainly the most expensive - on a par
with New York.
Residential suburbs are growing ( including,
God help us, "les villages Levitt") and are usually
well-serviced by public transportation. Commuting by car involves obtaining a European driver's
license (a ferocious process in some countries)
and becoming accustomed to very different road
rules and driving habits . Incidentally, if you insist
on driving you may be well-advised to ship your
old car over. Buying a car here for domestic use
( i. e., not to be exported within ] 2 months ) may
entail taxes equal to half th e purchase price.
As far as th e family is concerned, your wife will
find th e kitch en small and under-equipped, and no
froz en TV dinn ers in th e supermarket (if you have
a supermarket in your neighborhood - more
likely separate little butcher, vegetable, canned
goods, milk, and bakery shops); your child ren will
find th e schools cxcellent bu t strict. There are also
American schools in most countries.
As indicated above, salaries ran ge roughly a h alf
to a third of U.S. equivalents . O ther benefits far
exceed th ose offered in the States. Taxes vary
widely, but in mos t countries a reasonable amount
of cheating is considered normal.

Germany and Holland are perhaps the most
promising countries for the EDP specialist interes ted in Europe. Both are prosperous, technically
advanced countries and have th e added advantage
of being very similar to the U.S. in customs and
outlook. An American tends to feel at home immediately, especially if he cracks th e language barrier. In France, many companies are a bit chauvinistic and try not to hire foreigners. England is,
among other difficulties, in dire financial straits at
the moment. Denmark and Sweden offer interes ting but limited possibilities along with abominable weather (even worse than Holland).
IN SUMMARY

Europe is a civilized and decidedly pleasant part
of the world, but it is not the Promised Land; it's
not automatically going to welcome you for coming over. In EDP, top-notch engineers and programmers can find a worth-while slot if they're
reasonably flexible, but such people tend to be already comfortably established . Everyone faces difficulties comparable to re-Iocating to an unfamiliar
city in the States, plus strange laws, customs, and
languages.
Europe is no escape.
.A

WHICH COUNTRY?

The ab ove remarks oversimplify the situation, of
course, but are generall y applicable to the industrialized "Ves tern E uropean co untri es. East Eu rope is very d ifferent indeed , but probably few
Americans will consider locating th ere if only because of the p olitical difficulties involved.
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"Are you sure you have the computer programmed
correctly, Dick?"
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UP THE SYSTEM DOWN TIME

RE-INVENTION ISN'T VERY ORIGINAL
FRITZ KINDERHAUFEN •

La ii tas Mgt. Assoc., Alpine, Texas

Can you guess where I got the following quotations?
"You can't discipline a creative person."
"You just can't expect a man to be an original
thinker if you lay a bunch of constraints on him
and still expect him to conform to the rules which
apply to the rest of the herd."
"You can lead a horse to water, but you can't
make him think." .,"We are dealing with a different breed of men
whose productivity cannot be scheduled and from
whom we will obtain sudden bursts of productivity like lightening flash es ."
HOGWASH!
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE LASER

The greatest discoveries of humankind are useless
curiosities unless, and until, they are applied to
human problems. It is the application, not the concept, which can be cost analyzed and valued in
terms of ROI (Retum on Investment) .
Much like the laser, we must concentrate creativity upon a specific target if expected benefit is
to be derived. Like the laser, we must channel and
focus our power upon a problem if we are ever
going to solve it.
We can't allow our great minds to concentrate
on improving the wheel, or to spin-off on queing
theory for the company cafeteria lines, if we are to
focus on the significant problems at hand. Creative
effort, like the laser beam, must be channeled
toward a worthwhile target.
THE TRUTH WILL OUT

"Ah, Ha!," you say, "This Kinderhaufen character
is a regimentationalist! " You will con jure up
thoughts of Prussian ranks, all marching to the
beat of the smne drummer! Ach! But wait ...
Mr. Kindcrhaufen is a regular contri bu tor to Up The System Down Time.
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Is it not the responsibility of the leader to single
out obfectives and to channel resources toward the
solution of existing and predictable problems?
D ocs the EDP organization in your company
hold a contract for pure research? Can you afford
to look for the right answer to the wrong problem?
TEAMS NEED COACHES

I submit that companies which fail to channel resources toward productive ends are engaged in
charity. A charity is commendable only to the extent that it is intentional. There is something
sloppy about unintentional give-away programs
which breed neither respect nor gratitude.
Proper direction of resources is the name of the
game and too many EDP managers are losers. The
situation calls for leadership and direction . The
application methods for leadership have long been
within the state-of-the-art.
THE CALCULATED GAMBLE

When I took over the "Up the Sys tem" Series, I
was warned against suggesting any positive solutions to the system game. My predecessor claim ed
that systems people won't accept any solution they
don't think up themselves and th at any positive
recommendations must never go beyond a clear
explanation of the problem. I have considered this
advice and have consciously decided to ignore it.
TECHNIQUES FOR MAKING OUT WITH AN UPDATE

The most re-invented wheel of the systems game
is the file update and maintenance program. The
ways to do this job now exceed the number of
times that the payroll program was in vented. Software people have waxed rich solving problems
which systems men and programmers have
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created from scratch with illogical file maintenance logic.
One wonders at the creativity of it all. Especially when one contemplates the fact that the
only possible things that can be done to a file are
to put information in it, change information in it,
or remove information from it. Just those three
things. The maximum possible complexity involves
doing combinations of these things at once, or
doing them together - technically magnificent
but rarely necessary.
Rash though it may be, I venture to suggest that
we standardize our treatment of these basic things
and cease inventing unusual combinations of them
purely for our intellectual satisfaction.
We go through amusing convolutions while
editing the format (alphanumeric content and delimitors) of incoming messages. We even intermix
value-testing exercises with format editing, just to
test our originality. Those who re-invent the wheel
for editing and validation problems are sure to
find intellectual challenge when they try to update
a file. This is because such problems are too simple
to be addressed by complex solutions.
I will offer another suggestion. Why not do all
the editing, then the validation, and finally, the
updating?
If these suggestions seem over-simplified,
maybe you haven't properly analyzed the problem . . . .

~""""U""""""""""""""""""'"""'"

..... ..... ......................................... .

SUCCESSFUL
SALES ORGANIZATIONS
NEEDED
BCD Computing Corporation needs sales coverage throughout the United States. With a dramatically demonstrable product - the DIMBO-I0,
you can immediately direct your organization to
new profits.
If you are systems and applications oriented in
your selling, you need the DIMBO-I0.

For additional information on BC-DC, DIMBO10, and Profits, contact:
Gerald Milos
BCD Computing
Box 240
Buffalo, N.Y. 14225

...........................................................................................................

SIMPLIFICATION

Problems are complicated, solutions are simple.
(Men who can't understand a solution are men
who haven't understood the problem.) It follows,
then, that the task of management is to codify the
problems which haven't been solved and which
need solving. If management will do that much,
we geniuses can take care of the rest.

360
PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK

SUBLEASE

MORAL

Computers do what they are asked to do, over and
over and over again. They can't originate a creative idea; so we have to program them to do new
things.
Systems men are creative and originate new
ideas.
Systems men should solve original problems.
They should leave problems which have already
been solved to computers.
A man who solves a problem the first time
makes a contribution. A man who solves a problem for the hundredth time has only one chance in
one hundred of doing anything worthwhile. So
don't be ashamed of applying existing solutions to
routine management and programming problems.
Re-invention isn't very original.
•
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JUST BUILT

4.000 SQUARE FEET

LOW RENTAL

IMMEDIATE

PLANS AVAILABLE

ONE TO FIVE YEARS

BROKERS PROTECTED

CA LL
DAVID R. ARONSON

The Beaugrand .Fisher Group, Inc.
REA L T O RS

FOR

AM E R I CA'S

FOREMOS T

CO RP O R A TI O N S

200 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N . y, 10017
CAB L E: BEA UF ISH. N.Y.

212/ 661-5549
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THE SYSTEMS SCENE

DIAGNOSTIC SIMULATION

THOMAS DeMARCO • Ind ependent Consulta nt

I always knew there must be simulations done
somewhere for reasons oth er than amusement
value or acceptability for th e Master's thesis in
camputer sciences. But they are few and far between. One that has paid its own way is the D iagnastic Simulatar develaped by th e Automatic
Electric Company af Narthlake, Illinois. Their
simulatar was implemented ta support th e develapment of a duplexed high-reliability telephonic
switching system. Such telephonic system projects
are plagued by a unique set of problems.
1. In variably, pracessar developmen t overlaps the
software effort and there is a short age of debugging machine tim e.
2. Maintenance programs (which comprise most
af the saftware effort ) are extremely hardware dependent. Accardingly, they don't lend themselves
well to classical ( instructian level ) simul atian
techniques .
3. The system must b e self-maintain able. This implies that all subsystems must be diagnasable ; any
fault must b e detected and isolated by diagnastic
programs. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art of
self-diagnasing systems is still largely empirical. A
system is found to be self-diagnosing if it can diagnase itself as real faults turn up. It isn't if it doesn't.
The solution in this case was ta simulate the
system at the hardware logic element level. Bath
central pracessors, twa sets of m emories, all busses, and some relevant p eripheral cantrol circuits
were simulated. Since some changes ta h ardware
design were ta be exp ected, the designers decided
to generate the simulator directly from the h ardware lagic equati ons .
The user assembles and links a maintenance
pragram and delivers it to th e simulator. The program is loaded inta simulated memary, then exeMr . DeMarco is a regular contributor to The Systems Scene.
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cuted on simulated hardware. E ach instruction execution is braken up into discrete timing intervals
as it would by the hardware. All gate and flip-flap
states, bus levels, register and memory lacatian
contents, etc. are simulated far each clock cycle.
Through cantral cards, most machine elements
can be initialized. The user can call for dumps at
selected paints within his run.
Simulation af a central processor diagnostic pragram provides the mas t interesting example. The
real system would take ane pracessar out af the
active state befare diagnosis. The active pracessar
wauld th en perfarm diagnostic tests on the
standby machine during spare time. A typical tes t
might be:
• Initialize a standby machine memory locatian
with an illegal instruction ; Inhibit standby interrupts;
• Outpulse data to standby machine program
counter, causing the standby machine to start execution at that lacatian;
• Check that the praper errar level is generated in
the standby machine.
Exactly this sequence can b e tes ted with the
diagnostic simulatar. By analyzin g th e output, the
programmer can detect program logic errars, pracessar-ta-pracessar interface bugs, misunderstoad
timin g, even h ardware design errors . He has an
available alternative ta scarce prato type time far
debugging. Just as impartant, system designers
can get same early indication af how well the syst em will be able ta diagnose itself.
The A. E. Diagnastic Simulator runs on a 360. It
was written in PL / I "because it was there." The
entire effart camprised about twenty man-manths.
In spite of the success af simulation prajects
such as this ane, there is goad reason to b e bearish
an sim ulation in general. Far every gaod system ,
there seems ta be twa baandaggles. Computers,
like people, waste much of their time pretending
to be what they aren't.
..
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PRIVATE LINE DATA MULTIPLEX
What do you get for the money you spend?

TAKE A LOOK AT DIGINET -160 PRIVATE LINE MULTIPLEX --THE ONE WITH THE BIG PLUSI

In terms of design, features and
performance, DigiNet-160 Private Line
Data Multiplex is second to none-and it's priced right too! Up to 17
terminals can have their own "private
line" to the computer--even though
they share a single telephone line *
speeds to 600 bps * complete channel speed intermix
capability * no data set required (interfaces directly
with your telephone line) * channels are fully speed
and code transparent * fully automatic * flexibility in
mounting (rack mounted shelf, multi-channel cabinet,
single channel cabinet)- --just some of the features
you get with a DigiNet-160 system.
THE BIG PLUS

It's called "GEBITS" (General Electric Built-In
Testing System) and it represents the end to "Serviceman Roulette" when a computer port goes bad, a
telephone circuit goes out, or a terminal acts up!
The built-in GEBITS circuitry (patent pending) of the
DigiNet-160 lets you pin-point the problem area in short

order and call the right serviceman
every time---and it doesn't require
a technically trained person to use.
GEBITS test procedures are as simple
as pushing a button or throwing a
switch--and will help you get back
on-line in minimum time---and without running up charges for "false alarm" service calls.
Get the complete DigiNet-160 Private Line Data
Multiplex story from any of the following:
R. G. E. Hoffman
625 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, N. Y. 14240
(716) 883-9210
M. E. Donlon
177 Columbia Turnpike
Florham Park, N. 1. 07932
(20 1) 377-0720
D. A. Miles
Suite 821, Wyatt Bldg.
777 14th St., N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
(202) 393-3600
F. A. Duran
999 Elmhurst Road
Mount Prospect, 111. 60056
(312) 255-3200
R. W. Dunn

6300 Hillcroft-Suite 617
Houston, Texas 77036
(713) 771-5334

G. W. Brennan
2154 N. E. Broadway
Suite 110
Portland, Ore. 97232
(503) 228-0281, Ext. 237
J. M. Burt
P. O. Box 4778
Sacramento, Calif. 95825
(916) 927-0163
R. J. Chapple
3636 - 5th Avenue
P. O. Box 3337
San Diego, Calif. 92103
(714) 297-2911
Mountain View Road
Lynchbu rg, Va. 24502
(703) 846-7311, Ext. 429
W. G. Packham
125 Tycos. Drive
Toronto 395, Ontario, Canada
(416) 789-3281

DATA COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY , LYNCHBURG , VIRGINIA 24502

GENERALe ELECTRIC
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WALL STREET INTERFACE

THE MAGIC CASH REGI·STER

J .P. TIRES lAS • New York, N.Y.

Off-beat situations are much in vogue on Wall
Street these days. One of the latest flirtations is
with point-of-sale recorders, sometimes called
computerized, or "magic," cash registers. Frankly,
the magic of these devices eludes me. They are
worth a look, however, for several reasons.
To understand the affinity of investment types
toward anything in the retail fi eld, one should
keep in mind that the securities business is basically a retail trade. ( In the end, all business is
retail! ) Like most retailers, customer's m en are
looking for products which the public will accept.
Today's specialty sale item is the computerized
cash register - and it's easier to sell what you
know best.
It seems that the happy ring of the old-fashioned cash register bell isn't long to be heard
throughout the land. No, sir! Today the whir and
beep of a point-of-sale terminal directly linked to a
computer, or even containing its own little minicomputer, is going to record your purchase, check
your credit, update the retailer's inventory, generate sales reports, check employees against theft
and error, and figure taxes, discount, and change.
And, if that isn't enough, NCR ( form erly known
as The National Cash Register Company but by
now everybody knows "NCR Means Computers")
has introduced a real "magic wand" which optically "reads" tags and credit cards.
Let's not knock NCR. The company retains
seventy percent of the cash register market ( too
bad they lost Wa tson and the largest chunk of the
computer industry to IBM ), and may very well
have the best sales and service organization in the
industry. Its R&D is great, and its computer is impressive too. Yet the nostalgia for cash registers
lingers on.
Comers are now invading the cash register fi eld
with automated devices because, technologically
speaking, a gap has long existed. There are reasons
for this. The first is NCR's hold on the fi eld. Second, the retail business has, they tell us, a very low
margin of profit - about one percent. This has
Mr. Tiresias is a regular contrib utor to Wall Street Interface.
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made retailers understandably reluctant to invest
huge sums in equipment to be used only for
checking-out customers. Third, retailers are a suspicious lot ( Macy's stilI doesn't tell Gimbel's!)
Consequently, standardization efforts, on the part
of manufacturers, the National Retail iVlerchants
Association, and the American Bankers Association, have been virtually impossible.
Other companies now have been encouraged to
introduce new concepts in retail automation . The
second largest cash register manufacturer is
Sweda, a di vision of Litton Industries, which
recently introduced the "Sweda 700" electronic
register and data collection system. Also seriously
contending in this market are Sin ger-Friden, Pitney Bowes-Alpex, Unitote (a division of American
Totalizator · Co .), American Regitel Corp. , IBM ,
RCA, Olivetti Underwood, and half a dozen or so
smaller companies.
Why all the fuss? The potential original sale and
replacement market for automated ("magic") cash
registers among som e one and a half to two million
stores is estinlated at between $500 million to $1
billion by 1975. It costs around $50,000 for a basic
system and $3,000 for each terminal / register. The
big question among investors is who is going to get
how much of this pie. NCR's portion of this new
market is considered to be about 50 percent. The
drive for an on -line, real-time, cashless, checkless,
moneyless ( dare I say soul-less ), society will mean
dollars for somebody.
Those who are taking bets say th ere will be an
increase in many types of retail operations, such as
the larger departm ent, discount, superm arket, and
variety stores. To those we can add the shoe
stores, restaurant chains, drug stores, and fast food
franchisers. Specul ators are even insisting that
som e manufacturers ( or even banks ) will lease
magic cash registers to "momma and poppa"
proprietorships. The rate of increase of new stores
is estimated at somewhere between four to six percent annually after 1971, and it is easier to install
equipm ent in new outlets. Manufacturers are getting to th e point where they can prove that they
can save the retail er mon ey.
The startling thing is that, because dramatic
technical changes and effective systems are really
heing introduced, th ere is legitimate reason for excitement among investors. (Pitney Bowes-Alpex is
probably the most outstanding recent example of
this. ) But no on e is going to know for sure if these
companies can produce the goods in the magic cash
register market until they report performance by
product line in their annual financial reports. ..
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At ACM'71 in
Chicago August 3-5,
he'll meet the men
who designed it.

computing . Now I'll get a chance to
meet most of the authors-at ACM'71.

Mel Schwartz manages software
development and teaches computer
science at Northwestern University.
He's an active ACM member and
Technical Program Chairman of
ACM'71, our annual conference to be
held August 3-5 in Chicago.

" It'll be like a gathering of eagles,
with every 'name' in computing you
can think of, including Eckert and
Mauchly, who designed Univac I.

Reading about computers is almost
a hobby to Mel. " Even before I j oined
ACM , I borrowed and read every
copy of Communications I could lay
my hands on ," he says. " I think I've
read most of the classic articles on

" Meeting people you've read and
respected is the best part of a conference ," says Mel. " And asking an
author questions he probably didn't
think of himself when he wrote a
paper or an article. At ACM '71 , we 're

introducing new technical sess ion
form ats to maximize thi s kind of
interaction. "
A conference li ke ACM'71 isn't the
only reason to join ACM . There are
many others. Like technical publications , seminars and special interest
groups. And the pride of belonging
to the oldest, most respected professional soc iety in the field .
Look into joining ACM before
ACM'71 . Send in the coupon today.

Association for Computing Machinery
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
I would like to consider joining ACM .
Please send more information.
Association
for Computing
Machinery

Name
Position
Address
City
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ON CENTERS

WHAT IS "THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY"?

Leonard J. Palmer, Pres .• CompuTerminal Corp ., San Francisco, Cal.

The attitude of most people toward "the computer
business" is either good or bad, but very seldom is
any distinction made between the vastly different
segments of the business. To put it another way,
there has been a total lack of understanding as to
the way in which the industry breaks into subsets
and definitions upon which everyone can agree.
Also, there is little recognition that each has a vastly different function and diverse performance
record.
It is not necessarily valid to maintain that even
if economic conditions over the next three years
indicate "hard times" for the hardware manufacturing segment of the industry, that de facto "hard
times" must necessarily exist for the services industry. Neither would the reverse be true. I believe that the overall indushy is now mature and
established enough to make distinctions between
the various segments and that users and investors
should analyze each aspect individually.
One of the broadest categories of the computer
industry is "General/ Commercial Manufacturing."
Under this heading are the subsets "mainframe
manufacturing" and "peripheral manufacturing."
Each of these could be broken again into smaller
subsets which would more closely define largescale computer systems, full-line systems (e.g.,
System 370), mini-computer hardware and, in peripherals, plug-to-plug compatibles, and so forth.
Another full category is the service field . The
essential difference here is between the manufacturing and sale of hardware and the development
and sale of services. The service industry itself
Leonard J. Palmer is President of CompuTerminal Corp ., San
Francisco, Cal., and a former President · of the Association of
Data Processing Services Organ izations (ADAPSO).
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breaks down to General/Commercial Batch Processing, Applications Package D evelopment, Custom Software Development, Facilities Management, and General/Commercial Time-ShaIing.
In the time-sharing area - and we are still
speaking here of the general/commercial market
- there are further breakdowns yet: 1) Unique
data bases with standardized user programs; 2 )
General data bases with unique user programs;
and 3 ) Unique user programs. The third breakdown, of course, is the remote job entry or instatlation replacement area of commercial timesharing.
The point of this recitation is that the concept
of a near-term outlook for the "computer industry"
is meaningless and that each of these segments
should be analyzed and evaluated with respect to
its own particular place in the scheme of things;
and that each has its own individual outlook over
the next five years. In other words, a view of each
of the isolated segments, with the subtleties within
each segment, doesn't necessarily create a composite of the entire computer industry.
An evaluation of any of these areas would have
to include three considerations. The first is the extent to which further capital development is required. The hardware area requires relatively the
least, on-line commercial services will require relatively the most. The second consideration is profit
potential. In this respect, hardware manufacturing, in both the mainframe and peripheral~
areas, is highly vulnerable to the posture of IBM
which, as we have seen of late, is increasingly inclined to "get tough." The final consideration is
ultimate market potential. Here again, the market
potential for hardware per se is relatively easily
MODERN DATA/June 1971

defined. The major question is the extent to which
individual manufacturers will be able to sustain
competition and obtain a reasonable share of the
market. Conversely, the ultimate market potential
is far more difficult to define accurately in an area
such as remote job entry since that field is as yet
virtually untapped.
The last year has served to redirect the thinking
of the computer-related entrepreneurs towards
profit, return on investment, and a new emphasis
on professional management. Certainly, it should
have served to put a real damper on the kinds of
projections that were being bandied about during
the late '60s. While these projections were certainly the responsibility of those of us in the computer-related fields, the professional investment
community showed little ability to evaluate them
within the context of the particular area of the
industry being proposed. Until the public learns to
differentiate the subsets of the industry, the investment climate is not apt to change much from
its present low.
To make judgments and predictions on the
"computer field" is about the same as making
judgments and predictions on the "manufacturing
field." The inveshnent community has come to
fully appreciate the difference between manufacturing textiles and manufacturing automobiles. It
is time that the community came to see the differences between manufacturing computer mainframes and developing on-line remote services; between scientifically-oriented time-sharing and
general/commercial remote-access. These are very
significant differences, and each is deserving of
analysis and evaluation on its own merits.
A

Take
a
ballpoint
pen
and
simply
solve
your
input
pro

Researchers at GE's Schenectady Research and
Development Center wanted to test ou t some new
interactive graphic techniques, but quickly and at low
cost. So they connected a GraflPen system to their
graphic terminal.
GraflPen is a ballpoint with a difference. It uses a
tiny spark that sends sound signals to mylar strip
microphones that record x and y coordinates. Because sound is used , data input is very simple. No
software, no costly interfaces, none of the start-up
problems often associated with graphic input.
If you have a data entry problem involving written ,
drawn , formatted or graph ic information, chances are
that Graf/ Pen can help solve it. Simply.
Let us hear from you.

1:------ ------------::-1
Please tell me more about Graf / Pen . I have an mput problem I
want to solve. Simply. in the following application area:

I

I
I

Name ____________________________

I

Title . _____________________________

I
I
I

Address : _

__________________________

I
City _______ State . _________ Z,D . _____

I

I

.I
I

I

SAC

I
I

SCIENCE
ACCESSORIES

I

CORPORATION

65 Station Street. Southport. Conn. 06490
Telephone . 203-255-t526

subsidiary of Amperex Electrontc Corp.

I

I

a North Arnencan Philips Cormany

I L -_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
L __________________

J

~

''I'll have the scoop for you in a minute, dearie."
CIRCLE NO. 18 ON INQUIRY CARD
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SOFTW ARE FORUM

5/370 FROM A SOFTWARE POINT OF VIEW

KEN FALOR. Cullinane Corp., Boston, Mass.

I attended the recent announcement of the IBM
370/135. Besides being a most interesting addition
to the 370 product line, it served to crystallize the
emerging pattern of what this new generation will
be, and software has a lot to do with it.
The 370/135 surprised most of us on two counts
- power and price. The teleprocessing, multichannel, dynamic emulation, and as capabilities
of the large 370s have been extended down to the
135, yet the rental for the CPU is only $5,250 for
98K (though as would take a good chunk of this)
to $7,950 for 246K. The 2319 3-disk pack unit is a
nice $1,475.
Characteristics of the 135 and the prepared presentation that went along with it permit generalizations about the 370s to be more safely made.
THE COMPATIBLE GENERATION

First of all, IBM seems to have gotten the message, and the strong feelings which accompany it,
about compatibility. In fact, the evidence so far
indicates an exemplary attitude in that the dynamic emulation afforded by the 370s makes DOS
emulation easy, and makes second-generation
emulation much easier than it was. No longer does
a whole machine have to be turned over to an
emulation mode.
However, DOS emulation does take place in an
as /MFT partition which is set up at IPL and is
not changeable except by re-IPLing. In other
words, DOS emulation does not require a dedicated machine, but it does require a dedicated
partition - and for those who do not plan to run
DOS programs frequently, emulation could sometimes be clumsy. It would have been more convenient to have had the emulator under Job Control, so that it could be called in via JCL just like
calling in an assembler or compiler, but apparently
IBM's emulation is not that controllable as yet.
Mr. Falor is a regular contributor to Software forum.
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IBM also will not guarantee the correct emulation
of timing-dependent programs. For banks especially, this means that their proof and transit programs probably won't emulate, because these typically depend on driving one or more MICR
reader-sorters (1419s) under DOS, and the 1419 is
very timing-dependent indeed. as now supports
the 1419, but a lot of banks feel the reprogramming involved would be considerable. Thus, for
1419 programs, the rather unhappy choice seems
to be between hanging on to a 360 or reprogramming for as.
DOS to as conversion can be a big problem. At
least one big DOS user we know says that if he
has to think of going to as he11 also look into
going to some other manufacturer. Maybe it's an
exaggeration to think that going to as will be as
costly as switching manufacturers, but IBM will
have a lot of built-in skepticism to overcome if
they make DOS to as conversion out to be trivial,
painless, or routine.
Compatibility can be to IBM's interest in important ways other than customer molification. For
one thing, it obviates the need to build a large
library of new application programs. As you know,
the availability of much 360 software, from both
IBM and the independents, has always been a big
plus for IBM. Now that asset will be retained. The
new generation thus has an instant program library.
THE OS GENERATION

It is clear that as is going to be the operating
system of the '70s. Not only can we expect that
further enhancements (and releases) of 360 DOS
will eventually be terminated, but now 370 as extends all the way down to the 135. In fact, 370 as
is more like the upcoming 360 TSO (aS with
time-sharing), even at the 135 level. So everyone
who hasn't learned about as will have to start
MODERN DATA/June 1971

learning. We must accept its coming as a fact, so
we can start fightin g to influence how future versions of it might evolve to our benefit. Needless to
say, the additional complexity of as requires better skilled and higher salaried programmers and
operators - and with the 370, this can start even
with the smaller machines.
THE TP GEN ERATIO N

Between TSO, 370 as, and the new disk-pack, 370
multichannel and integrated teleprocessing capabilities, it is also clear that TP will be big in the
'70s, even for small computer users. Besides its
availability even on the 135, the integrated ( no
separate controllers ) TP is the prime tipoff to this,
as is the new line of disk systems. These disk systems are not only more capable, but, as IBM
prices go, remarkably inexpensive as well. Add to
this the 3735 63-146K programmable terminals,
also available for the 135, and you have the cast
for some interesting new systems. In the '70s, TP
will be everywhere.
THE IMS GEN ERATI O N

The pitch for use of the 370/ 135 with a centralized data base was quite strong at the 370/ 135
presentation. This, naturally, tends to come along

with the TP capabilities, as, and the new, big,
less-expensive disk systems. The type of data base
was discussed in more detail than one would expect for a hardware pitch, and it sounded like
IBM's IMS system to me (see Software Fomm,
MODERN DATA, April, 1970 ). Briefly, the IMS data
base management system concept is that of a dynamically changeable central file (on lots of fast
disk packs) that interfaces with normal Cobol, assembly, and PL/ 1 programs via a special call instruction. Apparently, IBM is hoping that it will
be a big thing in the '70s, even for smaller users.
Will IBM succeed? Will it sell as, TP, IMS, etc.
to the user who still regrets the passing of intelligible memory dumps, who still misses the 1401
address halt, who doesn't want the power and
flexibility of as }CL because he wants his jobs run
the same way day after day with the same operator who has been on his ' payroll? Who needs
floating point precision to 28 hexadecimal digits,
binary synchronous communication devices, one
micro-second resolution on the time-of-day clock?
Perhaps not the 360/30 user who was hoping for
more reliability, lower price, less overhead, and
fewer manuals and error codes.
In any case, we think that the 370s are going to
(gradually) affect us all a lot more than we realized when they were first announced.
Are you ready?
•

COMM-PUTE SERVICE
A Com municat ions Expert As Close As Your Keyboard .
Comm·pute Service is a library of .programs for design or auditing of com·
munication systems. Offered on time'sharing, Comm·pute includes pro·
grams for rate retrieval, design calculations and system optimization.

Originally developed for our own consulting practice,
we now offer Comm·pute to everyone involved in com·
munication system planning or management. The library
inc ludes prog rams to help solve virtua l ly any question reo
lated to system design or cost. For example:
What are the configurations and costs for various
system approaches?
For WAT S, which bands, and how many fu ll ,
measured, and overflow trunks?
For private line; how should terminals be con·
nected; w hat channels should be used; when are
wideband, Telpak , or multiplexers economic; where
should they be installed for least cost?
What is the system th roughput and how can it be
opti m ized; what are the effects or errors, block
sizes. line speeds and overhead?

Comm·pute does three things for all users, both experts
and novices.
Comm·pute is fast, savi ng the expensive time of a
designer, freeing him from computational drudgery
for more creative work.
Comm·pute is powerful , performing complex cal·
culations which the designer could not afford the
time to undertake. Designs can be based on thor·
ough analysis, rather than risk y approximations.
Comm·pute is cost·ju stified . A typical design costs
under $30. A design mi stake of one Band 1 WATS
l ine, or 100 m iles of private line channel could
cost 10 to 20 times more than the cost of Comm·
pute to get accu rate results! You can 't afford not
to use it!

If your system design is already complete. use Comm·pute to audit the sys·
tem for cost reductions, or for system additions.

Fo r infor mation on Comm·pute - the Consultant at the Keyboard - contact:

BERGLUND ASSOCIATES, INC.
Consultants in Applied Te lecommunications
1060 Kings H ighway North, Ch erry H ill, N . J . 0 8034
609-66 7·4700
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TIME-SHARING TOPICS

THE TELEPHONE WARS

ROBERT F. GUISE, 'Jr. • Com·Share, Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.

The Computer Time-Sharing Services Sectiori of
ADAPSO has been engaged over the past year or
so in what amounts to guerilla warfare against Ma
Bell. I know it's not nice to knock mother, but
when she becomes more obstreperous than her
children, it's time to take some action.
The battle between computer service companies
and the telephone monopoly is a boon to both the
industry and the user. What it amounts to involves
a number of details which are much too numerous
to go into here. Specific actioi1 has taken place,
however, in Ohio, Illinois, and California. Thanks
to John DufFendack, chairman of ADAPSO's data
communications committee, and others, the shewolf has been checked. But, as DufFendack says in
his latest report to ADAPSO, "This issue is by no
m eans dead and further action will be taken by the
Bell System sometime in the future . We should,
therefore, continue to deal with this issue when it
again arises."
The disturbing thing about this to me is that
only a few independent tim e-share users, GE timesharing ( only), an activist association like
ADAPSO, and a handful of others have come forward to carryon this campaign against the telephone companies. Surely th e vast resources of the
Bell System can be brought to play with little effect felt on the dividen d to stockholders. Such is
not the case with those who are struggling for survival in a new industry which has tremendous potential to the telephon e companies' revenues in the
very near future by nothing but the sheer volume
of work made possible by the advent of time-sharing. Is the Bell System really so short-sighted and
greedy that it must have its pound of flesh today?
'Whether we like it or not, tariff increases on
data, or "business communications" (as Bell prefers to call it ), must eventually be extracted from
the users if they want to continue to have this
service available. Those of us affected are someRobert F. Guise, Jr. , is Chairman of th e Board, Com-Share, Inc.,
Ann Arbor, \1i ch. , and Pres. of th e Computer Time-Sharing
Services Sec tion of the Assoc. of D ata Processing Services
Organi zations (A DAPSO).
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what mystified by Bell's behavior. We remember
the long hard struggle with the Carterfone case,
which practically broke Tom Carter and ate a large
portion of his company and personal fortune. Must
we again have an example set against super-business in America at the sacrifice of struggling young
companies and dedicated individuals against the
monolithic force of monied Ma Bell?
I, for one, am personally and professionally beyond indignation that this condition should be allowed to exist. It is high time that the FCC, which
has proven reasonable for both sides in many of its
past decisions, considers the issue forthWith, and
requires all interested parties, including Bell, to
justify their claims. They should determine the
legitimacy of these local skirmishes and be done
with this issue once and for all.
The first thing to be clarified is what the Bell
System means when it refers to "business service."
( Is it only data communications? Is it PBX or Centrex service? Is it reservation services? Is it automatic voice answer-back systems?) The next thing
is to determine if it is fair to discriminate against
data communications customers. We have found in
our investigations that some users are paying twice
for digital data received over wires, both at the
originating and terminal locations. vVe have found
that the telephone companies would like to convert
these charges from time or volume rates to a flat
monthly charge, which, in some cases, would increase customers's communications bills by as much
as 650 percent.
Finally, I make the statement that this issue
properly belongs in the FCC bailiwick because
certain data communications messages cross state
boundries and this will affect computer utility development. It will also, in some way, involve the use
of microwaves in data communications, an issue
currently under study by the FCC.
I hope that this plea is heard and reinforced by
service organizations, manufacturers, and customers alike. It is high time that this problem be
sol ved fairly in the pI~oper forum for discussion
and where it can do the most good.
. •
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Want large computer
capability and I6-bit
prices!
Maybe you've been shopping
around for the hardware to
perform fast Fourier analysis, or
integration, differentiation,
convolution, auto and cross
correlation, and signal averaging.
Raytheon Computer will give you
this large computer capability,
and at minicomputer prices.
Our new Array Transform
Processor has made high speed
array processing and analysis
practical and inexpensive. The
ATP hardware is ready to go to
work immediately. FFT range is
from 2 to 8192 complex data
points. Typically, the ATP with

our Raytheon 704 mini will run an
FFT with 2048 complex points
in only 150 milliseconds.
And you can use the 704
computer for other tasks while
it's processing arrays. The 704 has
74 instructions, a real-time
automatic priority interrupt
system, direct I/O to the CPU
and 4 programmable registers. It
also has a software library of
over 600 field-proven programs
to choose from.
The ATP complete with a
Raytheon 704 general purpose
computer costs about $40,000.
If you don't need real time

processing, we have an ATP
software simulator for our 704
computer which will compute
FFT's for less than $20,000.
So write today for Data File
C-20 1. We'll send you all the
facts and figures you'll need to
do high speed signal processing
at prices you can afford.
Raytheon Computer,
Raytheon Data Systems
Company, 2700 S. Fairview St.,
Santa Ana, Calif. 92704.
(714) 546-7160.
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have both.
704 PROCESSOR

Raytheon Computer.
We're working for you.
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WHAT HATH BABBAGE WROUGHT Dept.
"THEN PICK 'EM UP, DUMMY!"

THE PROGRAMMER'S PRAYER

In 1958, the computer was viewed with awe
by many persons. Not only its physical size,
but its "brain" billing and show-window display contributed to such feelings.
One of the most impressive of these early
systems was located in the Pentagon, and the
second shift for this installation was reserved
for testing and the printing-out of diagnostic
comments on the system's teleprinter. The
Hoor of the machine room was mopped by an
elderly janitor, who invariably stopped and
read the "brain's" comments. Noting his curiosity, the computer maintenance engineers
prepared a "canned" message which they activated remotely as the janitor approached
the teleprinter.
You can imagine the janitor's wide-eyed
amazement as he read "BE CAREFUL,
MAN. YOU'RE GETTING MY FEET
WET."

Our operator, who art in the machine room,
hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come, thy \-"ill be don e,
by the programmers as it is by the analysts.
Give us this day our daily run
and forgive us our estimates
as we forgive those who cancel our jobs.
And lead us not into I / O errors
but deliver us from program check interruptions.
For thine is the printer, the reader,
and all the disk drives, forever and ever.
EOJ

Submitted by:
Don Smith
Red Lion, Vincentown, N.J.

Submitted by:
Len Ash and Dan Miller
Ohio Edison Co.
Akron, Ohio

BUGS
( With profound apologies to Joyce Kilmer)

I THINK THAT I SHALL NEVER SEE
A BOOKSTORE THAT UNDERSTANDS
The College Book Store in Westwood Village,
next to UCLA, has a large, well-stocked
COMPUTERS section. In the. midst of this
section, and surrounded by books on languages, systems design, hardware, etc.-are
two copies of Personal Resume Preparation
by Jaquish.
Hard times have arrived.

A SUBROUTINE THAT WORKS FOR ME
A MACRO OR A ZERO TEST
THAT ISN'T JUST A RODENTS' NEST
A STRING THAT DOESN'T ALWAYS
STRAY
AND MIX UP BITS IN WILD ARRAY
A PROCESS WITH RE-ENTRANT FLAIR
THAT ISN'T JUST A LOOPING SNARE

Submitted by:
Gary A. Sigafoos
Canoga Park, Cal.

ROUTINES WHOSE TIMINGS ARE NOT
SLAIN
WHEN INTERRUPTS BEGIN TO RAIN

MODERN DATA will pay $10.00 for any computer- or
EDP-related item published in our WHAT HATH
BABBAGE WROUGHT Dept .. Humorous 'inform at ion'
for consideration may include we ird memos or operatin g instru ctions, unusually incongru ous docum entati on , and off-beat items of a general nahlre ( for review
by our off-bea t ed itors ). Send all submissions to:
WHBW
MODERN DATA
3 Lockland Ave., Framin gh am, Mass. 01701
All entri es become th e property of MODERN DATA.
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MAYBE GOD CAN MAKE A TREE,
BUT BUGS ARE MADE BY GUYS LIKE
ME!
Submitted by:
Gerald Wille
Delco Electronics Div. of GMC
M.ilwaukee, Wise.
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PRODUCT PROFILE

INTERACTIVE CRT TERMINALS
Part 1-Full Graphic CRT Terminals & Systems
JOHN A. MURPHY, Associate Editor . Modern Data

This Product Profile on graphic CRT terminals
and systems is the first of a two-part series on
the use of interactive CRT with computer systems;' it updates previous Profiles on graphic
C RT equipment w hich teere published in the
July , 1.97'0 and Ju ly , 1.968 issues of MODERN DATA.
The two-part se'l'ies presents information on
the applicati.ons and cha'l'acteristics of alphanumeric and graphic CRT te'l'minals and systems,
together tcith complete tabulations of the terminal models and companies engaged in thei1'
ma.nufacture.
In this issue, Part 1 of the series discusses the
users and appl'icat'ion areas for graphic CRT
equipment, and tabulates terminal characteristics.
Part 2, appearing next month, will cover alphanumer'ic CRT terminals and their role in computer communicati.ons.

Interactive full graphic CRT terminals and systelm provide dynamic and manipulatable visual
displays of data, graphs, flow charts, schematics,
and geometric projections in two or three dimensions. Such display images or segments of the image may be magnified, shifted, rotated, modified,
or erased using terminal keying and pointer devices (light pens, trackballs, joysticks, etc ). The
display may be controlled by processors and function generators external or internal to the CRT terminal or by a combination of both .
Manufacturers of full graphic CRT equipment
offer a number of different terminals or terminal
systems, with a wide variety of hardware, software, and peripheral device options for each. The
manufacturers supply graphic CRT terminals that
can be incorporated into existing computer systems on a user-configured and user-programmed
basis ; they also supply graphic CRT terminal systems that have internal processing power and can
operate on a stand-alone basis. Some manufacturers offer graphic terminal systems that are dedi44

cated to a specific application; these terminal systems may be configured - via hardware, software,
and peripheral device options - from a basic terminal module, or may be designed and marketed
as special-purpose graphic CRT systems.
The prospective user of full graphic CRT has a
variety of terminals to choose from ; equipment
and software options allow for the configuration of
a graphic system with as much (or little) flexibility and bundling as desired.
GRAPHIC CRT USERS

There are over 1250 graphic CRT installations in
the U.S. today, employed in applications ranging
from the design of automotive components to the
simulation of complex crystal structures. The major user of graphic CRT systems is the Federal
Government - the defense, air traffic control, and
space agencies comprising over 50% of the existing installations. The next largest user segment is
the aerospace and automotive industries ; graphic
CRTs are utilized in these industries for the computer-aided design of automobiles and airframes.
The petrochemical, power utility, and machine
tool industries, plus educational and research facilities, account for most of the remaining installations.
This predominance of the Federal Government
as the major user of graphic CRT systems is declining. The advent of low-cost and highly flexible
equipment has made graphic CRT more attractive
to non-government organizations; new installations
tend to be in the more general manufacturing, service, and financial areas. The decline in Federal
predominance has also been accelerated by the
cut backs in defense and aerospace spending.
The areas where graphic CRT terminals and
systems are employed by business, industry, research and educational facilities, and by governmental agencies are outlined below.
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COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN

Computer-aided design (CAD) is the most prominent, non-governmental application area for full
graphic CRT. Described below are CAD applications to which graphic CRT terminals are applied.
MECHANICAL & STRUCTURAL DESIGN - Drawings of
the complete structure or assembly, or of the individual members, sections, or parts of the complete
structure, can be created, stored in memory, retrieved, displayed, and manipulated by an operator at the terminal site. Area details are magnified
by light pen or pointer command by simply defining the area and calling up the display data from
memory. Such images are modified or deleted by
pointer command, the resulting display being
stored for future reference or immediately printed
out using hard-copy or plotter peripheral devices.
NUMERICAL CONTROL TAPE VERIFICATION - Numerical control paper tapes that are used in over 25,000 machine tool installations can be generated
and verified on-line using graphic CRT. The tape
control information is displayed, together with the
appropriate graphics denoting motion, tool
changes, tool paths, etc. Segments of the tool bed
(as well as the whole bed) can be displayed, and
the complete tape program verified in less time
than that usually spent in verification upon the
actual machine tool or an off-line plotter.

Layouts or How
charts of networks, circuits, or production processes can be generated and updated. Printed circuit and wiring layouts, integrated and thin film
circuit masks, production line How charts, process
plant layouts, and power distribution grids are designed through using interactive CRT graphics.

NETWORK AND cmCUIT LAYOUT -

ARCHITECTURE
&
CONSTRUCTION - Drawings
of
highway layouts, bridges, buildings, and other
structures can be stored and displayed. Interaction
with computer memory through graphic terminals
allows speedy and easily effected drafting or revision of plans for structural and Hoor designs, electrical wiring, heating duct, and plumbing layouts.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING - A CAD application of
CRT graphics closer to the heart of the computer
community is the dynamic editing, correction, and
modification of programs. A complete program can
be evaluated, changed, and then completely documented with updated How charts and listings using graphic CRT.
MODERN DATA /June 1971

Figure I-The Tektronix 4002A Graphic ·Computer Terminal
with companion 4601 Hard Copy Unit and 4951 joystick.

COMMAND/CONTROL SYSTEMS

The greatest number of graphic CRT terminals are
applied to command/control systems due to their
use in defense, air traffic control, and space Hight
control systems.
MILITARY & GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS - The military
employ CRT graphics in command/control systems involving situation reports on air and naval
activities, disposition of forces and equipment,
logistics, and weather forecasting. Other applications cover the monitoring and control of missile
and weapons systems.
The FAA uses displays in the many flight control centers throughout the U.S. The thousands of
aircraft that are airborne at any given instant are
monitored and controlled by these centers. Relative position, elevation, and speed of each aircraft
are tracked, processed, and displayed. Similar
flight control systems using CRT graphics are used
by NASA to monitor missile launches and space
Hights.
Local or state police, fire, and civil defense
agencies employ computer graphics to display the
disposition of personnel and equipment, situation
reports on criminal activity or civil emergencies,
and vehicular traffic patterns.
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL - CRT displays can be used
in the control of various petrochemical, metallurgical, or other indush'ial processes to monitor
the past, present, and projected future status of
the many process or production variables. Computer graphics are especially applicable to dis-
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tribution networks involving the flow of petrochemicals (valves, pipelines, pumps, storage tanks ),
and electric power (switches, transmission lines,
power stations). In such a network control, the
operator can monitor the status of the overall system, zero in on a specific area or operation for
detailed study, and effect changes in the network
by light pen command - turning valves or
switches on or off, etc - all on an on-line, real-time
basis.
SIMULA nON & MODELLING

This application area in volves the dynamic simulation or modelling of structures or systems on the
CRT display while parameters defining such structures are varied. Scientific and technical applications concern the analysis of electrical, mechanical, and other physiochemical systems under
dynamic conditions.
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS - A circuit diagram can be displayed on the CRT screen alon g with its associated frequency response curve. The operator
changes circuit component parameters and observes how the response curve is effected, optimizing his design in a minimum of time. Similar design iterations using CRT graphics can be applied
to microwave and antenna design.

Time and frequency domain
analysis involving vibration and system dynamics
problems can be solved using computer graphics.
Data from dynamic tests on space vehicles has
been used to simulate flight conditions, and then
employed in the design of the vehicle structure
and flight guidance systems. Other applications
cover aircraft and bridge structure design, and control system design.

Figure 2-Computek Series 400 CRT Display with examples
of various graphic display images.

computer responding to commands generated
from the pilot's flight controls. Other simulatiom
involve visibility problems in designing aircraft or
automobiles, and computer animations.
DATA ANALYSIS

SYSTEM DYNAMICS -

CRYST AL & MOLECULAR STRUCTURE - The ability to
construct and manipulate structural models of
complex crystals or molecules is of prime importance to research ers in physics, chemistry, biology,
and medicine. Such complex structures can be displayed and manipulated on graphic CRT terminals, allowing the structure to be rotated and observed in two- and three-dimensional plots ; stereo
presentations are even available using hard-copy
output and a stereoscope.

Simulation or
modelling using computer graphics has been used
in pilot training. The pilot views an image of a
carrier flight deck on a take-off or landing approach basis; he dynamically interacts with the
display image, the image being simulated by a

OTHER GRAPHIC CRT SIMULATIONS -
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Data analysis applications utilize CRT graphics in
the evaluation and reduction of data on business
or financial operations, and on experimental tests.
The data can be translated, scaled, rotated, and
fitt ed to equations or boundary conditions using
computer graphics. An example of such data
analysis involves management information systems
where sales, inventory, production, and market information is intercorrelated, plotted, and manipulated both by the user and the computer; the output can provide forecasts on future product sales,
manufacturing costs, and production schedules.
Other data analysis applications of graphic terminal systems concern medical test data (X-Ray,
EKG, and other clinical data); seismic, sonar, and
geomagnetic test data; nuclear experimentation
( particle tracks, scattering plots, etc.); and space
satellite data.
OTHER APPLICATIONS

Graphic CRT terminals are also being used in
computer-aided instruction (CAl) and computerbased composition and editing. Cost is the limiting
factor for CAl due to the multi-terminal requireMODERN DATA/June 1971
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TABLE 1
GENERAL-PURPOSE GRAPH Ie
CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS
COMPUTEK

ADAGE

COMPANY

ARDS 100B

AGT 110

AGT 130

AGT 150

400 Displ ay System

6.5 X 8 .5

13 X 14

13 X 14

13 X 14

8.25 X 6.4

4 160

3840

3840

3840

3400

Char/Line

80 or 40

96

96

96

85

Total Lines

52 or 26

40

40

40

40

96; 192 (opt)

64 /96 ASC I I

64/96 ASC II

64/96 ASC II

96 ASC I I

MODEL
DISPLAY
Size (inches)
Char Capacity

No Cha·r & Code
Char Generation

7 X 9 Dot

Stroke

Stroke

Stroke

Stroke

Refresh Rate (Hz)

ST - See 1

60 (variable)

60 (variab le)

60 (variab le)

ST

L ine Delete (opt )

Char & L ine (std)

Char & L ine (std)

Char & L ine (std)

Horz (opt)

H orz & Vert (std)

Horz & Ve rt (std)

H orz & Vert (std)

Formatting

std

std

std

Page Roll

std

std

std

Split Screen

std

std

std

DATA ENTRY
Insert/Delete
Tabulation

Other

See 1,2,3

GRAPHICS
Visible Raster

See 1

11 69 X 1501

13 X 14 inch

13X 14 inch

1023 raster units

10 inches

10 inches

10 inches

Absolute

Absolute

Abso lute

Absolute

A b so lute

Absolute

A b solute

See 1

Shift, 20 Zoom
(std)

Shift, Rotate,
2 0 & 3D Zoom (std)

Shift, Rotate,
20 & 3D Zoom (std)

A ll T ypes

A ll T ypes

A ll T ypes

A ll T ypes

See 1

See 1

RS 232 8
Parallel Compu ter

RS 232 8
Parallel Computer

RS 232 8
Paralle l Compu ter

50 Kbps

to 1 Mbps

to 1 Mbps

to 1 Mbps

to 9600 bps

Mode

Half/Fu l l-D uplex
Echop lex

Hal f/ F u ll Dup lex

H al f/Full -D uplex

H alf/ Fu ll· Du p lex

H alf/ Fu ll ·D up lex

Other

See 5

3 01 8;203

30 18;203

3 01 8;203

Adage DPR -4
8K X 30
32 K Expandab le

Ad age DPR ·4
8K X 30
32 K Expandable

A d age DPR ·4
8K X 30
32 K Ex pand ab le

Max Component
Positioning Modes
Vector Modes
View Manipulation
Pointers

See 4

Other
INTERFACING
Interface
Transmission Rate

INTERNAL
PROCESSOR

13X 14 inch

OPTIONS

PC

PC, L P, PT , M T , DO

PC , LP , PT , M T , DO

PC , LP , PT , M T , DO

PRICING

$8,700

$98,00 0

$ 147,00 0

$ 167,000

1,024 X 800

Abso lute & Re lative

L igh t Pen, T abl et
Joystick

RS 232

$6)00

REMARKS &
OTHER
FEATURES

' Refres h Mo d e
Edit ing & D y nam ics
' K ey b oa rd Cu rsor
Co ntro l (op t )
' Repeat Key (opt )
4HW Dashed L ines
' TTY -, I BM 360·
Compa t ible

ABBREVIATIONS

OPTI ONS: PC - Printer/Copier (T hermal, Op ti ca l , E lectrostat.) • L P· L ine Pr inter . PL T - Pl otter . PT . Paper T ape .
M T · M ag neti c T ape T ransp o rt . D O . Di sk Drive
OT H E R : ST · Storage T ube Di splay . HW - H ardware Featu re

MODERN DATA / June 197 1

'H W Ar ray Transf o rma ti o n fo r ;
Obj ect Sca le; Pi cture Sca le;
3 D T ranslati on & Rot ati o n ;
Depth Cueing; I ntens ity Sca le
& D isp lacement.

' Keyboa rd Cu rsor
Contro l
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GENERAL-PURPOSE GRAPHIC
TABLE 1
CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS ..... Cont'd
COMPANY
MODEL
DISPLAY
Size (inches)

CONOGRAPHIC

CONTROL DATA

CONOGRAPH/10

240 ; 9820/9821

250

8.3 X 6 .5

12 X 12

11.3 X 11.3

20 (round)

8.5 X 11

12288

8704

14892

4608

146

72

Char Capacity

CORNING
270 ;..

CORNING 904

Char /Line

to 341

64/86

136

Total Lines

to 158

43/64

64

102

64
128 ASC II

No Char & Code

96 ASC II

64 BCD

128 BCD

Software

Char Generati on

Stroke

7 X 9 Stroke

7 X 9 Stroke

Stroke

5 X 7 Dot

ST - See 1

50 (programmable)

50

50

ST

Char & Line (std )

Char & Line (std)

Char & L ine (std)

V ert (std)

H orz & Vert (std)

H orz & Vert (std)

H o rz (std)

Formatting

std

std

std

See 1

Page Roll

opt

opt

opt

Split Screen

opt

op t

opt

2048 X 1558

12X 12 inch

11. 3 X 11 .3 in ch

20 inch

2048 raster units

1024 raster un its

1024 raster units

7 raster un it s

Positioning Modes

Abso lute & Relative

Absolute & Re lative

Absolute & Re lative

Abso lute & Re lat ive

Rel at ive

Vector Modes

Absolute & Relat ive

Absolute & Re lative

Absolute & Re lat ive

Abso lute & Relative

Relative

View Manipul ation

Sh ift, Rotat io n (std)
See 2

Sh ift (std )
Rotate (opt)

Sh ift (std ), Ro t ate,
20 & 3D Zoom (opt)

Sh ift, Rotate,
20 Zoom (opt)

T ab let, Mouse
Joysti ck

Li ght Pen

Li ght Pen

Li gh t Pen, T ab let

Refresh Rate
DATA ENTRY
Insert /Delete
T ab ul ation

H orz & Vert (opt)

Other
GRAPHICS
Visible Raster
Max Component

Pointers
Other
INTERFACING
Interface

1024 X 793

See 3
RS 232 C
Parall el Computer

See 1
RS 232 B
Para ll el Computer

Paral lel Computer

Parallel Computer

Transmission Rate
Full -Dupl ex

Other

TTY Compat ib le

20 1 A/B; 30 1 B

Conographic 16
4K X 16

CDC 24 1/242/243
4K X 12
12K Expandable

CDC 3398
4K X 24
8K Expandable

OPTIONS

PC

PC, LP, PT, MT, DO

16/35 mm Mi c rofilmer
PC

PRICING

$8,950

$68,900

$ 137.800

ABBREVIATIONS

48

Half/Fu ll -Dupl ex
Echoplex

H alf/ Full -Dupl ex

REMARKS&
OTHER
FEATURES

RS 232 B
110/ 150/300

Mod e

INTERNAL
PROCESSOR

Joys tick,
Mouse

140 H z Refresh Mode
'Sca li ng 1 to 15X
3HW Poi nt , Vector
Curve, Figure, Char
& Symbo l Generators

CDC 3344/1744
4K X 16
16K Expandable
PC (std), PT
$9 1 ,160

- ---- -

$ 19,650
1 Fi lm Slide Over lay Capabi lity

O PTION S: PC - Printer/Copier (Th ermal, 6pti ca l, Electrostat.) • LP-L ine Prin ter . PL T - Pl otter . PT - Paper T ape .
M T - Magnetic T ape T ransport . DO - Di sk Dri ve
OTH ER: ST - Storage T ube Di sp lay . HW - Hardwa re Feature
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TAB LE 1
GEN ERA L-PURPOSE GRAPH IC
CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS ..... Cont'd
CO MPANY

DATA DISC

DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT

EVANS &
SUTHERLAND

HAZEL TINE

LDS -1

DDG -1

6500

6600

GRAPHIC 15

D ISPLAY
Size (inches )

TV Monitor

TV Monitor

9.5 X 12

Cha r Capacity

4335

3200

3000

2000

7738

Char / Line

85

80

72

50

146

Total Lines

51

40

55

40

53

No Char & Code

64 ASCII

96 ASCII

ASCII

256

128

Char Generat i on

5 X 7 Dot

7 X 10 Dot

Stroke

Stroke

to 32 X 32 Dot

30

30

30

30

30

- -- --

Chelr (sid)

M O DEL

Refresh Rate (Hz)
DATA ENTRY
Insert / D elete

TV Monitor

Tabulation
Formatting
Page Roll
Spli t Scree n
Other
GRAPHICS
V isibl e Raster

opt

opt

See 1

See 1

512 X 512

640 X 480

Max Component
Positioning Modes
Vector Modes
View Manipul ation

1024 X 1024

4096 X 4096

1024 X 480

1024 raster units

262 raster units

1024 raster units

Absolu te

Absolute & Relative

Absolu Ie

Relative

Absolute & Relative

Absolute

Shitt, 20 Zoom
(std)

Shift, Rotate,
20 & 3D Zoom (OPI)

Shift (std)

Light Pen,
Trackball

Light Pen,
T rackball

Light Pen, Tab let

T ablet

See 2

See 2

See 1,2

See 1

See 2, 3

Parallel Computer

Parallel Computer

RS 232 B
Current L oop

Parallel Computer

Paral lel Computer

Pointers
Ot her
INTERFAC I NG
Interface

See 1

9 Mbps

Tra nsm ission Rate
Mode

------

Ot her
DE C PD P-15
4K X 18
128 K Expandable

INTERNAL
PROCESSOR
OPTIONS

PC

PRICING

------

REMARKS &
OTHER
FEATURES

ABBREVIATIONS

' Cursor is Option
'Color, Grey Scale, Special
Characters (opt)

PC

See 2

PC, LP , PT , M T , D O
$36,000
' Scisso r ing,
16 Scales
'Software Rot at e
& 3D

Hazeltin e
20K X 32

PC
$60,000
' Clipping D ivid er ,
Color & Stereo
D isplay, Char.
Generato rs (opt)
'Controller Uses Host
Computer Memory

' Random Select ive
Update/Erase of
Char. & Li nes
'Storage of 8 Pro~rammable Graphs
' 10 Displays/System

OPT IO NS: PC - Pr inter/Cop ier (T hermal , Optical, Elect rosta t.) - LP -L ine Printer _ PL T - Plot ter - PT - Paper T ape M T - Magnetic T ape T ransport - DD - Disk Dr ive
OT H ER: ST - Storage T ube Display . HW - Hardwa re Featu re
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GENERAL-PURPOSE GRAPHIC
TABLE 1
'CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS ..... Cont'd
: COMPANY
MODEL

HAZEL TINE (Contd)

HONEYWELL

IBM

IMLAC

DDG ·3

DDG·5

316/516 - 7420

2250

PDS·1

T V M onito r

TV M on itor

12 X 12

12 X 12

8 X 10

7738

4 176

3848

3200

Char/Line

146

87

74

80; 128 (opt)

Total Lines

52

40

DISPLAY
Size (inches)
Char- Cap acity

53

48

No Char & Cod e

128

128

64 ASC II

63

96 ASC II ; EBC I D

Char. Generation

to 16 X 16 Dot

to 14 X 20 Do t

Stroke

Strok e

7 X 9 Stroke

30

30

40

30

40

Refresh Rate (Hz)
DATA ENTRY
I nsel1/D elete

G: har & Lin e (std)

Char & Line (std)

Tabulation

Horz & V ert (std)

H o rz & Vert (std )

Formatting

std

st d

'Page Roll

std

Si d

Split Screen

std

std

Other
GRAPHICS
Visible' Raster
M ax Compon ent
Posit ioning Modes
Vector Modes

-----1024 X 480

6 12X439

1024 X 1024

102<1 X 102<1

102<1 X 1026

102<1 raste r un its

945 raster units

Abso lute

Absolute

Absolute & Relative

Abso lu te & Relat ive

Absolut e & Relat ive

Abso lu te & Relat ive

Absolute

Absolute & Relali ve

Abso lule & Relative

Relal ive

102<1 rusler un i ts

Vi ew M anipu la tion
Pointers
Ot her
INTERFACING
Interface
T ransm ission Rat e

Shifl (Slel)
Li ght Pen

Light Pen

See 1

See 1,2

See 1

Parall el Computer

Parall el Computer

Para ll el Computer

9 Mbps

3.2 Mbps

1.6 Mbps

I BM 11 30

TTY & I BM
Cornpi:lliblc

Hazeltine
16K X 48

------

I BM
2K X 16
4K E x pandab le

I MLAC
4K X 16
32K Expand <lb le

DO

L P, PL T , PT, M T , DO

PC , LP, MT, DO

PC, LP , PT, MT, DO

$ 120,000

$9,620

------

'Software Conlro l lf)eI
Grcrpllics (std)

I BM 270 1

I BM 270 1

INTERNAL
PROCESSOR

Haze ltine
32K X 16

OPTIONS

PC

PR I CING

------

-

50

RS 232 B
Par nllel Co mpu l er

H oneywell Series 16

Ot h er

ABBREVIATIONS

Parallel Compu ler

H<llf/Full Duplex
Echoplex

------

' 20 D isplays/System,
2 I nteract ive

Se" 1

----

Mod e

REMARKS &
OTHER
FEATURES

Lighl Pen, T <.blut,
Mouse

Li ght Pen

' 8 D isplays/System
'1975 Stored Backgrounds for Call Up

'HW Ch ar., Pl o tting,
Circ le, Line Generators (opt)

OPTI ONS: PC - Printer/Cop ier (T hermal, OPtical , El ec trostaL) • LP -Line Printer . PL T - PI oller • PT - Pape r Tape .
M T - Magnetic T ape T ransport . DO - Di sk Drive
OTH ER: ST - Storage T ube Displ ay . HW - Hardware Feature
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GENERAL-PURPOSE GRAPHIC
TABLE 1
CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS . .... Cont'd
INFORMATION DISPLAYS

COMPANY

LUNDY

MONITOR DISPLAYS

MODEL

IDlgraf

IDIIOM

System 32

5205

8100

DISPLAY
Size (in ches)

10 X 10

13 X 13

20 (round)

TV Monitor

12 X 12

2048

2048

6000

3456

4000

Char/Line

73

128

160

72

80

Total Lines

51

85

80

48

50

No Char & Code

128 ASCI I

128 ASCI I - See 1

96/192 ASC II ; EBCDIC

96 ASC II

64 ASCI I

Char Generation

16 X 16 Stroke

7 X 9 St roke

Stroke

5 X 5 Dot

Stroke

30

30/20

10 to 100

50

10 to 60

DATA ENTRY
I nsert/ Del ete

Char & Li ne (opt)

Char & Line (std)

Char & Lin e (std)

Char & L ine (std)

Tabulation

Horz & Vert (opt)

Horz & Vert (std)

Horz & Vert (std)

H orz & Vert (std)

Formatting

opt

std

std

std

Page Roll

opt

std

std

Split Screen

opt

std

Char Capacity

Refresh Rate (Hz)

Other
GRAPHICS
Visible Raster

See 1
1024 X 1024

1024 X 1024

1430 X 1430

1024 raster un its

1024 raster units

2047 raster units

Positioning Modes

Abso lute & Relative

Absolute & Relative

Absolute & Relative

Vector Modes

Absolute & Relative

Absolute & Relative

Absolute & Re lative

Shift, Rotate
(opt)

Shift, Rotate,
20 & 3D Zoom (std)

Sh ift & Rotate (std)
3D Zoom (opt)

Light Pen, T ablet

Li ght Pen, Trackball, Joystick

Light Pen, T ablet,
Trackba ll , Joystick

Light Pen, Track ball, Joystick

Light Pen

See 2

See 1,2

See 1

See 1

RS 232 B
Current Loop

Parallel Compu ter

RS 232 B
Para ll el Computer

RS 232 B
Parall el Computer

Parallel Computer

5 Kbps

50 Kbps

4800 bps

454 K cps

3.2 Mbps

Full-Duplex

Full-Duplex

Max Component

View Manipulation

Pointers
Other
INTERFACING
Interface
Transmission Rate
Mode
Other
INTERNAL
PROCESSOR

10
1 K X 10
8K Expandable

PRICING

ABBREVIATIONS

1024 X 1024
1024 raster units

Relative

Absolute
Relat ive

H alf -Duplex
IBM 2250 Compatible

OPTIONS

REMARKS &
OTHER
FEATURES

576 X 288

$8,000
Up to 4 Displays
per Controller

Varian 620/1
4K X 16
32K Expandable

Lundy
8K X 16
16K Expandable

PC, LP , PT , MT, DO

LP , PT, MT

$65,000

$48,000

'P lus 64 Programmab le
'HW Char, Circle
Generators

'HW Char, Circle,
Ellipse, Rectangle,
Dot/Dash Generators
'Stand-Alone or
Mul Ii-D isplay Systems

4K X 12
per Channel

Varian 620/i
8K X 16
32K Expandable
LP,PT,MT

$14,000
' 7-Color Display

$65,000
'HW Char, Circle,
Arc, Dot/Dash Generat ors

OPTIONS: PC - Printer/Copier (Thermal, OPtical, Electrostat.) • LP-L ine Printer . PL T - Plotter . PT - Paper Tape .
MT - Magnetic T ape Transport . DO - Disk Drive
O T HER: ST - Storage T ube Display . HW - Hardware Feature
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GENERAL-PURPOSE G.-: ,:"PH IC
TABLE 1
CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS .. . .. Cont'd
PRINCETON

SANDERS

MODEL

PEP-S01

ADDS/900-960

DEL TA-1/SC-2

DEL TA -2 / SC -2

SO-S16

DISPLAY
Size (inch es )

10 X 14

14 X 14

12.5X 12.5

10 X 10

10 X 10

8192

8192

2380

COMPANY

Ch ar Capacity
, Char/line

4250/8000

SYSTEMS ENGR . LA BS

85/128

112

128/85/64/43

128/85/64/43

85

5 0/64

74

64/43/32/22

6<'1/43/32/22

64

No Char & Code

128 ASC II

128 ASC II

96/ 128 ASC I I

96/ 128 ASC II

128 ASC II

Char Generation

7 X 9 Dot

St roke

14 X 10 St roke

14 X 10 Strub!

5 X 7 Stroke

Refresh Rat e (Hz)

ST

60

30

30

30/60

Ch ar & Lirla (opt)

Clwr & Lin e (opl)

H arz & Vert (opt)

Harz &

Total Lines

DATA ENTRY
Insert/ Delete

Ch ar (std); L ine (opt)

Tabul ation

V (~ rt

Formatting

std

opt

opt

Page Roll

std

opt

opt

opt

opt

Split Screen

GRAPHICS
Visible Raster

(opt)

-----

----

Other
102 4 X 1024

1024 X 1024

Max Component

1024 X 1024

5 12 X 5 12

1024 X 1024

1024 ras ter un its

5 12 raster units

Positioning Modes

Abso lute & Relative

Abso lute & Relat ive

Absolu te & Relative

Absolute & Relative

Absolute

Vector Modes

Abso lute & Relat ive

Abso lute & Relative

Absolute & Re lative

Abso lute & Relative

Relative

Manipulation

2 0 Zoom (std)

Sh ift, Rotate
(optl

Sh if t (opt)

Shif t (o~tl

T ablet , J o y st ick

L ight Pen, T rack ball, Jo ystick

Li ght Pen, Joy sti ck, Mouse

Li ght Perl, Joysti ck, Mousf!

See 1

- -- -

RS 232 B

Parallel Computer

Pointers
Other
INTERFACING
Interface
Transmi ssion Rate
Mode

RS 232 B
Para ll el Computer
2400 b ps

----

Half/ Ful l-Dupl ex
Echopl ex

----

Other
INTERNAL
PROCESSOR
OPTIONS

LP

PRIC I NG

$6,500

REMARKS &
OTHER
FEAT URES

ABBR EVI ATI ONS

52

SYSTEMS CONCEPTS

Light Pen,
Tr ack b all

----Parallel Compu te r

P arall(~ 1

Comp" ter

5 MlJps

IBM 360

----

Varian 620/ i
4K X 16
32 K Expandabl e

SC-2
4K X 18
65K Expandable

SC- 2
4 K X 18
65K EXPiJndabl e

PT

L P, PT , MT , DO

LP , PT , M T, DO

-----

$60,000

S33,OOO

S26 ,OOO

rH W Ch ar, V ec tor,
Conic Generato rs

SE L 800

- --

OPTI ONS: PC - Pr inter/Copier (T hermal, Optical, El ec tr ostat.1 • LP -Lr ne Pri n ter . PL T - Pl ottp.r . PT - Pape r T ape .
M T - M ag neti c T ape T ranspo rt . DO - Disk Dr ive
OTH E R: ST - St orage T ube Di splay . HW - H ardware Feature
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Only TelTerm
can recover
~he

roUoffs.

If you've ever experienced top line rolloff , you'll really
appreciate TelTerm's exclusive PAGING feature . It puts the
rolloffs into memory, instead of into oblivion. And permits
recovery at the push of a button . That means you have
3000 characters of display at your fingertips . In any format .
Without going into a computer . And that means program
preparation with less effort, in less time , and at less cost .
Same goes for editing text, or entering inventory,
reservations or business form data .
Of course , our other features match those offered by
other video terminals , with one big d ifference : we've put the
best of all into TelTerm . Like the most readable upper f lower
case character set you can buy. And addressable cursor,
blinking , underlining , formatting and line drawing capabilities .
With more too. There's also a long list of useful accessories,
such as a light pen , built-i n acoustic coupler , hard copy
printers, cassette recorders and multiplexers.
End the disappearing data act now. Ask for more information ,
demonstration , or applications assistance. Or ask about our
Delta 1 color display. DELTA DATA SYSTEMS Corporation,
Woodhaven Industrial Park , Cornwells He ights , Pa. 19020;
telephone (215) 639-9400 .

~Delta Data
UNI TS AVA I LA BL E ON 30· 0A Y O E L IVE R Y
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TABLE 1
GENERAL-PURPOSE GRAPH IC
CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS . .... Cont'd
SYSTEMS ENG R.
(cont' d)

TEKTRONIK

UNIVAC

VECTOR GENERAL

XEROX

80-821

T-4002A

1557/1558

Graphics Displ ay

7580

12.3 X 12 .3

8.3 X 6.5

12 X 12

13 X 14

10 X 10

2380

33 15

-----

7200

Char/Line

85

85

Total Lines

64

40

-----

60/40/30/ 16

No Char & Code

128 ASC II

ASC II

64 ASC II

192 ASC II

64 ASC II

Char Generation

5 X 7 Stroke

7 X 9 Dot

Stroke

3 X 2 Strok e

Stroke

ST - See 1

-----

30

Cha r & Lin e (std)

------

Ch ar & Li ne (std)

COMPANY

MODEL
DISPLAY
Size (inches)
Char Capacity

Refresh Rate
DATA ENTRY
Insert/ D elete

Horz & Vert (std)

T abul ati on

H o rz (std)

Fo rmatting

std

-----

std

Page Roll

------

opt

Spl it Screen

std

----

op t

1024 X 1024

1024 X 1024

4096 X 4096

1024 X 1024

1024 raster units

1024 raster un its

4096 raster u nits

1024 ras ter units

See 1

Other
GRAPHICS
V isi bl e Raster

1024 X 1024

Max Component
Posit ioning Mod es

Abso lute

Abso lute & Relat ive

Abso lute & Relati ve

Absolute & Relative

V ector Modes

Absolute

Abso lute & Relative

Absolute & Relat ive

Abso lu te & Relat ive

----

Sh if t, Ro t ate,
2 0 & 3 D Zoom (opt)

Ligh t Pen

Li gh t Pen , T abl et,
Mouse

See 1

See 1

RS 232 B

Paralle l Com puter

Vi ew M an ipul ation
Pointers

L ight Pen
T rac kball

T ab let , M ouse

Other
INTERFACING
Interface
Transmission Rate

Para ll el Co mputer

RS-232 B

Other

- - - -SEL 800

See 2

OPTIONS

REMARKS &
OTHER
FEATURES

ABBREVIATIONS

$30 ,000

S igma5&7

UN I VAC 11 00
UNIV AC 1557
8 K X 18
16K Ex pandabl e

4K X 16
128K Expandab le

PC

------

PC, LP , PT, MT, DO

$8,800

------

$ 19,800

INTERNAL
PROCESSOR

PRICING

Li gh t Pen

----

5 Mbps

Mode

54

120/80/60/32

'R efr esh Sc ratc h Pad
Areas @ 40 H z f o r
85 Char.
2TTY -Port I nterfaces
for M i n ic omputers,
I BM 360

' Contro ll er Dri ves
1 to 3 Di sp lays

' 16 I ntens ity L eve ls

OPTI ONS : PC -' Printer/C op ier (T herma l , OPt ical, E lectrostat. ) • LP-Li ne Pri nter . PL T - Pl otter . PT - Paper T ape .
M T - M ag net ic T ape T ranspo rt. DO - Di sk Dri ve
OTH ER : ST - Storage T ube Di sp lay . HW - Hard ware Feature
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SPECIAL-PURPOSE GRAPHIC
TABLE 2
CRT TERMINALS & SYSTEMS

COMPANY & MODEL

Description

COMPUTERVISION
INTERACTgraphic I
(Plotting System)

• 6.4 X 8.3 l nch CRT w i th 94 ASC II Charac ters. Vis ibl e Raster of 108 1 X 148 1 . Joystick Po inter . and Therma l Pr in ter
• 34 X 44 inch F lat -Bed Pl o tter/ Digi ti zer wit h Resolution of ± 0.002 I nches. Accu racy of 0.05 inches. and Plotting
Speed of 14 I nches/ Second

GRAPHIC DISPLAYS
ETOM 2000
(Plott ing System)

•

HAZEL TINE
ANG-3
(Target T racking
System)

•

12 X 12 Inch CRT w it h 64 ASC I Characte rs. V isibl e Raster of 512 X 5 12. Li ght Pen and T ablet Po inters
• 8 .5 X 11. 1 1 X 17. 17 X 22 or 22 X 34 Plotter w ith I ncrement Sizes of 0 .010 to 0.005 I nches. and Pl otting Speeds
of 300 to 1200 Increments/Seco nd

16/20 Inch-Round CRT with Capacity of 6424 Characte rs. 73 cha r/l ine at 88 lines. 64 ASC II Characte rs. Visible
Ra ster of 512 X 800. Shift and 20 Z oom Manipulation. Trackball Poi nter and 4K X 18 Processor

ments. Composition and editing systems using
both alphanumeric and graphic CRT terminals are
just entering the market. Advantages of such computer-controlled systems will be gained in page
layou t of text and graphics, and in text revisions
via all interactive display system.
Tables 1 and 2 present some of th e characteristics
of full graphic CRT terminals and systems. The
manufacturers offer a wide range of equipment
modul es and options for many of the models tabu lated; therefore graphic CRT terminals have not
been separated from graphic terminal systems that
contain processors controlling one or more displays.
The Data Entry section of Table 1 covers characteristics that are common to both full graphic
and alphanumeric terminals. Omissions ( dashes )
should not be interpreted as features that cannot
be provided; hardware options and software can
provide, in most instances, any data entry fea tures.
The same holds true for the Graphics section of
•
th e Table.

TABLE 3 • REFERENCE LITERATURE

For additional information on full graphic CRT
terminals and systems referenced in Table 1 and
2, circle the appropriate numbers listed below
on the reader service card.
Company

Reader Service
Card Number

Adage, Boston , Mass. . .. ..... . . . • •.. ...... . ........

200

Computek, Cambridge, Mass . . ....... .. .......... . . . .
. . ... .....• .... ..•..

201
202

Conographic, Cambridge, Mass . . . . . . . .... ... ... . . .•..

203

Computervision , Burlington, Mass .

Control Data, St. Paul , Minn . . . .. . . .. ...... . ... . .... .

204

Corning Data Systems, Raleigh, N. C. . .• •.. . .... .. .. ...
Data Disc, Palo Alto, Cal.

205

Digital Equipment, Maynard , Mass . . . . . . . . . . . .
Evans & Sutherland Computer, Salt Lake City, Utah

207
208

Haz el tin e, little Neck, N.Y. . . . . .

209

Hon eywell, Waltham, Ma ss .

. .. .. ....... . .. .. . .

. .. .. . . ........ .

IBM, White Plains, N.Y . .. .. .... • ......... . . .. .. .• ..
Imlac, Waltham, Mass.
Information Displays, Mt. Kisco, N.Y . .. . .. . ... . • . ...•..
Lund y El ectronics, Paramu s, N .J .
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210
211
212
213

........ ...... ...

214

Monitor Di spl ays, Ft. Washington, Po ....... . ........ . .
Princeton Electronic Prod ucts, N. Brun swick, N.J. ......• . .

215
216

Sanders Data Systems, Nashua, N.H ... .. .. .. . . . .... . . .

217

Systems Concepts, San Francisco , Cal. . ... .. ..... . . . . .

218
219

Syste ms Engineering Labs ., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla .... . . . •...

Furth er information on full graphic CRT terminals and system s desc ribed i.n Tables 1 and 2
may be obtained by refe re ncin g Tab le 3, and
IIsing the Reader Service Card.

2 06

Tektroni x, Beverton, Ore .

. . . ....... . . . ......... ... . .

Univac, Blue Bell , Po . .

220
221

Vector G e neral , Canoga Park, Cal . ... . . .•...... . .. . .

222

Xerox Data Systems, EI Segundo, Cal. . ....... .. ...•..

223
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Robert H. Branch and John W. Hoag, Jr .• Co mpute r Con trol Div. of Honeywe ll, Inc.

IN PROCESS CONTROL, THINK SMALL
Perhaps you should think twice before putting all your
control function eggs in one computerized basket.

has been the practice to expect process control
systems to perform all control funcItionstcomputer
Single-handedly. And we've even piled on
additional responsibilities (such as background
compiling) to justify their expense. This is like expecting the entertainer in a one-man band to wait
on tables while amusing the audience.
The cost of individual computers in the past
dictated this approach . Even though you naturally
preferred to get one part of a process under computer control before another, the control systems
for each subprocess involved a $300-500K exp enditure. Now you didn't casually tell your boss
you needed two or more of these! So, working
with the computer manufacturer, you agreed that
all portions could be controlled by the same machine. It cost a bit more and took a bit longer than
having several machines, but it could do the job.
After a seemingly endless wait (usually long after due date or startup of process) you finally got
a system that did a lot of what was wanted. But if
you then decided that a minor programming
change had to be made, it could bomb the rest of
the program and take hours to get back to where
you started. Also, the background programming
often turned out to be harder than you thought, so
you had to .shut down to do compiling or go to
another machine to debug your new program. An
alternative - and often preferable - approach is
now available: a number of computers, each doing its own thing. Today the prices of process control systems are down to $60-75K without programming. You can buy three or ·four and still be
under the $300Kjprice tag of a single earlier system. By breaking the process into three or four
subprocesses, you can put a computer on each.
These "dedicated" computers can even be bought
one at . a time and soon the whole process will be
computer-controlled. And if you want the ultimate, you can get a "hierarchical" system to coordinate the activities of the subprocess controllers.
(Tip: By picking the easiest subprocess first, you
can get the system in and controlling within 6-8
months. This convinces management that you're
a genius. So you get a raise and approval for the
56

next computer system! ) You may now have
equ alled the one-computer-for-everything cost,
but look what you've gained:
• Simple programs in each computer;
• In caSe of shutdown, on ly a part of the process
needs man ual intervention (and the system can
probably be fixed more qu ickly!);
• It's easier to do background programming on
the coordinating computer - it has more leisure
time;
• E ach operating group can have its own computers;
• Throughput is improved by having part of
your process under computer control before the
whole system is installed ;
• If changes, are required in one subprocess, you
don't have to mess up programs for others;
• You can save a lot on installations costs because each computer can be nearer its portion of
the process - thus shortening the cables needed.
This "dedicated" approach to computer control is
now preferable from almost any point of view flexibility, reliability, throughput, etc. Let's face it
-the computer is a tool to help make more and
better products. Other tools are purch ased on a
work-distributing basis, so why not com puters?
The moral is this : small, dedicated computer systems now available are as powerful as and more
reliable than, th e complex systems used in the past.
Thinking small can payoff bi g!
•

Robert H. Bra nc h (a t right) an d John W. Hoag , J r. ' are , re spectively,
the market and product managers for data acquis iti on and co ntrol syste ms at Hon eywe ll 's Computer Control Di visio n in Framjngham, Mass.
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Stop fires dry in seconds
before water damages
What
·. miss.
I

l

.
J

~.

'1

,

~

-.,....
\

A computer center is no place to fight nre
with -water. Or with any other corrosive or conductive suppressant.
So Fenwal, leading developers of explosion
-suppression -systems for industry, came up with an
absolutely dry idea. The Fenwal high-speed fire
suppression systems.
Using super-sensitive, solid state detectors
to spot fire, smoke or temperature rise, these
sensors instantly activate the discharge of a dry,
colorless, non-corrosive gas to knock out fire in

MODERN DATA/June 1971

secondsf This l.~ tile en .
clean, dry, safefor-people. In ~ ,ready or immediate reuse.
Which elimiMtes downtime, equipment loss, and
costly increases iii insurance rates. Now doesn't that
make sense?
, We'll be glad to show you this system in
action. Just call Mr. George Grabowski, Division
'Manager, to arrange a showing of the color film,
"The Fireaters," at your plant or office. Fenwal Incorporated, Ashland, Mass. Phone (617) 881-2000.
A Division of Walter Kidde & Company, Inc.
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PRODUCT PROFILE

MINICOMPUTERS
JOHN A. MURPHY, Associate Editor - Mode rn Data

Lots of minis have come clown (or crashecl on )
the pike since MODERN DATA'S last Profile on minicomputers. Twenty-six manufacturers and over
forty models were clescribecl in th e August, 1969
Profile; we now have forty manufacturers and over
eighty models coverecl in this present Product Profil e - and this coverage does not include companies
ancl moclels that have come onto and th en faded
from th e mimicomputer scene during th e twenty
month interval between our Profiles.
This proliferation of minicomputers was, in part,
sustainecl by th e euphora th at accompan ied the
past economy ancl its "high growth areas". Eas y
funding, a high demand index for engin eers , and
the "end-less" markets for minicomputers - a
chicken roasting in every pot bein g controll ed by a
minicomputer in every garage - provided the impetus for founding one's very own minicomputer
company . Speculative mon ey was going b eggin g
ancl anoth er job was always available - why not
incorporate ancl make a million ?
The halcyon clays have past. The fall-out during the recent economic "adjustm ent" has pruned
most of th e speculative ventures from th e lists of
active minicomputer manufacturers . A few remaining are clormant awaiting a return of Cam elot or
reasonabl e facs imil e in th e guise of a m erger with
anoth er, more prosperous company. The stronger
mini manufacturers are now building on a somewhat more conservative estimate of th e market
and th eir own production capabilities.
THE MARKET

Th e demancl for mini computers, as for most other
capital equipm ent, has seesawed since th e summer
of 1970. Inventori es have increased, prices have
decreased . Performance advantages more in tune
with proven technologies, rath er than "advances"
in th e state-of-the-art, have improved th e minicompu ter price-performance ratio .
Concurrently, a shift has started away from th e
OEM market ( you bu y th e mini, you configure th e
system, you write th e software ) to an end-user market (you bu y, th ey configure, th ey program ) on the
part of th e larger mini manufacturers. This shift is
being caused by th e large-qu antity OEMers building their own special minis, by th e end-users demanding a more one-vendor orien ted, semi-bun58
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The recen tl y announced Hewlet tPackard 2100A, a
16-bit, 4K to 32K
mini with a cycle
time of 0.98 mi croseconds.
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Japa n's recent entry, the Panasonic Me 7F, a 16-bit mini
with memory expa ndable to
16K and a cycle time of 0.60
microseconds.

Figure I • New Minicomputers On The Scene

cllecl approach to mini sys tems, ancl by th e mm1
manufacturers themselves recognizing the potential profits gained by th e sale of minicomputer peripherals along with th e minicomputer. Disk and
drum storage, magn etic tape transports, cassette or
cartridge mag tape systems, paper tape and punch
card equipm ent, lin e or page printers, teleprinting
and CRT terminals, plotters, ancl other peripheral
or interface options, as well as software packages,
are being supplied by the manufacturer.
OEM markets have not (and will not) dry up,
however. Of th e 17,000 processors in operation today th at can roughly be defined as minicomputers,
nearly 40% were sold on an OEM basis. This percentage, based on th e total number of processors
sold, is not th e same as th e p ercentage of dollars
spent on minicomputer systems. The amount of
mon ey spent on th e purchase of the minicomputer
periph erals mention ed above usually exceeds that
spent on th e mini itself; dollar percentages of total
mini sales reflect or lean more towards an end-user
market wh ere a total system is purchased.
APPLICATIONS

Writing on th e applications of computers is similar
to H ercules slaying Hydra; we have no sooner
penned to death one application when two more
come to mind. What will b e attempted is the brief
description of the major areas where minicomputers are applied.
MOD.ERN DATA/June 1971
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MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS

ATRON

CINCINNATI
MILACRON

CLARY
DATACOMP

501 Datamanager

CIP/2100

CDS 404

ALPHA-8/NAKED MINI -8

108

208

8

8 or 9

16

8

8

8

4K to 32K

4K to 32K

1 K to 65K

4K to 32K

4K to 16K

4Kto16K

2 .00

1. 10

2.00

1.60

160

2.60

Parity Check

Option

Opti on

Memory
Protect

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

OPtion

32K

32K

lK

512

5 12

512

Single-Level

Mul ti -Level

Mul ti -L evel

Multi Level

Multi -L evel

Multi L evel

Variable

15 Gen. Purpose
1 Index

4 Gen. Purpose
2 Ind ex

1 Gen . Purp ose

1 Gen . Purpose

1 Gen. Purpose

Stand ard

Sta ndard

Stand ard

Sta nd ard

Standard

Standard

Stand ard

Stand ard

Standard

COMPANY

MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (" sec)

Direct
Addressing (words)
Indirect
Addressing
CPU
Registers
Hardware
Multiply-Divide
Immediate
Instructions

Stand ard

Double Word
Instructions

COMPUTER AUTOMATION

Option

Byte
Processing

Standard

Sta nd ard

Option

Standard

Stand ard

Standard

INPUT/OUTPUT
I / O Wor d Size (bits)

8+ Parity

16 in 2 bytes

16/32/ 48/64

8

8

8

Priority
I nterrupt Levels

Variable

8 to 64

16

3

3

3

D irect Memory
A ccess Channel

Option

Opti on

Optio n

Stand ard

Standard

Standard

I / O M axi mum
Word Rat e (wor d / sec )

500 kHz

900 k Hz (by tes)

120 kHz

120 kHz

68 k H z

OTHER FEATURES
Real T i me Cl ock

Option

Opti on

Opti o n

Opti o n

Option

Option

Standard

Opti on

Opti on

Option

Option

Option

DD, MT, PT,
PC, LP,TP

DD, MT, CT, PT,
LP, TP , CRT

MT,CT, PT,
LP,TP

MT, CT, PT , PC ,
LP, TP , CRT, PL T

MT, CT, PT, PC,
LP , TP , CRT

MT, CT, PT, PC,
LP , TP , CRT

Power
Fail/Resta rt
Peripheral' Device
Options
Software

A ssembler

PRICE
Co mputer w ith
Basi c -Memory
Add-On Memory
Increment
Abbreviati o ns

Ba sic

$7,475

$4 ,565

$8,000

$2,800 (,A.lpha 8)
$1,975 (Naked Mini 8)

$5,490

$5 ,190

$l,250/4K

$ l ,700/4K X 8
$l,800/4K X 9

$3,500/4K

$l,700/4K

$2,600/4K

$2 ,600/4 K

• DD - Di sk Drives . DRD - Drum Drives . M T - Mag Tape Transports . CT - Ca ssette/Ca rtridge T ransport s • PT Paper T ape Equip . • PC - Punch Card Equip , -. LP - Line/ Page Printers'. TP - T eleprinters . CRT - CR T Disp lays .
PL T - Plotters
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TABLE 1
COMPANY
MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (Ilsee)

Direct
Addressing (words)
Indirect
Addressing
CPU
Registers

116

216

CLS-1B

SC-1700

8

16

16

16

18

18

4 Kt0 16 K

2 K to 32 K

4K to 32 K

4K to 32 K

4K to 265 K

4 K to 32 K

8_00

1.60

1.60

2 .60

0 .9 6

1.50

Opt io n
Opt ion

Opt ion

Op t io n

Standard

Standard

5 12

1K

1K

1K

5 12

32 K

Mu lt i-Level

Mu l ti -Level

Multi -Level

Mu lt i-Leve l

Multi -L evel

Multi- L eve l

1 Gen. Pu rpose

2 Gen. Purpose
1 I ndex

2 Gen. Purpose
1 I ndex

Standard

Standard

Standard

Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

Sta ndard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

2 Gen. Purpose 8 to 32 Gen. Pu rpo se
1 I nd ex
4 t o 16 I nd ex

Standard

9 Gen. Purp ose
2 I ndex

Standard

Option

INPUT/OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (bits)

8

16

16

16

18

16+ Par i ty
& Pro tect

Priority
I nterrupt Levels

3

3

3

3

8

16

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Option

I/O Maximum
Word Rate (word/sec)

25 kHz

7 14 k Hz/ 625 kH z

7 14 kHz

7 14 k Hz

1. 0 M Hz

3 00 kHz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Time Clock

Opt io n

Option

Option

Option

Optio n

Option

Power
Fail/Restart

Op ti o n

Opti o n

Opti o n

Op ti on

Option

Stand ard

MT , CT , PT , PC,
LP , T P, CRT

A ll T ypes

A ll T ypes

All T ypes

Bas ic ,
Fo rtra n

Basic,
Fortran

Basic,
Fo rtran

As sembl er

Fort ran,
Autran

$4,990

$3,550/4K (Alpha-16)
$2,500/4K (N aked Mini )

$8.490

$7,990

$9,870

$15,900

$2)00/4K

$2,200/4 K

$3,800/4K

$3,800/4K

$3,200/4K

$4,500/4K

Peripheral Device
Options
Software
PRICE
Computer with
Basic Memory
Add -On Memory
Increment
Abbreviations

DO , ORO, M T , PT,
PC, LP , T P, CRT

• DO - Disk D r ives . ORO - D rum Dr ives . MT - Mag T ape T ransports . CT - Cassett e/Cartridge Transpo rt s . PT Paper Tape Equip . • PC - Punc h Card Equi p . • LP - Li ne/ Page Printers . TP - Teleprinters . CRT - CR T Di spl ays .
PLT - Pl otters

OEM APPLICA liONS

There are numerous and varied definitions of what
OEM ( Original Equipment Manufacturer ) markets or applications are - or ought to be. The definitions range from "if he buys more than one of
anything, he's OEM" to "he's got to to buy 100,
then he's OEM". The basis for the nebulous approach to defining OEM lies in th e busin ess practicalities of assigning sales forces, giving discounts,
etc. Adding to W ebster's dilemma, our own definition of OEM wou ld be a market or application
where one or more minicomputer mainframes with
60

Stand ard

Optio n

Instructions

Byte
Processing

CONTROL DATA

ALPHA·16/NAKED MINI·16

Immediate

Instructions

COMPUTER
LOGIC SYSTEMS

BOB

Hardware
Multiply-Divide

Double Word

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS . ... Cont'd
COMPUTER AUTOMATION (Cont'd)

Parity Check
Memory
Protect

•

main memory and / or interfacin g is sold to a
buyer/ user for application in a system not produ ced or offered b y th e mini manufacturer or manufacturin g division. The buyer/ user must do the
confi gurin g and programmin g, incorporating the
mini into a system of his own design.
Within th e limits of the above definition , all of
th e minicomputer or mini sys tem applications that
follow may be OEM. The degree, however, varies.
Mini applications to satellite periph erals is highly
OEM oriented, while process control systems are
either configured by th e computer maker or by an
independent control company that produces minis
MODERN DATA/June 1971

.TABLE "
COMPANY

•

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS .. .. Cont'd

' DATA GENERAL

MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)

Cycle Time (/J sec)

DATACRAFT

NOVA 1200

NOVA 800

SUPERNOVA SC

DC 6024/5

DM·16

DM -70

16

16

16

24

16

16

2/4K to 32K

2/4K to 32K

4K to 16K

4K to 32K

8K to 32K

4K to 32 K

1.20

0,80

0,30

1,20

1,00

1.00

Standard

Parity Check
Memory
Protect

----

Direct

lK

1K

32K

512

lK

Multi Level

Multi Level

Multi -Level

Multi Level

Multi -Level

Multi Level

4 Gen Pu rpo se
2 Ind ex

4 Gen Purpose
2 Ind ex

4 Gen, Purpose
2 Ind ex

5 Gen Purpose
3 Ind ex

2 Gen Purpose
1 I ndex

4 Gen. Purpose
2 I ndex

Option

Option

Option

Standard

Standard

Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Indirect
Addressing

Registers

Hardware
Multiply -D ivide
Immediate
In structions

Option

lK

Addressing (words)

CPU

DATAMATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

----

Double Word
Instructions
Byte

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

INPUT / OUTPUT
I/ O Word Size (bits)

16

16

16

8/24

16

16

Priority
Interrupt Levels

16

16

16

16

8 to 64

64

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Standard

Standard

Standard

Option

Standard

Standard

I/ O Maximum
Word Rate (word/sec)

833 kHz

1,25 MHz

1,25 M H z

833 kHz

1.0MHz

1.0 MHz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Tim e Clock

O '1 ion

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Standard

Standard

DO, MT, PT, PC,
LP, TP , PL T

DO, MT, PT , PC
L P, TP , PL T

DO, M T , PT , PC
LP, TP , PL T

DO, MT, PT , LP ,
T P, PL T

DO, M T , CT , PT, PC,
LP, TP, CRT, PL T

DO, M T , CT, PT, PC
LP, TP , CR T , PL T

Alqol, Bdsic,

Algo l , Basic,

Funrdn

Fortran

A lgol, Basic,
Fortran

Fortran

Fortran

$5,100

$6,600

$11,500

$15 ,500

$14,900

$8,500

S2,200/2K
2,700/4K

$2,500/2K
$3,OOO/4K

52,800/1 K (SC)
$3,650/2K (SCI
55,950/4K (SCI
S3,650/4K (corel

$4 ,800/4 K

S4,OOO/4K

$2,700/4K

Processing

Power

Fail/ Restart
Peri pheral D evice
Op tions

Software
PRICE
COMPUTER with
Basic Memory
Add -On Memory
Inc re ment

Abbreviations

• DO - Disk Drives . ORO - Drum Drives . MT - Mag T ape Transports . CT - Cassette/ C"rtridge T ransports . PT Line/Page Print ers . TP - Telep r inters . CRT - CR T Displays •
Punch Card EquIp . • LP

Pdppr T ape Equip. • PC PLT
Plotters

only for use in its own control systems, Special tcst
or data acquisition systems may also he OEM ;
with a limited market for some test systcms, the
mini maker sees no profit advan tage and defers to
the OEMer or independent.

SATELLITE PERIPHERALS

The input /o utput needs of large computer systems
h ave ye t to be satiated by on-lin e periph erals, A
full lin e of minicomputer controlled, semi-autonomOLlS or independent peripheral systems that
MODERN DATA / June 1971

can operate on an on-line and off-line basis are employed to allcviate this data I / O bottleneck. The
manufacturers of th ese satellite periph erals are, in
th e main, OE ~l us ers of minicompu ter mainframes ,
OCR document reading systems are configured
around a minicomputer controll ed reader with
forms transport, magnetic tape transport and other
devices attached, Programs stored in the minicomputer memory can be used to recognize various character fonts , to format read areas on the
source documcnt, to accumulate totals on account
catcgories, to res can or flag poorly imprinted data,
61

TABLE 1

•

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS . . .. Cont'd

COMPANY
MODEL
MEMORY
Wo'd Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time ("sec)
Parity Check
Me'm ary

Protect
D irect
Add ressi ng (words)

Indirect
Addressing
CPU
Regi sters
Hardware

Multiply -Divide

DIGITAL COMPUTER CONTROLS
0 -112

D -112H

0 -116

0 -216

PDP-B/ I

PDP-Bt l

12

12

16

16

12

12

4K to 32 K

4K to 32K

4K to 32 K

4K to 32 K

4K to 32K

4K t o 8K

1.20

1.20

1.50

1.60

Opti o n

Opll o n

1.20

0 .30

Option

Option

Sta nd ard

Standard

Option

OPtion

Option

Opt io n

256

256

32K

32K

256

256

Single· Level

Single-L evel

Single-Level

Single-L evel

Single· L evel

Singl e·Level

2 Gen . Purpose
8 Auto Index

2 Gen . Pu rpose
24 Auto Ind ex

4 Gen . Purpose
4 I nd ex

8 Gen . Purpose
8 I nd ex

4 Gen . Purpose
8 Aut o I nd ex

4 Gen . Purpose
8 Auto I ndex

Option

Option

Opti on

Option

Optio n

Standard

St andard

Immediate
Instructions

Double Word

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

Option

St and ard

Stand ard

Sta ndard

Standard

Instructions

Byte

Processin g
INPUT/OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (bits)
Priority

I nterrupt levels
Direct Memory
Access Channel

12

12

16

16

6

6

1

1

16

4

4

4

Option

Option

Standard

St andard

Standard

Standard

I/O M axim um
Word Rate (word /sec)

833 k Hz

3 .3 MH z

833 kH z

833 k Hz

666 kH z

6 25 k Hz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Time Clock

Opt io n

. Op ti o n

Opti on

Opti o n

Option

Opti o n

Option

Op t ion

Option

Opti o n

Opti o n

Op t ion

All T ypes

A ll T ypes

Power

Fail/R estart
Per ipheral Device
Options
Software
PRICE
Compu te r with

DD ,DR D,MT ,CT , DO , ORO, MT, CT , DO, ORO , MT , CT , D O, ORO, MT , CT,
PT , L P, TP , PLT
PT, LP , TP, PL T
PT,LP , TP , PLT
PT,LP,TP,PLT
A lgol, Basic,
Cobol, Fort ra n

A lgol , BaSIC,
Cobo l , Fo rt ran

Algo l , Basic ,
Cobol , Fort ran

Algol, Basic ,
Cobol, Fortran

Algol , Basi c ,
Cobol , Fortran

A lgol, Basi c ,
Cobol, Fortran

$3,990

$6,800

$4,000

$4,300

$12,800 '

$8 ,500 '

$2,700/ 4K

$700/256

$2 ,700/ 4K

$2,700/4 K

$4,000/4K

$ 4 ,000/ 4 K

' with ASR -33

' with ASR ·33

Basic Memory
Add -On M emory
Increment

OTHER REMARKS
Abbrev ia t ions

• DO - Di sk D rives . ORO - Drum Drives . M T - Mag Tape Transports . CT - Ca ssette/Car t ri d ge Transports . PT Paper T ape Equip . • PC - Punch Card Equip . • L P - Line/Page Printers . TP - T eleprinters . CRT - CRT Di splays .
PL T - Pl o tters

etc. - all th e wh ile controlling forms fl ow through
th e readcr and providin g magneti c tap e output for
future imput to a large central processor.
Anoth er data entry application involves sharedprocessor, key-to-disk/ tape systems, Keyed data
input from many keyboard consoles is formatted
and preprocessed by minicomputers. Editin g tasks
h andled by th e mini in this off-line application include limit, character, and fi eld ch ecks and quantity subtotals and totals. Operator performance
can also be monitored and job thruput analyzed.
Computer output microfilm sys tems employ
62

minicomputers in th e on -lin e and off-lin e generation of mi crofilm im ages for high -speed da ta ou tput. Character generation , fram e form at, frame
codin g and other proced ures are controll ed by
minicom puters internal to th e CO\! system.
In teracti ve, fu ll graphic CRT sys tems ( also Profil ed in this issu e) use minicomputers in th e generati on and manipul ation of complex multi-climensional im ages on a CRT display.
Large, stand-alon e or on-line plotters or draftin g
machines utili ze min is in th e control of th e various
plottin g, digiti zing, pen-m oti on, and information
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TABLE 1

MEMORY
Word Size (bi t s)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (/lsec)
Parity Check
Memory
Protect

Direct
Addressing (words)
Indirect
Addl=essing

'CPU
Registers

~

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS .... Cont'd

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT (Cont'd)

COMPANY

MODEL

•

PDP-11/20

PDP-11/15

PDP"-15

META 4 -16/4001

EAI' 640

12

16

16

18

18

16

4K to 32 K

1Kt o 124K

1K to32 K

4K t o 32 K

4K to 65K

8K to 32K

0 .90

1.65

.

1.2 011.40

0.95

0 .95

0 .80

Option

Opt io n

Opti o n

Option

Standard

Option

Stand ard

Standard

Ol-'lIOn

256

32K

32K

65K

512

Sing le-Level

Mu l ti -L evel

Mu l ti -Level

Single L evel

Mult i-Level

5 Gen . Purpose
8 Auto I ndex

8 Gen . Purpose
8 I ndex

8 Gen . Purpose
8 I ndex

20 Gen . Purpose
1 I ndex

3 2 Gen . Purpose

8 Gen . Purpose
1 I ndex

Option

Option

Opti o n

Standard

Standard

. Standard

. Standard

Standard

Standard

16

16

Vari able

64

Immediate
Instructions;

Standard

,. Dauble Word

.nstructions
Byte

Standard

Standard

6

16

16

18

12

4

1

4

Processing

Priority

I nterrupt Levels

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

PDP-alE

_Hardware
Multiply-Divide

• INPUT/OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (bits)

DIGITAL
SCIENTIFIC

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

110 Maximum
Wor d Rate (word/sec)

833 kHz

2.5 MH z

2 .5 MH z

1.0 MH z

1.0 MH z

600 kHz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Time Clock

Option

Option

Opti o n

Option

Opti o n

OPt ion

Power
Fail / Restar t

Option

Stand ard

Opti o n

Option

All T ypes

All T ypes

All T ypes

All T ypes

Peripheral Dev ice

Opt ions

S oftware

Alqo l .13asic.
Cobol. Fortrdn

B asic,

Basic,

Algol.

Fortra n

Fortran

F ("Irtran

PR I CE

S tandard
DD,DRD.MT.
PT . LP. TP . PL T
Fo rtr an

$25.000 '

DD,MT,CT ,PT .
LP , TP. CR T .P LT

Basic,
F ortran
$24.500 '

$6.500 '

$10.800 '

$6.200

$16 .500

$3.000/4 K

$ 3.500/4K

$3 .500/4 K

$8.000/4 K

OTHER REMARKS

'wlth ASR -33

'w i th ASR ·33

Abb reviations

_ DO - Disk Drives _ ORO - Dru m D r ives _ MT - M ag T ape Tran sports _ CT - Cassette/Cartridge Trensport s _ PT Line/Page Printers _ TP - T eleprinters _ CRT - C RT Displays Paper Tape Equip . _ PC - Punch Card Equip. - LP
PL T - Plot ters

Computer with

Basic Memory
..Add -On Memory
Increment

transfe r operations involved with th e prod uction
of detail ed drawings or graphs. The minicomputer
can prepare p recise and concise p lotter instructions, minimizing pen movement for optimum
ro ugh data to finish cd drawing thruput.

& 2K ROM
$5.550/4K

$ 15.000/8K

'with I /O T yper

'wit h ASR ·33

ufaeturi ng operations. Such mini systems may be
incorporated into an already function ing sys tem,
using existing end-user supplied equipment.

Petrochemical Systems
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

This appli cation a rea has th e min icompu ter maker
or indepcndent supplyin g a system for the monitoring and control of industrial processing or manMOD ERN DATA / J une 1971

Th e minicomputer system is used to monitor and
control the many process operations involved in
th e procluction of pe trochem icals. The degree to
which min is are employed ranges from simplc
scan, log and alarm functions to complex produc63

TABLE 1
COMPANY
MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bi ts)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (/Jsec)

•

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTER ISTICS . . . . Cont'd

ELECTRONIC
PROCESSORS

GENERAL AUTOMATION

EPI · 118

SPC-12

SPC-16

18/30 System

GR 1-909/ 1 0 & 20

GRI -909 / 30 & 40

18

8

16

18

16

16

4K to 32K

4K to 32K

4K to 32K

4K to 32 K

1 K to 4 K

4K to 32 K

0.90

0 .60

n 96

0.96

1.30

1.30

Standard

Option

Option

Parity Check
Memory

Protect

Direct
Addressing (words )
Indirect

Addressi ng
CPU

Standard
Standard

32K

16K

32K

32K

4K

32K

Single-Level

Single Level

Multi ·Level

Mul t i Level

Single Level

Single Level

2 Gen . Pu rpose

6 Gen. Purpose
3 I ndex

16 Gen. Purpose
3 Index

20 Gen. Purpose
3 Index

2/8 Gen Pu rpose

2/8 ' Gen. Purpose

Opt ion

StJndard

Option

Option '

Standard

Stdnd,lrd

Standard

Standard

StandMd

Standard

Standard

Standa rd

Option

OPtion

16

16

R egisters

Hardware

Multiply -Di vide

Option

Immediate

I nstrllctions
Double Word
I nstructi cns
Byte
Processi ng

GR I COMPUTER

Standard

Standard

INPUT/ OUTPUT
I / O Word Size (bits)

21

12

16

16

Priority
Interrupt Levels

18

1

64

61

Direct Memory

Standard

Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

I/ O Maximum
Word Rate (word /sec)

900 kH z

460 k Hz

520 k Hz

833 kHz

568 k Hz

568 k H z

OTHER FEATURES
Real T i me Clock

Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard '

Opt ion

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard '

Option

Options

DO, MT, CT. PT,
LP, CRT , PL T

M T , CT, PT, LP ,
TP , CRT , PL T

All T y pes

All T ypes

DO , M T, CT, PT,
LP , TP , CRT

DO, M T , CT, PT,
LP, TP , CRT

Software

Basic

F ortr an

Fo rtran

Fortran

Assembler

Assembler

$5,900

$3,700 (est.)

$9,500 (est.)

$18.000 (est.)

$3,500 (10)
$3,950 (20)

$5,650 (30)
$6,850 (40)

$2,650/4K

$1.800/4K (est.)

$3,600/4K (es t .)

$4,000/4K (est.)

$995/1 K

$2,950/4K

' Option on 20

' S tandard on 40

Access Channel

Power

Fail / Restart
Periph eral Device

PRICE
Computer with

Basic Memory
Add -On Memory
Incre m ent

OTHER REMARKS

Abbreviations

• DO - D isk Drives . ORO - Drum Drives . MT - Mag T ape T ranspo rt s . CT - Casset te/Cartridge T ransports . PT Paper T ape Equip . • PC - Pu nch Card Equ ip . • LP - Li ne/Page Printers . TP - T eleprinters . CRT - CRT Displays .
PL T - Pl o t ters

tion reporting, maintenance scheduling, optimization and supervisory control. The mini system m ay
operate alone, with other minis, or with a larger
central computer.
Power Generation Systems

Power utilities employ mini systems to monitor
and control h ydroelectric, steam or nuclear generation plants and power,transmission networks.
A particular app lication involves th e monitoring of a series of hydroelec tric generators located
64

at three different dam sites, and th e subsequent
control of sluice gates, generators and th e interconn ecting power transmission grid. Transducers
monitor th e status of generator bearin gs and windings, power transform ers , power loads, voltage and
phase conditions, and th e water levels at th e three
dams. Microwave links transmit th e data to a cen tral station for analysis, and th en return control
information , rela tin g th e overall power loads , seasonal wa ter levels, and maintenance schedules for
generators at each site to the present ope ration
status of th e three clam complex.
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TABLE 1

COMPAN Y

MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle T ime {/JsecJ
Parity Check

Indirect

Addressing
CPU
Reg isters

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS . ... Cont'd
INTE RDATA

HONEYWELL

HEWLETT PACKARD
2114B

2116C

2100A

H316

DDP-516

Modell

16

16

16

16

16

8

4Kto16K

8K to 32K

4K to 32K

4K [a 32K

4K to 32K

2K [a 16K

2.00

1.60

0.98

160

0.96

100

Option

Option

Standard

Option

Opllon

Opllon

Option

Standard

Option

Option

2K

2K

2K

1K

lK

512

Mu l ti Level

Multl·Level

Multi L evel

Multi Level

Multi Level

Single Level

2 Gen. Purpose

2 Gen. Purpose

2 Gen. Purpose

2 Gen. Purpose
1 Index

2 Gen. Purpose
1 I ndex

1 Gen. Purpose
8K Index

Option

Standard

Option

Option

Memory
Protect
Direct
Add ressi ng (words)

•

Hardware
Multiply -D ivide
Immediate
Instructions

Standclrd

Double Word

Option

Instructions

Standard

Byte
Processing
INPUT / OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (bits)

Option

Option

Swndard

Standard

Standard

Standard

16

16

16

16

16

8

56

48

56

49

49

255

Option

OptIon

Option

Opt Lon

Option

O,:>tlon

I/ O Maximum
Word Rate (word/sec)

500 kHz

633 kHz

1.1 MHz

312KHt

1.0MHI

1.0MHz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Time Clock

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Standard

Power
Fa il/ Restart

Opllon

Option

Standard

Option

Option

Option

All Types

All Types

All T ypes

All Types

All T ypes

All Types

Algol, BasIc.
Fortran

Algol, Basic,
Fortran

A lgol, BasIc,
Fortran

BasIc.
Fortran

BasIc,
Fortran

Fortran

$7,000

$ 14,000

$6 ,900

$8,4 0 0

$23,800

$3.750

$3,500/4K

$8,OOO/8 K

$3,500/4K

$3.500/4 K

$8,OOO/4 K

$900/7K

Priority

Interrupt Levels
D irect Memory
Access Channel

Peripheral Dev ice
Options
Software
PRICE
Computer with
Basic Memory
Add -On M emory
Increment
Abbreviations

• DO - D isk Dri ves . O RO - Drum Dr ives . M T - Mag T ape Transports . CT - Cassette/Cartridge Transports . PT Paper T ape Eq uIp . • PC - Punch Card Equip . • LP - L ine/Page Printers . T P - T elep n nters . CR T - CR T D,spldYs .
PL T - Pl o tters

Oth er minicomputer applications in electric
power sys tems cover nuclear reactor core start-up
(fuel insertion and rod control ), remote site unattend ed powe r station operation, steam-elec tric
power plant con trol, and power transmission grid
control.

trol functions of sys tem superVISIOn and optimization. Among such applications are glass making,
paper fabrication , metals and mate rials processin g,
oil or gas fi eld and pipelin e management, production lin e con trol , and gas ch romatography.
DATA ACQUISITION & TEST APPLICATIONS

Other Industrial Applications
Minicomputer systems are appli ed to man y other
industrial proccsses involving thc monito rin g fUllc ti ons of scanning, logging, and ala rm , and the conMODERN DATA/June 1971

Th csc applications involve th e ll se of m1l11computer systems in th e analysis of scien tific and
technical test data. The overall system may he
configured hy the mini manufacturer, since th eir
65

TABLE 1
COMPANY

INTERDATA
(Con t'd)

•

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS . ... Cont'd
MICRODATA

LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS

Model 5

MAC Jr.

MAC16

MICRO·400

M IC RO·800

MICRO·8 10 & 820 /S

16

16

16

B

B

B

4 K to 65 K

4 K to 65 K

4 K to 65 K

1K to 65 K

1K to 32 K

AK to 32 K

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.60

1.10

1. 10

Option

Option

Opt ion

Option

Option

Op t ion

Opti on

Opt i on

65 K

1K

1K

32 K

·32 K

Mul t i· L eve l

M u l t i- L evel

16 Gen. Purpose
15 I nd ex

1 Gen. Purpose
4 to 16 I nd ex

1 Gen. Purpose
B to 64 I nd ex

Stand ard

Option

Opti on

Standa rd

Stand ard

Standard

Standard

St and ard

Standa rd

St and ard

Standard

Stand ard

St andard

Standard

St andard

Stand ard

B/ 16

B/ 16

B/ 16

B

B

B

255

4 to 16

B to 6 4

64

Option

Standard

Standa rd

Option

Op ti on

Opt io n

I / O Max imum
Wo rd Rate (word /s ec)

500 k H z (bytes)

1.0 M H z

1.0 MH z

625 k H z

9 10k Hz

'9 10k Hz

OT HER FEATURES
Rea l T ime Clock

Option

Option

Stand ard

Option

Option

Opt io n

Pow er
Fail/ R estart

Option

Option

St and ard

Opt ion

Op t ion

OPt io n

A ll T ypes

All T ypes

A ll T ypes

M T ,CT , PT ,
LP , TP

DO , MT ,CT ,
PT , LP , TP

D D .M T ,CT .
PT , LP , TP

Fort ran

Fo rtran

Fo r tran

$ 10,500

$7,900

$ 11 ,200

$3.200/4K

$3,100/4K

$3, 100/4K

MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (w ords)
Cy cle Time (/1sec )
Parity Check
Memory

Protect
Direct
Addr essing (word s)
Indirect

Addressing
CPU
Regi ster s
Har dware

Multiply -D ivide

Imme dia te
Instructions

Double Word
I nstructi ons

Byte
Pr ocessing

1 NPUT 10UTPUT
I / O Wo, d Size (bi ts )
Priority
I nte rrupt Levels
D irect M em o ry

Access Channel

Periph eral D evice
Op t i ons

Software

4K

Single L evel
2 Ge n . Pu rpose
2 Ind ex

16 Gen . Purpose
16 I nd ex

Sta ndard'
Sta nd ard

Add -On M em ory
I ncrement

16

Basic

$2 ,B70

$4,800

$6,040 (B 10)
$5.500 (B20/S )

$ 1,025/ 1 K
$ 1,350/4 K
$ 1.900/B K

$1.B60/4K
$2,B60/BK

$ 1,B60/4K
$2,B60/B K

OT H ER R EMAR KS
Abbrevi ations

Standard
Standard

PRICE
Co m pu t er wi t h
Basic M emo ry

2 Gen . Pu rpose
1 I nd ex

'Option on B20/S
• DO - Disk D rives . ORO - D rum Drives . MT - Mag T ape Transports . CT - Casset te/Cartridge T ra nsports . PT Paper T ape Equ ip . • PC - Punc h Card Equip . • L P - L ine/Page Prin ters . TP - T eleprin ters . C RT - C RT Displays .
PL T - Pl o t ters

use is general enough to allow for sales to more
than just a few researchers, or may b e produced on
an OEM or independent basis .

sumption. Concurrent testing and control of a multiple number of engines is available on a timeshared basis, and a redu ction in unit testing costs
and catastrophic test failures is attained.

Engine Testing
Biomedical Applications

Minicomputers are applied in modularly expandable systems to monitor and con trol real-time
tests on gas turbin e and jet engines. Parameters
monitored , analyzed, and stored relate to engine
ignition, start-up, power levels and fu el con66

The diagnoses of various organic disorders, employin g radioactive isotopes, uses a minicomputer
to analyze scintiscanner data b y an iterative
smoothill g process. The disorder is displayed via a
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TABLE 1
COMPANY

MICRODATA
(Cont'd)

MODEL

MICRO-1600

MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (/Jsec)

•

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERIST ICS .... Cont'd
MODULAR CO MPUTER SYSTEMS

MOTOROLA

NUCLEAR DATA

MODCOMPI

MODCO MP II

MODCOMP III

MDP-1000

ND 812

8

16

16

16

8

12

4 K to 65K

4Kto16K

4K to 32K

4K t o 64K

4Kto16K

4K to 16K

1_00

0.80

0.80

0.80

2.16

2.00

Option

Option

Standard

Parity Check
Memory
Protect

Direct
Addressing (words)

Option

65K

Indirect
Add ressing
CPU
Registers

30 Gen. Purpose
30 lnd e"

16K

32K

64K

4K

16K

Single L evel

Single Level

Single L evel

Single-Level

Single-L evel

3 Gen. Purpose
3 I ndex

15 Gen. Purpose
7 I nd ex

15 Gen Purpose
7 I ndex

4 Gen . Purpose
4 I ndex

6 Gen. Pu rp ose
2 Ind ex

Option

Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

Har dware
Multiply -Divide
Immediate

_ .

Instructions

Standard

Standard

D ouble Word
Instructions
Byte
Processing

INPUT/OUTPUT
I/ O Word Size (bits)

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

8/ 16/24/32

16

16

16

12

12/24

1

8

32

2 to 256

4

Pr iority
I nterrupt Levels

16 to 64

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Standard

I/O Maximum
Word Rate (word/sec)

1.0 MH z

200 kHz

200 kHz

1.25 MHz

460 kHz (bytes)

500 kHz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Time Clock

Standard

Option

Option

Option

OPtion

Option

Standard

Option

Option

Standard

Option

Option

DO. MT. CT
PT . LP. TP

DO. MT. PT .
PC. LP. TP

DD.MT . PT.
PC. LP. T P

DO. MT. PT.
PC. LP. TP

MT. PT. PC .
LP. TP

DO . MT. CT . PT .
PC. LP. TP . PL T

F ort ran

Fortran

Assembler

Nutran

$5.200

$8.000

$13.500

$6.900

$7.300

$2.600/4K

$2.600/4K

$4.000/4K

$3.000/4K

$2.750/4K

Power

Fail/Restart
Peripheral Device
Options

Software
PRICE
Computer with
Basic Memory
Add -On Memory
Increment
Abbrev ia tions

$5.000 (est.!

• DO - Disk Drives . ORO - Drum D rives . MT - Mag T ape Transports . CT - Casset te/Cartrtdge Transports • PT
Paper Tape EqUIp . • PC - Punc n Card Equip . • LP - Line/Page Printers . TP - Teleprtnters . CRT - CRT Displays .
PL T - Plotters

t eleprinter printout for furth er study.
Cardiac research data on laboratory tes t animals
is b eing monitored and analyzed by a minicomputer system. Implanted electrode sensors
monitor a variety of cardiac param eters und er
minicomputer control; the data so gathered is furth er analyzed for dynamic ch anges in ven tricular,
aortic and other cardio-vascular properties.
Other applica ti ons of minicomputer systems to
biom edi cin e cover clinical lab data analysis, intensive care monitoring and EKG analysis.
MODERN DATA/June 1971

Other Test Applications
~\,Iini compll ters are applied to au tom atic elcctri cal
component, circu it or sub-assembly tcsting; seismic data logg in g and ana lys is ; th e dynamic
analysis of mechanical or h ydraulic systems; spectrum analysis; an d other areas where data acquisition , analys is and storage is needed.
Note: Consult th e January, 1970 issu e of MODERN
DATA [or a slafr survey of 10 off-the-shelf data acq uisi tion sys tems.
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TABLE 1
COMPANY

MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (Ilsec)

Direct
Addressing (words)

OMNITEC

OMNUS· l

BIT 483

MC7S

MC 7F

703

704

16

8

16

16

16

16

2K/4K to 32 K

8 K to 65 K

2 K to 16K

4K t o 16 K

4K t032K

4K to 32 K

1.20

0 .98

4 .00

0 .60

1.00

1.00

Option

St anda rd

Standard

OPtion

Standa rd

Op t ion

Registers

Hardware
Multiply-Divide

Standard

32K

512

256

256

Singl e-Level

Single-L evel

M ul ti -Level

1 Gen . Purpose
3 Ind ex

1 Gen . Purpose
3 I ndex

2K Gen. Purpose
2K I ndex
Option

OPtion

2K

2K

1 Gen. Purpose
1 I nd ex

1, Gen. Pu rpose
1 Index

Opti on

Option

Standard

Standard

Immediate
Instructions

Standard

Double Word
Instructions

Standard

Standard

Option

Option

Byte
Processi ng

Stand ard

Standard

Standard

Standard

8/16

8

16

16

Priority
Interrupt Lev els

32 to 256

8 to 32

16

16

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Standard

Stand ard

Option

S tandard

Opt io n

Opti o n

.I/O Max imum
Word Rate (word/sec)

833 k Hz

1.02 M Hz

60 kH z

450 k Hz

586 kHz

1.0 MHz

OTHER FEATURES
Rea l Time Clock

Opt i on

Optio n

Opti o n

Standard

Option

Opti o n

Standard

Standard

Opti on

S tandard

Option

Option

DO . MT, CT , PT ,
LP, T P,P LT

All T ypes

All T ypes

All T ypes

A ll T ypes

All T ypes

Fortran

Basic,

Fort ran

Basic.
Fort ran

Fortran

Fo rtran

$5,300/2 K
$6,100/4K

$7,900

$7,500/4K (est. )

$ 11 ,000/8 K (est.)

$12,750'

$8,000

$2,650/2K
$3,450/4K

$4,500/8 K

$3,000/ 4K (est. )

$4,000/4 K (est. )

$5,000/4K

$3,500/4K

INPUT/OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (bits)

Pow er

Fail / Resta rt
Peripheral Device
Options
Software

PRICE
Computer with
Basic M em ory
Add -On Memory
Increment

16

OTHER REMARKS
Abbreviations

16

' w i th ASR -33
• DO - Disk Drives . ORO - Drum Drives . M T - Mag T ape Tran sports . CT - Cassette/Cartridge Transports . PT Paper T ape Equip . • PC
Punc h Card Equip . • LP - Li ne/Page Printers . TP - T elep r inters . CR T - CR T Di spla y s .
PL T - Plotters

COMMUNICATIONS

This mini application area encompasses a broad
range of systems which may operate satellite to a
larger computer or completely off-line on a standalone basis. The basic similarity between the various types of communications systems is their ability to handle the flow of data from a number of
input sources, concentrate or otherwise process
the information, and pass it on to another computer or group of output terminals , As in the case
of data acquisition and test systems, minicomputer
communication systems are either configured by
68

RAYTHEON DATA SYSTEMS

PANASONIC

Option

Indirect
Addre ssi ng

CPU

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS .... Cont'd

OMNICOMP
COMPUTER

Parity Check
Memory
Protect

•

the mini maker himself, by an independent specializing in commuuications processors, or by the
user on an OEM basis,
Communications Concentrators

The minicomputer is employed in concentrator
applications to relieve laTge central processors from
the tasks of message switching, buffering, and formatting, The minicomputer communications concentrator receives messages from a large number
of interactiv e I / O terminals ( teleprinters and
CRTs) , concentrates or assembles the information
MODERN DATA/June 1971

TABLE 1
COMPANY

MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (Ilsee)
Parity Check
Memory

Protect

Direct
Addressing (words)

Hardware
Multiply -Divide

Immediate
Instructions

Double Word
Instructions
Byte
Processing

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS, , , , Cont'd

RAYTHEON DATA
SYSTEMS (Cont'd)

REDCOR

ROLM

SPIRAS
SYSTEMS

SYS COMPUTER

SYSTEMS
ENGRG . LABS

706

RC -70

1601

SPIRAS-65

SYS 1000

72

16

16

16

16

24

16

4K to 32 K

4K to 32K

4K t o 32K

4K to 65K

4K to 32K

4 K to 65K

1.00

0.86

2.60

1.80

2.00

088

Option

Standard

Option

Option

Opti o n

Sta ndard

Option

Standard

Standard

2K

32 K

1K

65K

32K

128

Single Level

Mul ti -Level

Multi ·Level

Multi-L eve l

Singl ·Level

1 Gen. Purpose
1 I ndex

5 Gen. Pu rpose
1 I ndex

3 Gen. Purpose
2 Ind ex

16/32 Gen Purpose

3 I ndex

8 Gen Purpose
2 Index

Option

Standard

Option

Standard

Option

Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Stand ard

Standard

Indirect
Addressing
CPU
Registers

•

Stand ard
Option

Standard

Standard

Standard

INPUT/OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (bits)

16

16

16

16

Priority
Interrupt Levels

16

32

16

64

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Option

Option

Standard

Option

Stand ard

Option

I/O Maximum
Word Rate (word/sec)

1.1 MHz

1.1 MHz

285 kHz

500 kH z

100 k Hz

1.0 MHz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Time Clock

Option

Standard

Option

Option

Standard

Option

Power
Fail/Restart

Option

St andard

Standard

Op ti on

Standard

Option

Al l T ypes

DO, MT, PT, LP,
TP ,P LT

DO, M T , CT, PT,
LP , TP, PL T

DO, MT, PT, PC,
LP, TP, CRT, PL T

All Types

DO. MT, PT, LP.
TP, PL T

Fortran

Fortran

$ 19,000'

$6,600/4K

Peripheral Device
Options
Software
PRICE
Computer with
Basic Memory
Add -On Memory
Increment

8

16
384

Algol, Basic,

Basic.

BaS IC.

Fortran

Fortran

Fortran

$ 15,000

$18,490

$9,800

$1.000 (OEM)

$18.995

$6,OOO/4K

$7,940/4K

$3.400/4K
$9,300/8K

$500/2K (OEM)

$4.500/4K

OTHER REMARKS

'with ASR -33

Abbrevi ations

• DO - Di sk Drives . ORO - Drum Drives . MT - Mag T ape T ransports . CT - Cassene/Cart"dge Transp o rt s . PT
Paper T ape Equip . • PC - Punch Card Equip . • LP - Li ne/ Page Printers . TP - Teleprinters . CR T - CR T D,spldYS.
PL T - Pl otters

in a format compatible to the central processor
and transmission media, and then forwards the
data on to the central processing site, Economies
result in that multi-line telephone hook-ups are reduced to a single-line rental, and the CPU time
spent on communications tasks is eliminated,

Batch and Terminal Systems
These types of minicomputer applications are also
used in support of a larger central processor. DifMODERN DATA/June 1971

ferences involve th eir abili ty to operate off-line as
satellite systems,
A group of periph erals devices ( tape drives,
card readers, printers, etc, ) are operated under
minicomputer control to handle routine input/ output tasks on an off-line basis, Input data
can be processed and either printed out or stored
on tape for future input to a central processor.
Minicomputers are used to control multi-terminal CRT systems that are interfaced to large
data bases. The terminal system can operate offline to th e central processor, using storage d evices
and other peripherals, as an au tonomous data base
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TABLE 1
COMPANY

TEMPO
COMPUTERS

MODEL
MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (Ilsec)
Parity Check

•

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS .... Cont'd
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

UNICOM

UNICOMP

VARIAN DATA
MACHINES

TEMPO I

960

980

CP-8

COMP-16 & 18

52 0 /i

16

16

16

8

16/ 18

8

4 K to 6 5 K

4K to 65 K

4K t o 65K

l K t o 32 K

4K to 262 K

4K to 32 K

0.90

0.80

1.50

1.00

1.00

1.75

----

S tandard

St and ard

Stand ard

Opti o n

S tand ard

65K

65K

Single-L evel

Memory
Protect

Opti o n

-

- -- -

St and ard

Option

65K

4K

256/ 1 K

4K

Single-L evel

Sing le-L evel

Si ngl e- L evel

Single- L evel

Mult i-L evel

16 Gen . Purp ose
15 1nd ex

16 Gen. Purpose
16 I nd ex

7 Gen. Pu rpose
1 I nd ex

16 Gen. Pu rp ose
1 I ndex

1 Gen Purpose
6 I nd ex

Opti on

Option

Standard

Option

Opll o n

Immediate
I nst ruction s

Standard

S i andard

Standard

Stand ard

Sl i llld ': Hd

Double Word
I nstructi on s

Standard

Stand ard

Standard

Standald

Byte
Processing

Stand ard

Direct
Addressing (word s)
Indirect
Addressing
CPU
Regi sters
Hardware
Mult iply -Divid e

INPUT/OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (b it s)

6

G f~rl. PuqJOS!l

2 I "dl"x

-----

Sldllddrd

Stalld tud

8/16

16

16

8

16/ 18

8

Priority
Interrupt Levels

4 t o 22

3

3

4

64

4

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Opti on

Stand ard

SIDndnrd

OptI o n

$1 (lIlddrd

Option

I / O Maximum
Word Rate (word/sec)

700 kH z

1.0 MHz

1.0 M HL

45 k H z

1. 1 MHz

660 k H z

OTHER FEATURES
Rea l Time Clock

Option

Opti on

Op tion

Opti on

Option

Option

Power
Fail/Restart

Orti ol1

Stand ard

Standard

Option

Option

Opt ion

DO. ORO. M T . PT .
PC. LP . T P

DO. M T . PT.
PC. L P. T P

DD. M T . PT .
PC. LP. T P

M T . PT .
LP . TP

Any T ype

DO. M T . PT. PC.
L P. T P.P L T

Software

Fortran

Fort ran

F ort ran

PRICE
Computer with
Basic M em o ry

$ 13.800

$8.450

$9.580

$3.250

$7,750 ( 16)
$8.450 ( 18)

$6.000

$5 .900/4 K

$3.000 /4 K

$3 .000/4K

5695/ 1 K
S l .700/4K

S3. 150/4 K

$ 1 .300/4 K

Peripheral D evi ce
Options

Add -On M em o ry
Incr ement

Abbreviations

Ba S IC .

r Or Ira n

• D O - Di sk Drives . ORO - Dr um Drives . MT - M ag T ape T ra nspo rt s . CT - Ca ssRt IU/Cilrtrldge T rdl1sportS . PT Pap er T ape Eq ui p . • PC
Punc h Card Equip . • LP - L ine/Page Printe rs . T P - T eleprinte rs . CRT - CRT Di spl ays .
PL T - Pl otters

with all CRT termin al fun ctions and processing
under minicomputer control. It can also operate
on-line, usin g the mini in mu ch the same way as
the communications concentrator described above.

fi gured. Such systems, employing one or more
minis, can be used on an in-house or intra-company basis, elimin ating external vendor time-sharing or batching costs.
User Applications

Time-Sharing Systems

Expanding further the number of storage units
and other peripherals tied into a minicomputer, a
full-fledged time-sharing system may be con70

Minicomputer communications systems are applied to a variety of user tasks. Management may
employ such systems to process and analyze standard business data (sales, purchases, inventory
MODERN DATA/June 1971

TABLE 1

MEMORY
Word Size (bits)
Memory Size (words)
Cycle Time (Ilseel

MINICOMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS .. .. Cont'd

VARIAN DATA MACHINES (Cont·d)

COMPANY

MO DEL

•

WESTINGHOUSE

XER O X
DATA SYSTEMS

620/f

620/i

620/ L

2500

CF16A

16

16/18

16

16

16

4K to 32K

4K to 32K

4K to 32K

4K to 65K

4K to 32 K

1.80

0.75

1.60

0.75

1.80

Parity Check

Option

Option

Memory
Protect

Option

Option

OPtion

Option

Option

2K

2K

2K

256

768

Mu l ti -Level

Multi -L evel

Mu l ti -L evel

Single Level

Multi-Level

2 Gen. Purpose
2 I ndex

9 Gen . Purpose
2 Ind ex

4 Gen . Purpose
2 I ndex

6 Gen . Purpose
2 Index

2 Gen. Purpose
1 I ndex

Option

Option

Option

Standard

Stand ard

S tandard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Direct
Addressing (words)
Indirect
Addressing

CPU
Regi sters

Hardware
Multiply-Divide
Immediate
Instructions

Doubl e Word

Instructions

Standard

OPtion

Standard

Standard

Byte
Processing

Standard

Standard

INPUT / OUTPUT
I/O Word Size (bits)

16

16/18

16

16

16

Priority
Interrupt Levels

64

64

64

120

66

Direct Memory
Access Channel

Standard

Standard

Standard

Option

Option

I/ O Maximum
Word Rate (word/sec)

1.33 MHz

200 k H z

200 kHz

OTHER FEATURES
Real Time Clock

Option

Opti o n

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Any Type

Any T ype

Any T ype

00. MT. PT.
LP.TP

DO. ORO. MT. PT.
LP. TP . CR T . PL T

Basic.
Fortran

Basic.

Basic,

Basic,

Fort ran

Fort ran

Fo rtran

$10.500

$9.950

$5.400

$9.950

$7.990

$4.500/4K

$4.500/4K

$2.300/4K

$3.800/4K

$3.800/4K

Power
Fai l/ R estart

Peripheral Devict!
Options

Software
PRICE
Computer with
Basic Memory
Add -On Memory
Increment

Abbreviations

Fortran

• DD - Di sk Drives . ORO - Drum Drives . M T - Mag T ape Transports . CT - Cassette/Cartridge T ransports . PT Paper T ape Equip . • PC - Punch Ca rd Equip • LP - Line/Page Pri nters . TP - T eleprinters . CR T - CR T Displays .
PL T - Pl o tters

levels, etc. ) on multi-site retail or warehouse
locations.
Supermarket and departm ent store chains are
using on-site minicomputers to automate purchase
procedures at th e cash register, and to completely
process transaction data at on-site and central
office locations. Th e on-site mini processes cash
register data, provides th e store manager with realtim e business reports, and forwards th e information to a central data cen ter for furth er processing
and evaluation . A more exoti c use of com mun ications systems is an automated bookmaking systcm. The mini takes tickct w indow input data and
provides on-lin e tote board displays, as well as
MODERN DAT A/ Jun e 1971

625 kHz

th e usual bookkeeping and management records.
'Vith th e exp ansion of state governm en ts into
bookm aking operations, SUcll systems are "a
natural".
THE TABLES

The Tahles provid e an overview of mini computer
charac te ristics, and list th e com panies en gaged in
th eir manufacture and in th e manufacture of the
major minicompute r pe riph eral devices . Completc
Profiles on such periph erals have eith er becn puhlish ed (sec heading notes in Tahl e 3) or will appear this year in MODEHN DATA.
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TABLE 2 • REFERENCE LITERATURE
MINICOMPUTERS
For additional information on minicomputers described in Table 1, circle the appropriate numbers listed below on the Reoder Service Card.

READER SERVICE
CARD NO .

COMPANY

Atron, SI. Paul, Minn.
Cincinnati Milacron, Lebanon , Ohio ......... . .. .. .. . ...
Clary Data Comp, San Gabriel, Cal. . . . ....... . •.. .....
Computer Automation, Newport Beach, Cal. ... . ... . .... .
Computer Logic Systems, Waltham, Mass . . .. . .......... .
Control Data, Minneapolis, Minn . ......... ... . .........
Data General, South bora, Mass. ... .. ........• . ... . ....
Datacraft, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla . . . . . ... . ....... . ..... . ..
Dotamate Computer Systems, Big Spring, Texas ... . .... . .
Digital Computer Controls, ' Fairfield , N.J . . .......•......
Digital Equipment, Maynard , Mass...... . ... ...... .. . .. .
Digital ScientiftC, San Diego, Cal. . ..... ... ..... . . . .... .
Electronic ·Associates, .West · Long Branth, N.J ....... .. .. ..
Electronic Processors, Englewood, Col. ........•.........
General Automation , Anaheim , Cal. ............ . . ... . ..
GRI Computer, Newton, Mass ...... . .. . ..... . ••........
Hewlell-Packard, Palo Alto, Cal. .. . . . . . •........ .. . . .. .
Honeywell, Waltham, Mass ........... . ................
I nterdata, Oceanport, N.J . ..... . . . .... ... ..... . ......
Lockheed Electronics, Los Angeles, Cal. .... . ...• . .......

224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243

READER SERVICE
CARD NO.

COMPANY

Microdata, Santa Ana, Cal. ....................... . . .
Modular Computer Systems, Ft . Lauderdale, Fla ..........
Motorola, Phoenix, Ariz. . ... .. ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Nuclear Data, Palatine, III. ...... . ..... . .......... . ...
Omnicomp Computer, Santa Ana, Cal. ..... . .•. . .. .... ..
Omnitec, Phoenix, Ariz. ............. .... ••. . ........
Panasonic, New York, N.Y.. .. . ........... • •......... ..
Raytheon Data Systems, Santa Ana, Cal. ........•.......
Redcor, Canoga Park , Cal. ... . .........•.... . ..•....
Rolm, ' Cupertino, Cal. ............ . ...... .. ... .. •....
Spiras Systems, Waltham, Mass. . .. . ... .. .............
SYS Computer, Hackensack, N.J . .... . .. . ....•.... . ..
·Systems Engineering Labs, Ft. lauderdale, Fla . ..... .. .. .
Tempo Computers, Anaheim, Cal. ....................
Texas Instruments, Houston, Texas .......• . . . . . . _•.. . .
Unicam, Fairfield, N.J . . . . .......... .• .. ...... • ......
Unicomp, Northridge, Cal. .... . .. . .• . .. . .. . .. . .. . ...
Varian Data Ma"hines, Irvine, Cal. .... ... .. . ..........
Westinghouse, Orlanda, Fla_ . ... . ..............• . ....
Xerox Data Systems, EI Segu nda, Cal. .. • . • .. . ...••.....

244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263

TABLE 3 • MINICOMPUTER PERIPHERALS
In addilion 10 Ihe minicomputer manufacturers, the following companies provide peripherals or memories that· will interface wilh many 01
the minicomputer models described in Table J.

MINICOMPUTER MEMORY
Advanced Memory Systems, Sunnyvale, Cal.
Ampex, Culver City, Cal.
Cambridge Memories, Newton, Mass.
Datapac, Santa Ana, Cal.
Electronic Memories, Hawthorne, Cal.
Fabri.Tek, Minneapolis, Minn .
Ferroxcube, Englewood, Col.
Information Control, Los Angeles, Cal.
Memory Systems, Hawthorne, Cal.
Memory Technology, Sudbury, Mass.
Nemonic Data Systems, Denver, Col.
Quadri, Phoenix, Ariz .
Standard Memories, Sherman Oaks, Cal.

MINICOMPUTER ·DISK & DRUM STORAGE
(See also Profiles on Disk & Drum Drives in the Feb . and Mar.
1971 Issues of MODERN DATA)

Applied Magnetics, Goleta, Cal
Bryant Computer Products, Walled .Lake, Mich .
Computer Memory. Davie..., G,I.. ndale, Ariz.
Data Disc, Palo Alta, ·Cal.
Datum, Anaheim, Cal.
Dynacoustics, Hayward, Cal.
EDP Technology, Orlando, Fla.
Engineered Data Peripherals, Santa Monica, Cal.
Infotechnics, Van Nuys, Cal.
lomec, Santa Clara, Cal.
Per Data, Hicksville, N.Y.
Systems, Peripherals Div., San' Diego, Cal.
Vermont Research, N. Springfield, Vt.
Wabash Computer, Phoenix, Ariz .
Xebec Systems, Mountain View, Cal.

MINICOMPUTER MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSPORTS
Ampex, Culver City, Cal
Bright Industries, San Francisco, Cal.
Bucade, Hauppauge, N.Y.
Cipher Data Products, San Diego, Cal.
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Datacom, Ft. Walton Beach, Fla .
Datran, Norwalk, Conn.
Digi·Data, Bladensburg, Md.
Dynacoustics, Hayward, Cal.
Infotec, Plainview, N.Y.
.Kennedy, Altadena, Cal.
PEC, Chatsworth, Cal.
Per Data, Hidsville, N.Y.
Potier Instruments, Plainview, N.Y.
Precision Instrument, Palo Alto, Col.
Wang Labs, Los Angeles, Cal.
Willard Labs, Los Angeles, Cal.

MINICOMPUTER CASSETTE/CARTRIDGE
TAPE SYSTEMS
(See Also Profile on Cas/Carl Transports in Aug. 1970 Issue of
MODERN DATA )

Canberra Industries, Meriden, Conn.
.Dicom Indusfries, Sunnyvale, Cal
EDP Technology, Orlando, Flo
Incre-Data, Albuquerque, N.M.
International Computer Products, Dallas, Texas
Mobark Instruments, Sunnyvale, Cal.
Sykes Datatronics, Rochester; N.Y.
'Tennecomp, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Tri-Dala, Mountain View, Cal.

MINICOMPUTER LINE/PAGE 'PRINTERS
(See Also Profiles on Prinlers in Ihe Feb ., Mar., and May 1971

Issues of MODERN DATA )

Data Printer, Cambridge, Mass.
A. B. Dick, Chicago, III.
Eclectic, Dallas, Texas
Gould, Graphics Div., Cleveland, Ohio
Leigh Instruments, Ottawa, Canada
Odec Computer Systems, E. Providence, R.1.
. Per Data, Hicksville, N.Y.
Paller Instruments, Plainview, N.Y.
Syner-Data, Beverly, Mass.
Versatec, Cupertino, Cal.
Vogue Instrument, Richmond Hill, N.Y.
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The data modem maze.

How ule leads you
through it salely.

With over 200 co mpa nies manufa cturing
data modems, how do
you choose the right
one?
U BC can lead you
through thi s ma ze
safely.
Ou r skilled applications engineers evaluate your data transmission needs. Then
a proposal is prepared. In this proposal, we'Uanswer all
your questions - solve
your data transmission
problems - before-the-fact.
We'll tell you which of the data
modems manufactured by our subsidiary company, Rixon Electronics, best fits your requirements.
And we have a wide choice avail able. Thoroughly proven, low maintenance, quality data modems ranging from 1800 to 9600 bps. Modems
with features such as built-in diagnostics . that enable even non-technical people to isolate and correct a
transmission problem in minutes.

OEM quantities or single, stand
alone units, we usually fill your
order from stock. However-when
necessary - we can engineer our
modems to your configuration and
specifications.
Once your order is booked , our
strategically located network of
sales and service offices takes over.
Our own engineers, installation
and service people stay with you
every step of the way. We consider

training, troubl e-s hooting, testing and mai nte nance part of the sale.
Consid er o ne more
thing. We' re not just
data people. Our parent, U nited Utilities,
I ncor porated , o perates the nation's third
larges t telephone system. So, we do kno w
qu ite a bit about te lephone line s . And
thi s is often the key
to effecti ve modem
utilization.
If all thi s doesn' t
co nvince you that UB Coffers more
than the ordinary, garden- variety
data modem manufacturer, write
and we'll tell you more. We'll al so
send your our f ree telephone line
conditioning guide, a handy tool
whether you buy from us or not.
Write : General Sales Manager
UBC, Dept. MD-9-6
6405 Metcalf, Shawnee Mission ,
Kansas 66202 .
Telephone (913) 362-5300.

To pick the right data modem, pick the right modem company.

United
Business
Communications
Subsi diary of United tJti lities, Inco rporated

Sates and service offices in: Atlanta I Burlington , Mass. (Boston) I Chicago I Dallas l Kan sas City I Los Angeles I New Haven , Conn . (New York ) I Pittsburgh I Silver Spring , Md .
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NEW PRODUCTS
96-COL UMN CARD READ E R

CARTRIDGE PAPE R TAPE
MEMORY

The 9625, a 300-card-per-minute
tabletop reader, is designed for
original equipm ent manufacturers.
Two models of the 9625 are available. The 9625-01 includes all read
sensing and basic electronics, read
checking, 96-column buffer, motor
controls, tran sport, and 600 card
capaci ty input and output stackers.
The 9625-02 includes read sensing
circuits, transport, input and output stackers, an d casework. W eighin g approximately 30 pounds, the
9625 is an id eal card reader for
termin als.
List
communica tion
price for th e 9625-01 is $1,200 and
for th e 9625-02 $800, with OEM
quantity di scounts avail able. Decision Data, Warminster, Pa.

The multi-chann el cartridge paper
tape reader provides random access, read -only batch memory for
minicomputers, process control systems, automatic typewri ters, and
any other device accepting digital
input. A single cartridge for the
Model 560 Multi-Channel Tape
Rea der stores up to 100 different
varying length programs, or a total
of 12K ch aracters, on an endlessloop paper tap e. Th e unit reads
one-inch, 8-track punched tape at
speeds of 320 or 640 cps. Thc cos t
of th e 560 Reader is $1,900, with
cartridges priced at $25 each in
quantity. Data T est Corp ., Concord, Cal.

Circle No. 332 on Inqu iry Card.

Circle No. 334 on Inquiry Card.

All the Minis we fit to print:
DEC PDP-8, 8E, 81 , aL, 11 , 121 Data General Nova, Supernova
Varian 620's/Hewlett Packard 2114, 2115, 2116
Honeywell 316, 516/Many others.
Th e ODEC line printer interfaces quickly and inexpensively
to any minicomputer, modem , remote termin al, off-l ine printing
stati on or office bu si ness sys tem.
With 132 columns. Or 80.
With up to 250 LPM. Up to 96 character set.
With unique removab le characte r fon t.
With clea n mylar /carbon ribb on operation.
With 6 or mo re clear, sharp ca rb on cop ies.
And with excel lent price / performance and re liab ility.
So if you 're looking for a printer to fit you r mini ,
write or call us for spe cs on the ODEC line.
r;;'\
It's the one printer fit for all the minis.

l!!J OOEC COMPUTER SYSTEMS , INC.

823 Waterman Avenue, East Providence, R. I. 02914 / Phone: 401-438-0220, TWX : 710381-1729

1_

A subsidiary of Ocean Da ta Equipment Corp.

"" ".

~-

,.-
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45 IPS TAPE TRANSPORT
The Kenn edy Series 3112 Synchronous ~/I agn e tic Tape Transports allow 45 ips operation with minicomputers, data terminals, and
data acquisition systems. Other
models operate at standard speeds
of 25 ips and 37.5 ips . All are cap able of writing and reading tapes
to IBM and ASCII format specifications. The 3112 series has a rewind speed of 150 ips, a start/ stop
time of 15 msec at 25 ips, inver sely
proportional to tap e speed. The
tape unit interface is DTL/ TTL
Low True. Th e series is equipped
with lOW', 2400' reels. Kennedy
Co ., Altadena, Cal.
Circle No. 337 on Inquiry Card.
MEMORY EXERCISER
The SP-50 Portab le Memory Exerciser provides all necessary interface Signals to tes t disk .and drum
storage devices. SP-50 is cap able of
providing up to eight chann els of
parall el write data and compming
the resultant memory system read
data for errors. Th e data generator
m ay b e programmed to output respective track addresses and a
fixed or variable 15 bit repetitive
data p attern . The exerciser will
provide up to twelve address lines
capable of seq uentially addressing
all or part of 4096 data tracks.
Controls are provided for setting
up such variable memory system
parameters as preambl e length and
polarity, rea d delay, and the read
recovery interval followin g track
swi tching or writin g. Unit pri ce for
th e SP-50 is $9,275. D'igital Development, San Diego, Cal.
Circle No. 338 on Inquiry Card .
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The 28 lb teleprinter provides 80
characters per line, alphanumeric
printout at 10 or 15 cps. The terminal produces up to six: copies,
has an integral acoustic coupler,
and generates the full 128 ASCII
characters in transmit mode. Standard features include automatic
carriage return and line feed, parity check, and switch-selectable
half- or full-duplex operation. The
portable costs $1,999 (less case).
Compudata Corp., Providence, R.I.
Circle No. 335 on Inquiry Card.

DISK SYSTEM
Disc Cell is a sealed disk unit containing a complement of head-pertrack read-write heads. Two Cells
are controlled by a common carrier
unit, the Twin Carrier, which provides all the mechanics and electronics for driving each pair. The
Cells
are
completely
interchangeable and are capable of
storing up to 6 million b its, w ith
an access time of 12.5 msec and
transfer rate of 2 Mbps. Dataflux
Corp., San Jose, Cal.
Circle No. 331 on Inquiry Card.

TELETYPE ENCLOSURE
The Model 331 acoustic encI.osure
is designed to reduce the sound
level of 33 TTYs at least 10 decibels, permitting Teletype operation
in office environs. The enclosures
are simply installed · over the Teletype assembly, and cost $17S in
single unit quantities. Compro,
Santa Ana, Cal.
Circle No. 336 on Inquiry Card.
MODERN DATAl June 1971

Data communications improve
when you rely on one of the finest names in
the industry. Reliability and service improve, too.
RFL's high standards of engineering and manufacture are followedup by a large international network of carefully se lected sales/
service professionals.
With RFL, you save money by selecting the right modem for
your applications - from the widest selection in the industry.
And the RFL multiplexer permits use of up to 22 channels over
a single circuit. New RFL delay and amplitude equalizers improve
line condition ~or higher speed transmission .
Use outright purchase or rental plans and get
prompt delivery. Write or phone for our new booklet
on the full RFL modem line, specs and prices today.

~ ,!:~";!.?.~':.~t:!..':S:J~~~'
TEL. 201-334-3100/TWX: 7l0-987-8352/CABLE RADAIRCO, N. J.
CIRCLE NO. 26 ON INQUIRY CARD
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NEW SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
COBOL D EBUGGI NG

INTERACTIVE D ESI GN

D RAF TING L ANGUAGE

COSYBUG is a program development tool which permits Cobol
programmers to reduce debuggin g
time. The programmer can locate
the point in the Cobol source program at which a program interrupt
has occurred, examin e or alter
data, suspend or resum e program
execution at any point in the program, determine calling locations
of "performed" paragraphs, and determin e th e status of each file.
COSYBUG utilizes a command
langu age whose syntax is closely
related to Cobol's English-like
structure. The average Cobol programmer can become a proficient
user of COSYBUG within thirty
minutes. The package, priced at
$15,000, has b een installed on a
time-sharing system utilizing an
IBM 360/ 67 computer. FDA Systems, New York, N.Y.

Th e MASK System represents an
integrated configuration of hardware and software designed to aid
in the graphic layout and manipulation of hybrid, MOS, and b ipolar
circuity. Th e MASK software is
machin e-ind ep endent and can be
adapted to any computer system
which has a 16K x 16 memory,
250K words of mass storage, and
an interactive graphics terminal.
MASK expands the use of interactive graphics beyond the presently available editin g systems to
include the creative design and
layou t assistance necessary in complex circuit techn ology. Th e features making this possible are special interconn ection modes and a
flexibility in th e creation, manipulation, and utilization of cells. Systems, Science and Software, La
Jolla, Cal.

Circle No. 385 on Inquiry Card .

Circle No. 386 on Inquiry Card.

UDRAFT-8 is a simple language
that can b e used by p eople without knowledge of computer programming. Based on the highly
sllccessfu I UDRAFT language,
UDRAFT-8 is intended fo r use on
Universal
Drafting
Machine
Corp .'s Orthomat systems. Using
simple statements, combin ed with
a macro library, alphanumeric
capability and other features, th e
draftsman can use this language to
produ ce complex drawings with a
minimum of effort. By implementin g UDRAFT-8 on the draftin g
system's computer, users are less
depend ent upon tape preparation
a nd editing by a re mote computer,
and brings tape preparation under
local departmental control. This
fcature provides tru e stand alone
capability for drafting rooms and
engin eering departments where
lack of computer capability prevented use of automatic drafting.
Uniue rsal Drafting Machine, Bedfonl H eights, Ohio .

Time~Share Users:

PLUG IT IN,
GET
HIGH-SPEE
GRAPHICS
OUT
The TSP-212 Plotting System reduces initial cost and operating cost,
and draws excellent conclus ions in minutes
from columns of digital data that could otherwise
take many ted ious hours to interpret. It interfaces with
IBM 2741 's and most Teletype terminals, and is readily compatible with almost all systems. The TSP-212 comes with sub-routines
in FORTRAN, BASIC, APl, and Pl1 that include curve smoothing,
alpha-numerics, and symbols. You can now have big performance
and service back-up in a system that is reasonably priced : $3,300.00
complete with sub-routines ; lease terms available.
Ask for Bulletin

IT] ~ [f] CORP.
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TIME SHARE PERIPHERALS CORPORATION
Mi ry Brook Road , Danbu ry , Co nnecticut 06810 (203) 743-7624
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Circle No. 380 on Inquiry Card.

CONTOUR PLOTTING
CPS-1 is a modular, verb-oriented
programming langu age for contour
p lotting, intended for use on medium-to-l arge computers equipped
output
( drum,
for
graphics
flatb ed , CRT, etc.) . With the basic
package, th e user specifies the
functions which generate a precision contour plot of a surface
from a set of irregularly spaced
control .points. This basic version
also provides for p lot annotation,
data editing, and fil e management.
With the addition of the multiple
surface option, CPS-1 can mathematically reconstruct up to 20
surfaces simultan eously. Versions
of CPS-1 are operating on CDC
6600, IBM 360/ 65, GE 635, and
Univac ll08 computers at a cost of
$8500 for the basic system.
Un-itech, Inc., Austin, Texas.
Circle No. 387 on Inquiry Card.
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COMPUTER UTILIZATION
FOCUS ( FOrecasting Computer
Utilization and Scheduling Systern) can be used as a data processing management tool to improve the operation and effective
use of computers. The system consists of eleven program modules
that produce reports by computer,
shift, and partitions to tell what
jobs have to be run today, what
was run yesterday, and what was
scheduled to be run yesterday but
not run. The system is fully documented with installation, usage,
and operation instructions. FOCUS
can run on any 360/25 with 32K or
larger using DOS Cobol. Neaterics,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Circle No. 381 on Inquiry Card.

"'~~DATA T'R ANSMISSION
PROBLEMS?
Let the Sierra 1914B
h_~Jp. ,yO~ solve them.
v;-" ;" -

,,-: __~~

I

.

The Sierra 19148 Data Transmission Test Set localizes and identifies
the . problem. It checks all the supervisory control functions of a
. ~odem and the bit- and block-error rate of the entire data transmission !iystem. The 19148 is a field instrument with abp,;a1:<>r eachronous and asynchronous voiceband
IJISlar:taIIOn ;m,aintenimce, .and troubleshootin~ tests
.' ... modem users and manufacturers,

620ji TEXT EDITOR
The Editor provides 620/i users
who have a COl LINC Tape Mass
Memory Peripheral the capability
to generate and edit source text on
LINC Tape. The Editor is both
line number and context oriented.
The Editor allows correcting and
updating source text tape through
keyboard control hom the Teletype. Edited programs may then
be assembled, loaded, and executed automatically. Computing
OperatiOns, BeltSVille, Md.
Circle No. 383 on Inquiry Card.

................
.............
'"

.............. ..

TIME-SHARE SERVICE
CROSSBOW is a multiple service
that places almost unlimited computing power at the users' disposal
and allows the user to select the
most economical method of processing and turnaround priority,
through remote terminal access.
The service offers a choise of processing options to match user problem solving, data-base inquiry, and
production batch needs. It blends
time-sharing, remote job entry, and
conversational remote job entry
under one integrated system to accommodate a full range of data
processing requirements. ITT Data
SCiences, Paramus, N.J.

I ::::::::::

PHILCO ~

Circle No. 376 on Inquiry Card
MODERN DATA/June 1971
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NEW LITERATURE
PRJ TERS

620/L MINICOMPUTER

A series of data sheets and b rochures
are available, describing Datalog's line
of strip, digital, and page printers.
Litton/ Datalog, Melville, N .Y.

Varian's new 620/ L - with a more
compact memory, lower price, larger
cap acity power suppl y, an d new console - is docum ented in a n ew 8page brochure. VaTian Data Machines, Irvine, Cal.

Circle No. 410 on Inquiry Card.

REAL-TIME COMPUTER
The 16-page brochure is addressed to
users who m ay requi re a real-tim e
co~puter to perform a sin gle dedicated task, or one to h andle a combina tion of real-time processes intermixed with data processin g jobs.
Systems Engineering Labs, Ft . L au.derdale, Fla.
Circle No. 411 on Inquiry Card.

Circle No. 402 on Inquiry Card.
TWX CAP ABILITY

RECORD RETRIEVAL
The Info-Trieve 10, a self-contained
electron ic info rmation management
system that requires no programmin g,
is outlined in an 8-page b rochure.
BCD Comp uting, Bu ffalo, N. Y.
Circle No. 407 on Inquiry Card.

POLLUTION
SYSTEM

CONTROL

DATA

TRAINING PROGRAM
A 4-page brochure describin g th e
Basic Sys tems Course, a 25-week systems training p rogram fo r managers,
supervisors, and new systems analysts,
is available. Systemation, Colomdo
Sprin gs, Colo.
C ircl e No. 417 on Inquiry Card.

Use of a computer interface system to
collect and control da ta from pollution monitorin g stations is described
in an applica tion note. Princeton A pplied Research Corp. , Princeton, N.],

MODEM
The 4800 bps MARQ-48 modem is
reviewed in a new brochure. Paradyne Corp., Clem'water, Fla.

Circle No. 415 on Inquiry Card.

Circle No. 421 on Inquiry Card.

A four-page capability brochu re ab out
TWX,
Western
Union's
T eletypewriter E xch ange service, h as
b een published. W estern Union, New
Y o·rk, N. Y .
C ircle No. 422 on Inquiry Card.

OEM PRODUCTS
A 16-page bookl et describing CDC's
products designed for original equipment manu fac turers, contains specifications on products rangin g from disk
p acks and tape transports to line
printers, displ ay termin als, OCR p age
and docum ent readers, and compl ete
computer systems. Contml Data,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Circle No. 416 on Inquiry Card.

If you use data sets,
leased telephone lines
or WATTS lines

I/O'lVlX
data communications
equipment
will reduce your costs.
Ask us to tell you how.

I/O'lVlX

Division of Sonex
2337 Philmont Avenue I Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006/215-947-6100
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RODATA TERMINAL
The receive-only module in its Inktronic line of high-speed electrostatic
data communi cations termin als is described in a 12-page catalog available
from T eletype. Th e Inktronic 2101
(RO ) tennin als p rint up to 120 cps
usin g eith er ASCII or five level code.
T eletype Crn·p ., Skokie, Ill.
Circle No. 404 on Inquiry Card.
CREDIT AUTHORIZATION
An 8-page brochure is available from
Datatrol, describin g th eir Credit System 1400, a dedicated , stand- alone
Credit Authorization System for retail
stores. Datatl'Ol, Hudson, Mass.
Circle No. 424 on Inquiry Card.
DATA TERMINAL
Th e SR-030 teleprinter, a 30 cps
send-receive conversational data communications terminal, is described in
a spec sheet. Si.nger/Friden, San
L eandm, Cal.
Circle No . 420 on Inquiry Card.
MODERN DATA / June 1971

MODEM TEST SET
Full product specification and application literature for the Range Rider
series of modem communications system test equipment is available. Internatiorwl Data Sci., Providence, R. I.
Circle No. 412 on Inquiry Card.

GRAPIDCS SOFTWARE
A revised reference manual for the
EZPERT automatic PERT .and CPM
network graphics system, is available.
Systonetics, Anaheim, Cal.
Circle No. 423 on Inquiry Card.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
An 8-page brochure from Cincom
Systems, develops, in managementoriented terms, the major and essential requirements of a Data Base
Management System (DBMS) and
discusses the reasons why the DBMS
approach is the key to success in MIS
implementations. Cincom Systems,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Circle No. 406 on Inquiry Card.

MAG CARD-TO-TAPE

'A product spec sheet is avaiJable for
the System 22. The 22 converts IBM
MCST mag card data to IBM-compatible mag tape. Digi-Data, Bladensburg, Md.
Circle No. 425 on Inquiry Card.

PLOTTING SYSTEM
RALPH, an automatic electronic
packaging ' and . layout plotting system/ service for PCB masters, is reviewed in a product brochure. Autologic. Inc., San FranGisco, Cal.
Circle No. 408 on Inquiry Card.

DATA PRINTER
A ten-page booklet is available, describing the Kleinschmidt Model 311
Receive-Only Electronic Data Printer
Interface, complete with circuits and
timing diagrams. Kleinschmidt, Div.
SCM, Deerfield, Ill.
Circle No. 409 on Inquiry Card.
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NEW TIME-SAVING DATA COMMUNICATIONS TOOL :

DESIGN
DEVELOP
DEBUG
Hardware

Hardware, software

Hardware, software and communications systems

One new in·str.ument offers these combined
capabi1ities
The Spectron Universal Monitor
If you produce, install or service .data communications
hardware or software, our
Universal Monitor could be
your most helpful tool. It
will save time and help you
increase accuracy, regardless of your particuJar area of interest.
The Universal Monitor offers these advantages because it provides
a character,"by-character hard copy record of everything that is sent
and received over the data link. Which means it not only points out
errors in hardware, software or lines, but also enables you to determine precisely what is causing these errors, and why. So less time is
spent tracing problems, and higher accuracy is far easier to come by.
The Universal Monitor is the only transmission test set that can be
conveniently operated ·on-line. As an aid to field service technicians,
for ' example, .you'll find it a dramatic improvement over present trialand-e rror methods of trou ble-shooti ng.
Other features include the ability to : accommodate all line coordination systems ; monitor any code and speed up to 7200 bps ; work with
synchronous or start-stop transmjssions; and operate full- or halfduplex. That's the Universal Mon~
itor from Spectron. We made it do
more, so you'd have to do less.
Write or call (609) 667-5700 for
information or demonstration .

'"

1:1.-""
" III
- -

CC>APC>AA.TIC>N

1060 Kings Highway North
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034

r-----------------------------------------------------1
o
0
Please send technical bulletin
on Universal Monitor.

PJease arrange Universat Monitor demonstration at my convenience.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ __
C ompany _

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Telephone _ _ __

_

Address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

Zip _ _ _ __

-----------------------------------------------------~
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PLOTTER

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

The Brush 1000 X-Y plotter, accessories, and supplies are described in a 4page bulletin. Gould/ Bncsh Div. ,
Cleveland, Ohio .
Circle No. 413 on Inquiry Card.

ASSOC IATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY

35

Agency: Corporate Presence, Inc.

BC D-COMPUT ING COR P. . ..... .... ...... . .....•. . ... .. • . . ... . . . ... . .. . ...

31

THE BEAUGRAND-FISHER GROUP, INC.

31

BEEH IVE MEDICA L ELECTRONICS, INC .

21

Agency, Musso-C lifford

BERGLUND ASSOCIATES, INC.

39

Agency: Percept ive Marke ters

DATA BASE

~f ANA G EME l

T

CENTRONICS DATA COMPUTER CORP .

. .....•..... ..... .... • . .. .. .. Cover 3

Agency, The Stray ton Corp.

The CODASYL Systems Committee
announces th e availa.bility of a 500
page report entitled "Feature Analysis
of Generalized Data Base Ylanagement Systems." The report discusses
data structure concepts and the data
definition language facilities used to
dcfine such stru ctures. The ! unctions
of interrogation and updating are discusscd for self-contained systems.
Othcr majo r topics are data base creation , programmer fa cilities, data administration fun ction s. and storage
stru cture. The report is being distributed bv the Association for Computing Yl;chiner~', from whom copies
may be ordered at ~8. ACM, N. Y .,
N. Y.
Circle No. 426 on Inquiry Card.

CINCOM SYSTEMS, INC . .. . ... . ....•... ..• •... . ...• ... ...••....• • . . ... •...

14

Agency : Reeves Advertising , Inc.

CODEX CORP.

7

Agency : Ch irurg & Ca irns , Inc .

CULLINANE CORP . . .

6

DATA GENERA L CORP.
Agency: Q ui nn &

12, 13

John~on

DELTA DATA SYSTEMS CORP.

53

Agency: Mort Bar is h Assoc iates, Inc .

DIGITAL EQU IPME NT CORP .

8, 9

Agency: Creamer, Trowbridge , Case & Basford, Inc.

FENWAL, INC .

57

Agency, Wilson, Ha ight & Welch, Inc .

GTE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

4

Agency, Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO .
DATA COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS DEPT.
Agency: Ross Roy of New York, Inc.

33

GENERAL ELECTR IC CO .
INFORMATION SERVICES ...... .. . .. .. . . .• . . ...••. •.... ••. ... . -• ... 16., 16b
Agency: Robe rt S. Cragin, Inc.

IN COTERM CORP . . . .. .... . ........ . . . •... . . .••...... ........ • . . .. . .. . Cover 4
Ag e ncy: Sage Adver t ising, Inc.

INFORMATION SPECTRUM, INC .

APL TIME-SHARING
A pocket-sized referen ce ca rd con tains a summary of all primitive
(built-in) operations in the APL
PLUS time-sharing service, system
commands, file commands, an d report
formatting con trol-codes. Scientific
Tim e Sharin g. Washington, D.C.
Circle No. 427 on Inquiry Card.

5

Ag ency : Mill e r Omnigraphics, Inc.

I/ ONEX
DIV. OF SONEX , INC.
Agency: The Louis Zimmer Organization, Inc .

78

MICRODATA CORP . . ... . .. .. . . . .... ... .. ...... .. ..••. . . . .. • .. . ..• . .......

43

Agency: J ames Brunton Ad ve rt isi ng

MODERN

DATA

............. . ... . .. . .. . . . ......• . . . . . .. .. . . . . ... . .. ....

ODEC COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC . ....... • •.

. ...... •.

17
. . 74

Ag ency: Webe r Donohue Cooper, Inc.

OMEGA-T

SYSTEMS, I NC . . ...... . .. . • •..... • .. . . . . .. .•... . . . . . ... • . . .. . .
Edd ie Da vis Advertising, Inc.

25

PARA DYNE CORP . .......... . .. . .. . .... . . . ......... . . ...... ... . . ..... ... .
Agency: Co mmun icat ions Unlimited, Inc.

RFL INDUSTRIES, INC .

TELETYPE CODE CARD
The Teletype code card shows 5-level
Baudo t code on one side and 8-level
ASCII code on the oth er. Pulsecom ,
Alexandria, Va.
C ircle No. 429 on Inquiry Card.

COMMUN ICA TIONS DIV. ...... ..... .. • . ... . .••.. . ... . • . . .. . . •. .. . . • .. . .
Agency, Josephson, Cuffar i & Co.

RAYTHEON COMPUTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ..

75

41

Agency : Durel Advertising

SCIENCE ACCESSORIES CORP . .... .. . . ... . ......• . .....•.. . .. ..•...

37

Agency , The Stra y ton Corp.

SIERRA ELECTRONIC OPERATION
PHILCO FORD CORP . . ..... . .... . .. . • .... . ..••... . ..•. .. ...• .. . .... .. ..

77

SPECTRON CORP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ..

79

Agency: Percept ive Ma rke te rs

TELETYPE

CORP.

. ... ....... . ....... . .... . ..• . • . .. . .. .•... . .•.. .. .•... 26, 27

Agency: Fensholt Advertising, Inc .

TIME SHARE PERIPHERALS CORP . . ..... . .... . . . . . ... . ... .. ..... • . .. ..•.....

BATCH/CONVERSATIONAL
TERMINAL

76

Agency, A.BW. Toft and Co mpany

UNITED BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS, INC. .....••... . . .•. • . .. ..• .. ... . .. ..

73

Agency , l ane / Tra vis Pollard. Inc.

A new batch/ conversational data terminal, Sys tem 3700, is detailed in a
new bulletin. The system emulates
the IBM 2780 using existing IBM 360
software, and allows a question-answer dialog with a computer; data is
displayed on a CRT. Digital Information Devices, Lionville, Pa.

VARIAN DATA MACHINES ...................... . ••......•... . .•.........

11

GRAHICS & DATA SYST EMS DIV. .. .. .... ... • •.. . .• ••• . . . .. • •.. ... . Cover2
Agency : N.W. Ay er / J org ensen / MacDo nald, Inc.

VECTOR GENERAL ... .. . ............ . .... . .. ... . . . .. . ........ .. .•........

19

Agency, Allen Advertising

VICTOR COMPTOMETER CORP.
BUSINESS SER VICES DIV. . . .. ... ........ . . ... . . .. ... . •. . . ..•...
Agency, Niefe ld, Paley & Kuhn , Inc.

WESTERN UNION DATA SERVICES CO.

2

15

Agency , Ries Cappiello Colwe ll, Inc.

Circle No. 428 on Inquiry Card.
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